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Abstract

Representing the functional behaviour of a system is a critical practice in any en-

gineering discipline. However, how to compare and reason about the represented

systems has mostly been dependent on our cognitive processing ability. An effective

representation must support machine-assisted reasoning mechanism as well as human

intuitions. We present an effective, ontology-oriented formal approach of represen-

tation that is designed to be both machine-processable and human comprehensible.

Based on the theory of events and change in AI-based commonsense reasoning and

the notion of affordances, we developed a novel approach to functional reasoning

which is more intuitive and practical compared to the existing formal systems of rep-

resentation. After discussing the notion of ontologies along with their implementation

formalisms, we present our representational facility called the Event-Based Functional

Behaviour Ontology (EFBO). A detailed overview of the EFBO is presented along

with our own approach to behaviour modelling. As a special application, we present

and demonstrate the EFBO-based validation system that can be used to validate the

levels of functional consistencies between cross-platform systems. We also discuss

the commonsense reasoning theories relevant to our representation along with other

related work. Finally, we discuss the broader perspectives of our contributions within

the context of modern computing and software engineering.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Representing a system in terms of its functional behaviour is the most basic, yet a

critical practice in Systems and Software Engineering. Without an effective represen-

tational facility, systematic reasoning about the behaviour of a complex system would

always be limited by our cognitive processing abilities. An effective representation

for functional modelling must provide a machine-processable automated reasoning

support without compromising the critical aspect of human comprehension. The goal

of this thesis is to develop a formal, logic-based representation that can be used to

model and compare the behaviours of event-based systems in an effective manner.

The existing approaches of functional behaviour modelling are limited to support-

ing either humans or machines but not both. For example, while the widely popular

UML-based behaviour modelling [127] such as the Activity Diagram [41], Sequence

Diagram [42], and State Machine Diagram [43] can support a visual conceptualization

of the systems, they lack the automated reasoning support due to their semi-formal

nature of representation. Typical formal specification based approaches [153, 90, 46],

on the other hand, notoriously lack the means of effective human comprehension.

While the application of formal method based approaches is indisputably important
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for developing reliable software systems, their use within the broader software en-

gineering community, in practice, is quite rare [7, 86, 51]. The main drawback of

using these approaches is the formal nature of their representation which often makes

the system inexplicable for most people. The process of modelling and maintaining a

complex application system based on these formal systems are often non-intuitive and

requires a considerable expertise in formal logic. Integrating these systems within the

actual software implementations is therefore quite challenging and often requires con-

siderable investment of time and money. Therefore, in practice, the powerful ideas

of formal methods are rarely considered by the software developers and the other

stakeholders in typical software engineering projects.

In this thesis, we present a novel, ontology-oriented formal approach of represent-

ing the behaviour of software systems that can potentially extenuate the limitations of

existing functional modelling approaches. An ontology refers to the theory of knowl-

edge representation and reasoning where the conceptual knowledge of a domain can

be classified into a precise logical order with different levels of abstractions. One

of the key benefits of using ontologies is that they can be used to effectively sup-

port the aspects of formal representation for automated reasoning while retaining the

appropriate levels of abstraction for human comprehension. Within the context of

software engineering, this thesis will advance the basis of design and development of

the modern event-based systems that require automated reasoning in order to charac-

terize, compare, and ultimately, comprehend the functional behaviour of the software

systems at various levels of suitable abstractions.



1.1. MOTIVATIONAL ASPECTS 3

The main motivation of this thesis was its use case of validating functional consis-

tencies in modern, cross-platform computing applications. Supporting multiple plat-

forms has become a common requirement for developing software systems for modern

devices like smartphones and tablet computers. When dealing with the functional

behaviour of these software systems, an effective software engineering approach must

tackle the following key challenges: (a) representing the behaviour of the system that

can be both human comprehensible and machine processable; (b) a rigorous reasoning

support to validate the cross-platform functional consistencies, and (c) maintaining

a consistent co-evolution of the cross-platform functionalities for the evolving sys-

tems. The approach of functional reasoning described in this thesis can be used to

mitigate these latter challenges for the software engineering professionals. The topics

and ideas discussed in this thesis can be used to develop intelligent decision-support

mechanisms to deal with the overarching challenges of modelling, comparing, and

maintaining the behaviour of the modern, event-based software application systems.

1.1 Motivational Aspects

The increasing demands of the powerful mobile devices like smartphones and tablet

computers have led the computing world to develop an overwhelming number of

mobile-computing based applications (apps). The systems that used to rely on tra-

ditional, web-based platforms have constantly been augmented with multi-platform

clients to support different mobile devices. All the major software systems, e.g, bank-

ing systems, airline reservation systems, and social networking systems nowadays

have their corresponding mobile apps. These apps are designed to support their

client base with a specific set of tasks and transactions. In principle, these systems,
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Figure 1.1: Worldwide mobile applications user base [139] and revenues [140].

along with their multi-platform mobile apps, possess some of the critical characteris-

tics of Ultra-Large-Scale Software (ULSS) systems [108]. For instance, they are often

decentralized in terms of their design infrastructures, heterogeneous in terms of their

client platforms, and some of these apps are used by millions of mobile computing

systems all over the globe. The mobile apps for these systems essentially correspond

to the systems-of-systems notion in ULSS systems [108], along with the normative

consequences. It is, therefore, critical for the software engineers to make sure that

these cross-platform apps behave in a functionally consistent manner in order to avoid

any catastrophic consequences.

Growth of the Mobile Application Market

The explosive growth of the mobile apps market can be demonstrated by the user base

and the revenues of the app stores as illustrated in Figure 1.1. Based on the forecast

in 2011, the chart on the left illustrates the global growth of user base between 2012-

2015. The user base was expected to reach 255.9 millions by 2015 [139]. The chart

on the right in Figure 1.1 presents the projected worldwide revenues of mobile app

stores from 2011 to 2013 with the forecast until 2017. While the global revenue in
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2012 was 18.56 billion US dollars, the market is expected to grow as high as 76.52

billion US dollars (312.82% of increase) by the year 2017 [140]. As the demands for

mobile apps are continuing to increase, the number of mobile devices and platforms

are competing with each other to support the maximum user base. It is therefore not

surprising that the leading app developers are striving to reach every possible client

regardless of mobile devices and application platforms. In other words, it is no longer

the case that an app targeted for Apple’s iOS platform would be nearly sufficient to

reach the maximum number of clients. For instance, Google’s Android has been the

most dominating platform for mobile applications over the last few years. Microsoft

has been investing in their new vision of a single, integrated operating system to

support both desktop and mobile devices. The next section highlights some of the

basic heterogeneity issues with the mobile computing platforms.

Heterogeneity of Mobile Computing Platforms

The issue of heterogeneity in mobile application platforms typically arise from the

device-specific operating systems. For example, Apple’s mobile devices such as iPhone

and iPad are using the iOS operating system [74], Samsung’s Galaxy and Google’s

Nexus smartphones and tablet devices are using Google’s Android [20] as their plat-

form, RIMs Blackberry has its own operating systems [62], and Nokia uses Microsoft’s

Windows Phone operating system. The client systems targeting these different de-

vices are reliant on different implementation frameworks are written in different pro-

gramming languages. For example, Apple’s iOS systems use Objective C, Blackberry

uses C/C++, and Android systems use JAVA/Dalvik to run their mobile applica-

tions. When it comes to Separation of Concerns (SoC), this diverse range of devices
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Figure 1.2: Separation of Concerns: MVC at the top versus the PAC at the bottom.

imposes different architecture for their Model-View-Controller (MVC) [92] patterns.

For instance, the MVC architecture for iOS [75] is quite different than the MVC ar-

chitecture for Android. In fact, the SoC in iOS devices is similar to the Presentation-

Abstraction-Control (PAC) architectural pattern rather than the classical MVC. The

MVC pattern for Android [20] is a single-threaded, event-driven architecture, which

deploys the concept of classical MVC. In Apple’s iOS systems, the controller acts

as a mediator between the view and the model which is similar to PAC. Figure 1.2

illustrates the basic comparison between MVC and PAC design patterns. Despite the

unavoidable heterogeneity issues with the platforms, the systems supporting multiple

client platforms must confirm that the intended functionalities of the systems, are, in

fact, consistently implemented across platforms. Maintaining such consistencies can

be quite expensive and overwhelming, which is highlighted in next section.

Maintenance of the Evolving Systems

Supporting multiple platforms, and augmenting functional changes across the plat-

forms is a common software engineering practice for any large-scale systems. This
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evolutionary aspect is critical for these systems in order to conform with the evolving

requirements, demands by the client base, and the trends imposed by the technology

world. The tasks of maintenance due to these evolving requirements can be over-

whelmingly expensive and challenging. An effective maintenance for the large-scale

evolving systems must require a rigorous strategy for consistency management and

change propagation across the multi-platform application systems.

While the importance of software testing cannot be denied for consistency man-

agement and change propagation, generating all possible test cases, and tracing the

solution fragment for negative results, can be an overwhelmingly complex and error

prone activity. The situation can be worse for the systems that are promised to serve

on their multiple, heterogeneous client platforms in a synchronous manner. Con-

sistent implementation of functionality in these systems is extremely critical. The

subsequent changes are required to be tested and reflected consistently across the

platforms in a cost-effective way.

As far as the approach of software testing is concerned, we take the view of Edsger

Dijkstra, a Turing Award winning Computer Scientist, who, in his ACM Turing

lecture in 1972, argued the limitation of testing, and famously stated the following:

“program testing can be a very effective way to show the presence of bugs, but is

hopelessly inadequate for showing their absence.” The transcription of the full lecture

is available online [38].

Within the context of our thesis, we concur the formal approach of software ver-

ification, and therefore, propose a formal, systematic approach to compare cross-

platform functionality. Our approach will be valuable, not only for a cost-effective
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solution for consistency management in the existing systems but also for the trace-

ability of the evolving functional changes that is required in large-scale systems. Our

approach can also be extended in order to categorize the possible set of test cases

that must be executed in order to verify the cross-platform functional consistency.

Within the context of this section, it is worth observing the dramatic, rising costs

associated with software maintenance. According to a recent report, between 1970 to

2009, software maintenance accounted for as high as 90% of the total cost within the

overall software development life cycle, with estimated increase of 50% over the last

two decades [37]. A significant portion of the maintenance are due to the changes

in product characteristics i.e., augmenting functional changes based on the evolving

demands and requirements of the systems.

1.2 Thesis Scope

The experimental scope of this thesis is the modern software applications for the

smartphones and tablet computing systems. As discussed in the earlier section, sup-

porting different client applications for multi-platform mobile devices has become a

norm for the modern large-scale software systems. While the same server-side code

base can provide shared access to all the clients of these systems, the client-side code

written for different platforms are usually not homogeneous due to their platform-

specific language and architecture. One of the characteristic features of these client

applications is their event-driven pattern of implementation with intensive Graphical

User Interface (GUI) based interaction support. The overall functional behaviours of

these applications, therefore, are almost exclusively governed by the events associated

with their GUI components. Another notable feature of these applications is their
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Figure 1.3: The Conceptual Schema at the Heart of the Modern Software Systems.

adherence to the MVC or PAC based architectural pattern for their implementation.

This separation of concerns enables us to focus on the functional events associated

with the GUI elements within the view or the presentation layer of the implemented

systems. Essentially, the scope of this thesis lies within the conceptual scheme at the

heart of the modern software systems as depicted in Figure 1.3.

1.3 Thesis Contribution

The contribution of this dissertation is four-fold. First, we have implemented a

novel representational facility called the Event-Based Functional Behaviour Ontol-

ogy (EFBO). The ontology provides the logical descriptions about the core concepts

associated with the event-based systems. Second, we have presented an approach of

functional behaviour modelling based on the EFBO representation. The modelling

process involves instantiating the EFBO ontology with relevant functional entities of

the target systems. The third contribution of this thesis is the development of an

approach of validating cross-platform functional consistencies based on the EFBO

representation. We have also defined a set of standard functional reasoning cate-

gories that can be used for functional consistency management. The target systems
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modelled based on the EFBO representation can be compared against those standard

reasoning categories in order to validate the levels of their consistencies. Finally, the

fourth contribution is an ontology-oriented software system that we have developed

as an end-to-end solution materializing the EFBO-based validation processes.

It should be noted that the contributions of this thesis should not be confused with

the idea of software testing. The traditional approach of testing is applicable after

the implementation phase of the software projects. There exist a plethora of testing

tools available for cross-platform mobile applications and their use and applicability

is not considered within the scope of this thesis. It is important to realize that as

opposed to software testing, we provide a formal approach that can help the software

engineers to integrate their source code artifacts with the actual domain knowledge

of their developing applications. We argue that the programmers themselves should

have a way to augment certain domain knowledge of the systems within their source

code artifacts. The ontology-based approach of this thesis can play a powerful role of

integrating domain knowledge of a system directly within the source code entities.

Semantic annotation of unstructured documents has been in practice for various

disciplines of life sciences but rarely been properly utilized or investigated in soft-

ware development practices. We argue that software developers should also take the

advantage of semantic annotation as part of the documentation of their source code

artifacts. Semantic annotation of the source code can directly benefit the process of

software maintenance. It can benefit the programmers to have an enhanced, machine

processable documentation support for a better comprehension of their developing

systems. This support is also important in order to make sure that the systems being
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developed are consistently implemented with the requirements of the application do-

main. The ontology that we have developed provides the means of direct reasoning on

the annotated source code elements relevant to the intended functional requirements

of the application systems. The requirements can then be compared and verified

against the standard set of requirements as part of the maintenance strategy. This

is a powerful approach for maintenance that has been overlooked by the software

engineering researchers.

As part of this thesis, we have also outlined an approach of semantic annotations

on the source code entities that are relevant to the process of functional reasoning. In

order to support semantic annotations within the source code artifacts, we developed

a language-agnostic, comment-based annotation strategy where the annotations from

the code can be parsed and extracted by our system in order to demonstrate our

approach. While we currently rely on a manual process of annotation to extract

the relevant functional entities from the source code, there exist a number research

contributions that can be explored in order to develop an automated annotation

strategy. Identifying the relevant code entities for automated annotation can be

considered analogous to the process of identifying the business rules from the source

code artifacts or discovering the web services from a web application. Automated

extraction of business rules [121, 148] and web services [143, 161] has been an active

area of research within the software reverse engineering community. While not within

the scope of our current research, in the future, we plan to adopt a strategy based on

the existing approaches within our context of automating the annotation process.

One of the key distinguishing features of our ontology-oriented approach is that we

have considered an approach that integrates the idea of the AI-based commonsense
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reasoning [33] with functional reasoning [45] in order to mitigate the overarching

challenges of human comprehension, usability, and automated reasoning, in achieving

an effective approach of functional behaviour modelling [73]. Another distinguishing

feature of our approach is that we have incorporated the idea of affordances as part of

our design strategy for functional behaviour modelling [72]. Originated in the field of

perceptual psychology, the term affordance refers to an action possibility formed by

the relationships between an agent and its environment [50]. This latter concept of

affordance was adapted into the field of AI as a design methodology in order to derive

the potential actions that can stem from the relationships between the properties of an

autonomous agent and the properties of its environment [123]. We have argued that

within the context of our functional behaviour ontology, the notion of functionality

forms the analogous types of relationships as the notion of affordances do for the

systems in AI.

While the idea of affordances has been explored in designing physical systems,

human behaviour modelling and designing AI-based systems, the idea has never been

properly explored or applied in Software Engineering practices. As part of our ap-

proach, we have incorporated the idea of affordances within the context of software

behaviour modelling and comprehension. Through the use of affordance relations

within the ontology, we have provided an effective mechanism to infer the action pos-

sibilities between the software agents and the software interfaces. This design choice

promotes ease of modelling, more automation, and, ultimately, reduces the amount

of human-induced errors during the modelling process. To our best knowledge, there

exist no direct, adequate research contributions that can be considered identical or

comparable to our overall approach and objectives.
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1.4 Thesis Organization

This thesis covers a number of topics relevant to our contributions and presents the

subject matters into a coherent, integrated document for the readers. The remaining

chapters of the thesis are organized as follows. Chapter 2 provides the background

understanding about the notion of ontologies along with their logical aspects and

applications. Next, in Chapter 3, we discuss the required logical formalisms in order

to implement the ontologies for our purpose. Essentially, Chapter 3 covers the funda-

mental concepts relevant to a family of logic called the Description Logics (DL) that

can be used to implement an effective ontology for intelligent systems with automated

reasoning mechanism.

We present the main contributions of this thesis in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5.

Chapter 4 presents the design and implementation of our representational facility

called the Event-Based Functional Behaviour Ontology (EFBO). As part of the Chap-

ter 4, we also demonstrate the EFBO-based approach of reasoning and modelling with

concrete examples. Chapter 5 presents the EFBO-based approach of validating the

levels of functional consistencies between two systems. This chapter also presents

the EFBO Validation System that we developed as part of this thesis along with the

results of a sample consistency validations between cross-platform applications. After

presenting our approaches in the previous two chapters, we discuss the theories and

work relevant to our contribution in Chapter 6. Finally, we summarize this thesis in

Chapter 7, along with its limitations, broader perspectives, and future work.
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Chapter 2

The Notion of Ontology

It is commonly believed that the term of ontology was originated as a branch of

Metaphysics by the Greek philosopher Aristotle (437 BCE). The term ontology in

its original sense refers to the metaphysical study of the nature of being or existence.

The ontological theories, therefore, are concerned about the following kinds of relevant

questions about the objects that may exist in a universe:

• What are the type of objects or things that exist in the universe?

• What makes those objects similar or distinct to each other?

• How are those objects associated with each other?

• How to explain the existence of an object in relation to the other objects?

Whether we speak about Mendeleev’s periodic table system of chemical elements,

or Linnaeus’s system of scientific classification, or Leibniz’s idea of diagrammatic rea-

soning, they are all examples of efforts that are based on some analogous ontological

theories. From Aristotle to Leibniz (1646-1716) to the prominent philosophers of the

19th century like Hussler [131], Brentano [130], and Frege [152], various philosophers

have proposed different ontological theories to distinguish the types of objects of the
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universe and their associations in order to categorize the objects into a precise, logical

order. In this chapter, we discuss the idea of ontologies from different perspectives

along with their applications. This chapter also incorporates a set of logical notions

of an ontology which is critical for the remaining chapters of this thesis.

2.1 Two Schools of Thought

Based on their defining scopes, there are two schools of thoughts about ontologies

that can be observed in the literature. First is similar to the purely philosophical

understanding of the theory of what exists in reality, i.e., a theory of “the kinds

and structures of objects, properties, events, processes and relations in every area

of reality [132].” An ontology in this sense, therefore, deals with the nature of the

high-level, domain-independent entities that applies to every aspect of reality in a

universal manner. These ontologies are better known as the foundational, upper-level

ontologies or top-level formal ontologies.

Figure 2.11 presents the categories of a top-level ontology suggested by John Sowa

[136]. Sowa, a prominent modern ontologist and a computer scientist, derived these

categories based on the work of two early, influential logicians Charles Sanders Peirce

(1839-1914) and Alfred North Whitehead (1861-1947). The lattice in the figure pro-

vides the categorization with the of types of objects between the most abstract concept

called the top (>) and the most concrete concept called the bottom (⊥) of the uni-

verse. It should be noted that the upper ontologies do not associate any closed-form

1Source: Building, Sharing, and Merging Ontologies by John F. Sowa [137]. Permission is granted
by the author for anyone to make verbatim copies of the web contents for teaching, self-study, or
other noncommercial purposes.
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Figure 2.1: Hierarchical categories of the top-level ontology by John Sowa [136].

logical axioms in order to define their categories. Rather, they only include the ax-

ioms that restrict the way the objects of those categories can be related to each other.

Therefore, except for the top (>) and the bottom (⊥) categories, none of the Sowa’s

categories is meant to have any closed-form axioms for their definitions. As argued by

Sowa [136], without the Grand Unified Theory of Physics, a complete formalization

of such axioms describing every physical entity, in reality, is not feasible. Ontologists,

therefore, often insist on open-world assumption when it comes to any formal system

of logic for ontological reasoning. An open-world assumption holds the notion that

the complete knowledge of any of the ontological categories can never be stated.

The second school of thought is the understanding of an ontology which is similar

to a “formal specification of a program, the concepts and relationships that can exist

for an agent or a community of agents [57].” This latter understanding is widely

adapted in computer science where the ontologies are concerned about specifying the
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nature of the objects in a particular domain of applications. Since the ontologies

corresponding to these applications cover a more concrete set of objects than that of

the philosophical ontologies, they are often referred to as the domain ontologies or

concept ontologies. Domain ontologies contain a more specific, enhanced set of logical

axioms than that of the upper ontologies as the entities of a concrete domain usually

have more knowable properties that can be modelled or formalized for a particular

set of applications.

In between the two schools of thoughts, there exist a third view that supports

the idea of combining domain-specific ontologies with an upper-level ontology. The

key motivation of this view is to achieve a common logical basis for the concepts

within the domain-specific ontologies so that they can be classified in a way that is

consistent, coherent, and unambiguous. The idea is to derive the concrete, domain-

specific concepts from the universal entities of an upper ontology. This allows the

concrete classes to inherit all the logical properties of the universal entities. The

goal of this kind of classification is to provide a shared conceptualization on a set of

vocabularies from different domains that can be reused by multiple stakeholders in a

uniform manner. Since the domain specific layers of these ontologies should all have

a shared upper-level categorization, interoperability becomes a natural possibility for

the systems that are developed based on these ontologies.

The third school of thought is the most advocated one for the modern, large-scale

ontologies. The main argument of this advocacy is that if we take the computer

science view of an ontology, an ontology must contain the shareable entities for a

community of agents in different domains which is logically not possible without an

upper-level ontology in place as a common reference for those entities. As a result,
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Figure 2.2: Geographical Categories in Chat-80 system [137].

the common approach of building modern ontologies is the top-down approach where

the concrete application-level concepts are meant to be derived from the upper-level

categorizations of a reference ontology.

Example of a Concept Ontology

Let us observe a small concept ontology that deals with categorizing the geographical

entities in the Chat-80 system. The Chat-80 was one of the earliest NLP-based

question-answering system designed by David Warren and Fernando Pereira [151].

As presented in Figure 2.22 the concepts Country and Mountain are considered as

the specific subclasses of the concept called Area. The concepts like Town and Bridge

are considered as the subclasses of the concept called Point. While the ontology for

the Chat-80 system was specialized for a single application, as exemplified by Sowa

[136], the logical hierarchy of the ontology can be used for other purposes as well; for

example, they can support the reasoning on the super-types to sub-types relations

2Source: Building, Sharing, and Merging Ontologies by John F. Sowa [137]. Permission is granted
by the author for anyone to make verbatim copies of the web contents for teaching, self-study, or
other noncommercial purposes.
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on the concrete individuals, the concepts can be mapped to the fields and domains

in a database for queries, and they can also be used to determine the constraints

on the permissible combinations of nouns, verbs, and adjectives for natural language

processing. While the domain of the Chat-80 ontology is suitable for simple reasoning

on standard geographical features, the ontology can also be associated with other

application domains such as politics, economics, history, health care, weather, and so

forth that may require automated reasoning based on different geographic features.

However, the applications relevant to these latter domains must have a logical means

to connect with each other at the conceptual level. The upper-level ontologies are

meant to provide that logical means in order to support this kind of cross-domain

integration of conceptual knowledge.

Example of an Upper Ontology

One of the widely used upper ontology is the Basic Formal Ontology (BFO) [6].

According to BFO, the world in reality is divided into two kinds of disjoint entities:

Continuants and Occurents. A continuant is any entity that continues to exist as

a whole at a particular point in time. The categories under Continuant therefore

denotes the notion of ‘what exists’ in a particular snapshot of reality e.g., the earth,

the physical qualities such as colours and shapes of an object, spatial regions such

as a country or a city. An occurent, on the other hand, covers the entities that

unfolds over time and therefore must have temporal dimension.The categories under

occurents denotes the notion of ’what happens’ in reality over a period of time e.g.,

the events like sunrise and sunset, processes like blossoming of a flower, and activities

like walking and sleeping, which all have temporal boundaries. Figure 2.3 presents
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Figure 2.3: The top level categorization of the Basic Formal Ontology (BFO).

the top level classes of the BFO under the Continuant and Occurant. Modern upper

ontologies like BFO are typically used to achieve the interoperability support for the

domain-specific ontologies through the high-level conceptualization of their universal

entities such as the entities in Figure 2.3.

While there exist no consensus as to how the term ontology should be defined in

a practical sense, from the perspectives of formal logic and computing, we provide

the following definitions that are widely referenced in the literature and are suitable

for our purpose. According to Guarino [59] an ontology is “a set of logical axioms

designed to account for the intended meaning of a vocabulary”. According to John

Sowa [137], one of the prominent figures in knowledge representation and reasoning

community, the resulting product of an ontology is “a catalogue of the types of things

that are assumed to exist in a domain of interest D from the perspective of a person

who uses a language L for the purpose of talking about D.”

Uschold et al. [145] also uses the term ontology in a more applied sense that
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represents a precise structural knowledge of a certain domain of applications. They

define an ontology in terms of its necessary components as follows: “an ontology

may take a variety of forms, but necessarily it will include a vocabulary of terms and

some specification of their meaning. This includes definitions and an indication of

how concepts are inter-related which collectively impose a structure on the domain

and constrain the possible interpretations of terms [145].” For the purpose of this

thesis, we provide a definition of an ontology in terms of its core logical components

as covered in the next section.

2.2 The Core Logical Notions

An ontology O, can be defined as the 4-tuple O=(C, R, A, I), where, C represents

the set of concepts or classes within a domain of interest, R represents the set of

binary relations between two classes, A represents the set of logical axioms to further

specialize the classes, and I represents the individual instances for C. In this section,

we provide a set of definitions relevant to the notion of an ontology that we must

grasp before proceeding to the next chapter.

Definition 2.1. A Class or Concept in an ontology represents a set of individual

objects within a universe that share some common characteristics. They are also

referred to as Types or Universals or Categories. A class can be a subclass of other

class or can be subsumed by other classes.

An example of a class can be a named class called Human. All the individual

humans can be the instances of the Human class due to their common characteristics

of having a spoken language. The class Human can be a subclass of another class

called Mammal due to some common biological characteristics. This latter assertion
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would enable all the human instances to have some shared characteristics of mammals.

It should be noted that a class in an ontology can be named or they can be kept

anonymous, depending on the application of the ontology.

Definition 2.2. A Relation in an ontology is a binary predicate that establishes a

link between classes or individual instances. Ontological relations therefore can have

all the possible characteristics of a binary predicate; i.e., they can be specified as

symmetric, reflexive, transitive, functional, or inverse functional. Relations can also

be quantified as existential or universal.

Relations are often referred to as the properties of an ontology. In general, the

relations in an ontology can be categorized as either taxonomic or associative.

Definition 2.3. The Taxonomic Relations form the basic hierarchy of classes in an

ontology where one class can be specified as a subclass of another class. The most

common form of a taxonomic relation is the subclass relation between two classes.

They are also referred to as the specialisation relations.

The taxonomic relation subclass of can be specified between the Human class and

the Mammal class. Ontologically, through the subclass of relation, in this case, all

humans i.e., instances of the class Human, are guaranteed to inherit all the properties

of the Mammal class.

Definition 2.4. An Associative Relation relates two classes of an ontology, where

one class is associated with another to form a composite sense of the involving classes.

Associative relations can take a variety of forms. For example, they can be

merelogical part-hood relations like hasPart (Human, Brain) and partOf (Brain, Ner-

vousSystem). The hasPart and the partOf relations can be specified as inverse of each
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other. They can also be specified as transitive. Due to the restrictions of the merelog-

ical properties, the example relations would entail the fact that the NervousSystem

is also a part of the class called Human. Any binary predicate that describes a rela-

tion between two classes can be considered as an associative relation. The taxonomic

relations, in this latter sense, simply refers to the special kind of associative relation

to describe concept specialization.

Definition 2.5. An Instance I is the basic, ground level object that belongs to a set

classes within an ontology. Instances are also known as individuals or particulars.

Note: It should be noted that an ontology in its purest sense should not contain

any instance at all. Ideally, ontologies are meant to represent the conceptual knowl-

edge of a domain i.e., describing the universals and their relations within a domain

but not the particular instances. The instances are meant to represent a particular

model or view of a universe that follows the specifications on the universals of that

universe. The combination of an ontology with its individual instances within an

application domain is referred to as the Knowledgebase of that domain.

It is often confusing to decide whether something should be a subclass or an in-

stance of a class in an ontology. While the decision can often be dependent on the

application of the intended ontology, the following two definitions should be consid-

ered to resolve the confusion.

Definition 2.6. The relation of instantiation in an ontology is a relation between a

particular instance and its universe.

Definition 2.7. The subclass relation in an ontology exists between a less general

concept of a universe to the more general concept in that universe to form a taxonomic

hierarchy between the universals i.e. the classes.
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The individuals named Peter, Paul, and Mary are instances within the universe

of all country singers called Country Singer. They can also belong to the universe of

Americans called American. The anonymous class that belongs to the intersection

of the universe of Americans and the country singers can be named as the American

Country Singer. Peter, Paul, and Mary in our example are all instances of the class

called the American Country Singer. Now, let us consider the relationship between

the universe of all singers i.e., the class Singer, and the universe of all country singers

i.e., the class called CountrySinger. Clearly, all country singers are special kind of

singers, and therefore, ontologically, the class Country Singer should be specified as

a subclass of the class called Singer.

Similarly, the class called American Country Singer should be defined as the

subclass of Country Singer. The subclass relations in this example are essentially used

to represent more and more narrower universe of singers called the CountrySinger

and AmericanCountrySinger, respectively. The subclass relation is also known as

the specialization relation. The converse of the subclass relation is the superclass

relation. These relations are used to classify the classes into a subsumption hierarchy.

Definition 2.8. An axiom A in an ontology is a logical formula to specify the on-

tological reality of a class through a set of relations with other existing classes. The

axioms in an ontology are often referred to as restrictions, since they restrict the

scope of the classes for their instances.

Ontological axioms are commonly written in first order predicate logic (FOL) or

equivalent formalism. The simplest form of a logical axiom is the subclass relation

between two classes. More complex axioms can be written using the logical connec-

tives and quantifiers commonly available in FOL-based formalisms. The next section
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will provide examples of such axioms.

Finally, it should be noted that, there are two kinds of ontological classes based on

their entailed characteristics. One is called the Primitive class and the other is called

the Defined Class. In order to explain the differences we must present the definitions

of logical necessary and sufficient conditions.

Definition 2.9. If a statement P is a necessary condition for a statement Q, then Q

cannot be true unless P is true; i.e., Q is true only if P is true.

When we state that a Human is a subclass of a Mammal, we are basically saying

that it is necessary for an instance of a Human to be an instance of a Mammal. For

example, if we want to consider Bob as an instance of a Human, then it is necessary

for Bob to be an instance of a Mammal as well. However, being a mammal is only a

necessary condition to consider Bob as a human; i.e., the condition is not sufficient

to conclude that Bob is in fact a human. In fact, there could be other conditions for

which Bob cannot be considered as human, e.g, Bob having four legs would simply

dismiss any idea that Bob is a human. Another way to clarify the necessary subclass

restriction between Human and Mammal is to observe the fact that all humans are

necessarily mammals but the converse is not true; i.e., not all mammals can be

considered as humans.

Definition 2.10. If a statement P is a sufficient condition for a statement Q, then

whenever P is true Q is guaranteed to be true; i.e., if P is true then Q is true.

Following the same example as before, if we have a new fact that Bob can speak

English, that can be considered to be a sufficient condition to confirm that Bob is an

instance of a Human.
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Definition 2.11. The ontological classes which have only the necessary conditions are

called the Primitive Classes. The classes with both necessary and sufficient conditions

are called the Defined Classes.

Let us assume that we have an ontological statement that says all Humans are

Mammals (necessary condition) and another statement that says Humans can speak a

language (sufficient condition). The necessary condition states that if Bob is a human

then Bob is also a Mammal. The sufficient condition states that if Bob is a Human

then Bob must speak a language. The combination of the two statements state that

not only every humans are mammals, every mammals who can speak a language are

humans.

The defined classes are also referred to as the Equivalent classes in an ontology. If

a class A is a subclass of B; i.e., A entails B, and B is a subclass of A; i.e., B entails

A, then A and B are equivalent classes. Note that either of the classes in this case can

be a named class or an anonymous class with a set of logical restrictions; e.g., humans

who can speak a language belongs to an anonymous class in our example. There could

be another anonymous class for the humans who can not speak a language. All the

infants and non-speaking humans can then be the members of that anonymous class.

The choice of naming the classes or keeping them anonymous are usually dependent

on an ontology’s application domain.

2.3 Application of Ontologies in Modern Computing

The philosophical term ontology was first adapted to Computer science by Tom Gru-

ber [57] as “a formal explicit specification of a shared conceptualization” for the AI
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community. As observed in the previous section, an ontology in its applied sense rep-

resents the concepts within a domain and specifies how the concepts are related with

each other through logical axioms. The logical axioms in an ontology are typically ex-

pressed in a formal logic formalism, e.g., in OWL Description Logic (OWL-DL) [100].

Developed based on the fragments of First Order Logic (FOL), OWL-DL has become

the de-facto language for developing modern ontologies. We will discuss OWL-DL as

part of the next chapter.

Typical layers of an ontology-based system may include a conceptual layer, formal

logical layer, and an application layer, as depicted3 in Figure 2.4. In Layer 1, the

concepts of the known lexicons of different knowledge domains are first organized

into distinct ontological modules. The arrows within this conceptual layer represent

the binary relations between different conceptual classes. In Layer 2, the conceptual

knowledge from Layer 1 is transformed into a formal logic formalism e.g., in OWL-

DL. Finally, in Layer 3, semantic knowledge models from Layer 2 are applied to

achieve different knowledge intensive tasks such as composing web services, developing

decision support systems, developing search engines, and so forth.

One of the most powerful features of an ontology is that it provides a logical way

to express the explicit knowledge of a conceptual domain from which the implicit new

knowledge can be inferred through logical reasoners or inference engines [150, 1]. The

inference engines provide automated classification and consistency checking for the

concepts specified within an ontology.

Ever since the inception of the term, the idea of ontologies and their reasoning

capabilities have been utilized in various different ways in different fields of applied

computer science beyond the AI community, e.g., in database theory [101], in various

3Source: Adapted from De Vasconcelos et al. [34].
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Figure 2.4: Typical layers of an Ontology-based system.

tasks of software engineering [63, 107], and most notably, in now ubiquitous Semantic

Web frameworks and technologies [25, 24].

2.3.1 Ontology-Based Software Engineering

The Ontology-Based Software Engineering (OBSE) refers to a paradigm of Software

Engineering that integrates ontologies in Software Engineering processes. The OBSE

is considered to be an effective, new paradigm, which has the potential to confront

some of the key evolving challenges in Software Engineering theory and practices.

While the term OBSE is yet to be coined by the Software Engineering communi-

ties, exploring different literature suggests various initiatives in favour of this new
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paradigm. The OBSE approach was envisioned as a paradigm of Software Engineer-

ing that could effectively utilize ontologies as the core basis for each of the transi-

tional phases of a software engineering life cycle in a cohesive, interconnected manner

[39, 144, 64, 65]. While the idea of gradual conceptualization had always been in prac-

tice in different software engineering approaches, the detailed, explicit elaboration

of these phases are rarely represented in a formal, machine-processable formalisms.

The OBSE approach has the clear advantage over any of the existing approaches

of Software Engineering due to its formal, semantic basis for each of the software

developmental phases [144]. Another key motivation behind the OBSE approach is

that ontologies can readily promote effective interoperability among different software

systems, applications, and other sharable resources.

Ontologies can potentially reconcile the pressing issue of semantic heterogeneity

and reusability among different software engineering projects and artifacts. Since the

OBSE is a relatively new approach of software engineering, the actual potential and

implications of this paradigm are yet to be fully realized. A number of literature

suggest the scope of this new approach to be the large-scale software systems which

involve complex evolution, collaboration, and interactions among different, decentral-

ized stakeholders and developer teams. Based on a number of key literature sources,

we provide the summary of contributions relevant to the notion of OBSE in Table 2.1.

2.3.2 Frameworks for Software Engineering

From requirements specifications to use case analysis, from team building to design

and deployment, testing and bug-fixing to post-delivery maintenance - the powerful
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Table 2.1: A list of contributions relevant to the notion of the OBSE.

Uschold (2008) [144]
• Contributes to the notion of OBSE in terms of its unique benefits that are overlooked

by other existing Software Engineering methodologies.

• Key benefits include: formal, semantic basis for each of the development phase, re-
duction of conceptual gaps among the stakeholders, more automation with minimal
human errors, and agility.

Hesse (2008) and Bachmann et al. (2007) [65, 10]
• Contributes to the understanding of OBSE in terms of comparing the Software En-

gineering with Ontology Engineering.

• Observed the overlaps between the two approaches and identified the contrasting
aspects between the two approaches which entailed the notion and scope of OBSE.

Hesse (2005) [64]
• Proposes the Co-Evolution approach of software development and ontology develop-

ment as a critical defining aspect for the OBSE paradigm to be pragmatic.
Ruiz et al. (2006) [122]
• Contributes to a classification scheme to distinguish the ontologies for the domain of

Software Engineering and the domain of Software Engineering Technologies.

• Also provides a taxonomy for Software Artifacts at development time and at runtime.
Happel et al. (2006) [63]
• Contributes to a classification scheme for the ontology-based approaches to Software

Engineering.

• Also considers the distinction between the artifacts during the development time and
runtime.

Zhao et al. (2009) [158]
• Classified the existing ontologies for Software Engineering activities and processes.

• This contribution entails the argument that OBSE is not just a vision - the approach
is quite feasible as we already have a number of well-defined supporting ontologies
used in different projects.

Dillon et al. (2008) [39]
• Re-introduced the idea of OBSE as a paradigm of Software Engineering that can

materialize the phenomena of Software-as-a-Service (SaaS).

• Proposed that the OBSE approach is quite ideal for the multi-site, collaborative
development projects.

notion of ontologies along with their reasoning capabilities has the potential to pro-

vide intelligent decision support mechanisms for various different aspects of software

engineering. As a result, various ontology-based tools, frameworks, and approaches

have been continued to emerged over the last few years. These include ontology-

based development environments, frameworks for Cloud computing interoperability

and Cloud-based software development, frameworks for software process management,
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frameworks for Domain-Specific Languages (DSLs), frameworks for requirements en-

gineering, frameworks for software reverse engineering, and so forth. A summary of

such contributions is presented in Table 2.2, classified based on different software

engineering tasks. Critical reviews of these frameworks were directly beneficial to

understand different implementation issues for our research of using ontologies for

functional behavior modelling.

2.4 Concluding Remarks

The notion of ontology has a significant importance in representing a system domain in

a formal, logical manner. An ontologically represented system can provide intelligent

decision support mechanism for its formally expressed body of knowledge, which is

the core of any knowledge engineering tasks. Additionally, due to the advancements of

visualization tools and IDEs for ontology development, ontological knowledge models

can now be accessed through different, intuitive user interfaces. These tools provide

an easy access to different levels of abstractions about the ontological knowledge

models. Through the use of these tools, e.g., tools like Protege [49] and Semantic Wiki

Platforms, ontologies nowadays have an intuitive appeal to both the domain experts

and non-experts alike, including those who do not have any formal logic background.

The notion of ontologies, therefore, can be utilized as a successful mediator between

different stakeholder of a system, including the most naive of them - the computing

systems, in order to resolve the curse of having diverse degrees of knowledge and

expertise about a particular domain, and ultimately, transform the curse of diversity

into blessings.
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Table 2.2: A list of ontology-based software engineering frameworks.

Contributor Contribution SE Tasks Ontologies

Decker et al.
[36, 35]

Semantic Wiki approach for require-
ments engineering.

Collaboration,
Semantic Search,
Requirements
Evolution.

Requirements Spec-
ification

Hoenderboom
et al. [66]

Survey of Semantic Wikis for Re-
quirements Engineering.

√
Ditto Requirements Engi-

neering Ontology
Castaneda et
al. [26]

Classification of Ontology-based re-
quirements engineering efforts.

√
Ditto Requirements Spec-

ification Documen-
tation

Falbo et al.
[44]

Ontology-Based development envi-
ronment and the idea of Semantic
Software Engineering.

Support Tool In-
tegration.

Process Ontology

Dillon et al.
[39]

Framework for multi-site develop-
ment and integration of SaaS with
SE ontologies.

Support Collab-
orative Develop-
ment.

SE Process, Re-
quirements, Testing
and Methods

Youseff et al.
[156]

High-level architecture for Unified
Cloud Ontology.

Support Software
Architecture.

Cloud Computing
Ontology (informal)

mOSAIC
Project
[104, 105]

Framework for interoperable Cloud
environments, developed formal on-
tologies for Cloud Computing.

Interoperability
and Collaboration
Support.

Cloud Ontology

UCI Project
[116]

Proposed a single interface to access
multi-cloud resources.

Interoperability
and Portability.

Cloud Computing
Ontology

Valiente et al.
[146]

Framework to integrate SE Process
with IT Service Management Pro-
cess.

Process Manage-
ment and Process
Integration.

SE Process, Project
Management, Arti-
facts, and Workflow

Grambow et
al. [55, 56]

Knowledge Management for SE pro-
cesses, Dynamic decision support for
contextual process management.

Support Knowl-
edge Provisioning
and collaboration.

SE Knowledge Man-
agement, Process,
and Workflow

Walter et al.
[149]

Framework for DLS Designers and
users with automated suggestion
and debugging.

Decision Support,
Interoperabil-
ity, Testing and
Debugging.

Software Models

Zhang et al.
[157]

Framework for system comprehen-
sion and concept discovery.

Program Com-
prehension and
Source Code
Analysis

Source Code Repre-
sentation Ontology
for JAVA

Alnusair et
al. [5]

Framework for reverse engineering
the software design patterns.

√
Ditto Source Code Rep-

resentation and SE
Design Patterns

Kirasic et al.
[79]

Framework for design pattern recog-
nition and analysis.

√
Ditto Programming and

Pattern Ontologies
Zhou et al.
[159]

Framework to support reengineering
of enterprise software systems for
the Cloud environments.

Software Mod-
ernization, Re-
engineering

Source Code Ontol-
ogy and Cloud On-
tology
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Chapter 3

Ontology Implementation Formalisms

Implementing ontologies is a critical area in knowledge representation (KR) and rea-

soning practice. One of the common goals of the KR is to provide a framework to

develop intelligent systems. A system could be considered intelligent if the system is

able to apply its explicit knowledge in order to determine the implicit consequences

[94]. The systems in this regard are meant to simulate the process of thinking. How-

ever, it should be noted that the AI perspective of intelligence also includes the ability

to learn, i.e., the ability to modify an agent‘s behaviour based on experience and carry

out inferences using both inductive and deductive learning. The ideal goal of the KR

is to provide a framework to promote such intelligence, which should not be confused

with achieving the same level of intelligence in the pure AI sense.

Various KR formalisms have been developed [142] since the early 70s that can be

utilized for developing ontologies. The basic approaches of these formalisms include

the logic-based, rule-based, and the class-based implementations. The logic-based

formalisms utilize the syntax and semantics of the first-order predicate logic to repre-

sent a domain in a formally declarative manner. They are called declarative as they

are only concerned about the facts that exist in a world, rather than defining how
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those facts are interrelated; e.g., Prolog knowledgebases. The rule-based formalisms

employ reasoning through the use of logical rules e.g., the rule of inference or natural

deduction in FOL, to reach a conclusion from a set of related facts. The combina-

tion of logic-based and rule-based approaches have been employed to develop various

expert systems using languages such as Prolog and CLIPS.

The fundamental idea of a class-based formalism is to represent the explicit knowl-

edge of a domain in terms of its objects and classes. The class-based formalisms are

commonly linked to a number of areas in computer science such as the object-oriented

systems, database theory and modelling, and for developing software specifications.

The class-based formalisms are purely representational; i.e., although they are ex-

pressive to varying degrees, they lack the formal means of promoting intelligence.

In this chapter, we discuss a family of language called the Description Logics

(DL), which can be considered as a formalism that takes the combined benefits of

the logic-based, rule-based, and the class-based languages. As we will soon observe,

a DL based language called the OWL-DL is an ideal formalism for implementing an

effective ontology for our purpose.

3.1 Description Logics (DL): An Overview

Description Logics (DL) [14, 23, 8] refer to a family of languages that allow the con-

ceptual modelling of an application domain using the principles of the First Order

Predicate Logic (FOL). An important feature of a predicate logic is that it incor-

porates predicates like P (x, y) which represents a relation between the terms x and

y. Also, a predicate logic allows existential (∃) and universal (∀) quantification over

its terms. The terms in a predicate logic can be variables and functions e.g., f(x)
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and g(y, z). An example of a predicate logic formula can be ∀x∃yP (x) → Q(f(y)).

The FOL is a kind of predicate logic language which allows its quantifiers to range

only over the elements of sets. The extensions of the FOL that support quantifiers

to range over sets, functions, and other objects are called the higher-order logic. So,

the higher the order of a logic, the more expressive it becomes. However, it should be

noted that the extreme expressiveness of a language can cause a severe consequence

of undecidability, i.e., the truth of some of the true statements within such language

cannot be established by any algorithm in finite time.

The FOL is a language that is both sound and complete. However, it is not fully

decidable; i.e., while valid FOL formulae can be proven, non-valid formulae may take

infinite time. A notable feature of the DLs is that they are fundamentally comprised

of the decidable fragments of the FOL [23, 8]. A logic is considered to be decidable

if the algorithms based on that logic terminates within a finite time.

3.1.1 The DL Concepts and Roles

Typical knowledge models described in DLs are comprised of two sets of predicates

called the Concepts and the Roles.

Definition 3.1. The Concepts in DL correspond to the unary predicates to denote

a set of individual objects or instances. For example, the unary predicate People(x)

denotes a fact that individual x belongs to a set of individuals called People.

Definition 3.2. The Roles in DL correspond to the binary predicates to denote

binary relations between individual objects. For example, hasChild(x, y) is a binary

predicate that links two individuals x and y, denoting a fact that the individual x

has an individual y as a child.
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Based on the definitions above, the predicates Concepts and Roles in DLs essen-

tially correspond to the notions of Classes and Properties of an ontology, respec-

tively. We will soon observe how DLs use the FOL connectives and quantifiers in

order to express its logical axioms.

3.1.2 The Description Logics Family

The family of languages that comprises the DLs is called the Attributive Language

(AL) [8]. The basic AL includes the following minimal logic where, A is an atomic

concept, R is an atomic role, C and D are concepts, and, > and ⊥ are the most

general (top) and most specific (bottom) concepts, respectively.

AL ::= A | > | ⊥ | ¬A | C ∩D | ∀R.C | ∃R.>

As indicated above, the basic AL logic supports the following logical connectives and

quantifications from the FOL: atomic negation (¬A), conjunction or intersection of

concepts (C ∩D), limited existential quantification (∃R.>), and all value restriction

(∀R.C). The extended version of the basic AL with additional constructs are often

indicated by concatenating one or more extra symbols with AL as follows.

–U : Union or Disjunction of Concepts (C ∪D)

–E: Full Existential Quantification (∃R.C)

–N : Number Restrictions (≤ n.R)

–C: Complement of Concepts (¬C)

For example, the standard description logic ALC indicates that it is an attributive

language that supports complements or negation of concepts.
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ALC ::= ⊥ | > | A | ¬C | C ∩D | C ∪D | ∃R.C | ∀R.C

An extended version of the ALC logic that supports transitivity of roles (R+)

represents a special domain of DL family known as the S language which has the

following associated features:

• The language S := ALCR+ features

– H: Role Hierarchy;

– O: Enumeration or Nominals;

– I: Inverse Roles (e.g., isChildOf = hasChild−);

– N : Number Restrictions (e.g., < n.R);

– F : Functional Number Restriction [0,1];

– R: Reflexive, irreflexive, and disjoint roles;

– Q: Quantified Number Restriction (e.g., < nR.C);

– D: Datatypes.

Depending on the required features and reasoning services, appropriate features

of an S language the can be chosen for a particular domain of applications. For

example, the OWL-DL, the language that we are going to discuss in the next section,

has its origin in SHOIN (D). The latest extension of OWL-DL, the OWL-2 DL is

based on the SROIQ(D) language. It should be noted that the ontology that we have

developed for our purpose in Chapter 4 is expressed in OWL-2 DL profile.

3.1.3 Standard DL Syntax and Semantics

The standard DL logic ALC provides a set of constructors that allow us to develop

complex concepts and roles. Table 3.1 provides the list of constructs along with their
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Table 3.1: The syntax and semantics of the ALC-DL.

corresponding symbolic syntax. The set-theoretic definition of the semantics of ALC

is given by means of an interpretation function I, as follows.

Definition 3.3. An interpretation, I is defined as I = (4I , I) where, 4I is a non-

empty set called the domain of the interpretation and I is a function that maps every

concept name A to a subset AI of 4I and every role name R to a binary relation RI

over 4I . The interpretation function I can be extended to form complex concepts.

Table 3.1 presents the syntax and the extension of I to the complex concepts [8].

This extended interpretation is also called model. Given a set of atomic concepts,

a set of roles, and a set of individuals, the complex concepts in ALC are formed

inductively from the constructors as follows.

• Each atomic concepts including the > and ⊥ are concepts;

• If C and D are concepts, then C uD, C tD, ¬D and ¬C are concepts as well;

• If C is a concept and R is a role, then ∃R.C and ∀R.C are concepts.
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Table 3.2: The FOL equivalencies of the basic DL.

One notable syntactic feature of description logic is that, the notions are variable

free with the constructors t, u, ¬, ∀, and ∃. For example, the description of the con-

cept Parent in ALC DL can be written as, Parent ≡ Personu ∃ hasChild.Person,

which is equivalent to ∀ x Parent(x) ⇔ Person(x)∧∃y(hasChild(x, y)∧ Person(y))

in FOL. Similarly, the ALC concept Personu∃ hasChild.> represents all persons that

have a child while the concept Person u ∃ hasChild.Female represents all persons

that have only female children.

As mentioned already, DLs are essentially the decidable fragments of the FOL. In

order to provide the sense of their syntactic comparisons, we have summarized the

FOL equivalencies of the ALCR+ in Table 3.2 where C and D are concept names, R

is a role, and a, b, x, y are the individual names.
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Figure 3.1: An example of a DL TBox and ABox.

3.1.4 The TBox and the ABox Axioms

A knowledgebase in a DL language such as the ALC consists of a set of assertion

axioms known as the ABox of the ontology, and a set of inclusion axioms known as

the TBox of the ontology.

Definition 3.4. A TBox refers to the collection of inclusion axioms to represent the

terminological knowledge of an ontology i.e., the name of the concepts and roles along

with the binary relationships among them.

The axioms of a TBox can be used to express any complex concepts including

the primitive and defined classes. However, it should be noted that the inclusion

axioms in a TBox should not include any instantiation of individuals. Let us consider

the following example of a TBox in terms of the concepts and roles about a family

relationship as depicted on the left side of the Figure 3.1 [8]. In this example, the

concepts Person and Female are atomic concepts.

The definitions of Woman and Man are the examples of concept intersection

and negation. The concept Mother and Father are the examples with existential

quantification, which states that if there is a Person that fills the role hasChild for

a Man or a Woman, then the Man or Woman is a Father or Mother respectively.
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The definition of Parent is an example of the union of concepts which states that

a Parent is either a Mother or a Father. The definition of Grandmother forms a

complex concept with an existential quantifier with the concept Parent. The concept

MotherWithManyChildren is an example with numeric restriction, where the concept

is defined as a Mother with more than two children.

Definition 3.5. An ABox refers to the collection of assertion axioms to instantiate

the concepts and roles of an ontology with individual instances. The ABox assertions

are of the form C(a) or R(a, b), where C and R are concepts and roles respectively,

and a and b are individuals.

The assertion C(a) in the definition above means that an individual a is an in-

stance of the concept C, and the assertion R(a, b) means that an individual a is related

to another individual b via the binary relation R. Let us consider an example of an

ABox assertions using the concepts and roles from the TBox example as depicted in

Figure 3.1 [8]. In this example, the hasChild role is a binary relation between the indi-

vidual MARY and each of her children. The assertion of hasChild(MARY, PETER)

indicates that the individual PETER is a son of the individual named MARY. The

concept assertion of Father indicates that PETER himself is a father. From the

explicit knowledge of the TBox axioms in Figure 3.1, it is possible to derive the

knowledge that MARY is a grandmother.

The definition for the Grandmother concept in the TBox example indicates that

the requirement for an individual to be a Grandmother is the following: the individual

has to be a Mother who has a child and that child is a Parent. Therefore, it is

possible to infer the implicitly represented fact that MARY is a Grandmother from

the explicitly represented knowledge of the example TBox in Figure 3.1.
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3.1.5 Standard DL Reasoning Services

One of the key features of DLs is their emphasis on reasoning as a central service.

The five common reasoning services available for the DLs are as follows [8, 95]:

1. Saitisfiability. Staisfiability is about deciding whether a concept C is satisfi-

able, i.e., whether the concept C can have any instances. For a given TBox T ,

concept satisfiability can be defined as follows:

Definition 3.6. A concept C is satisfiable with respect to T , iff there exists a

model I of T such that CI is non-empty. In this case, I is also a model of C.

This can be denoted as T ` C and should be read as C is satisfiable by T .

2. Subsumption. Subsumption is about deciding whether a concept C is sub-

sumed by another concept D; i.e., whether every instance of C is necessarily

an instance of D. For a given TBox T , concept subsumption can be defined as

follows:

Definition 3.7. A concept C is subsumed by a concept D with respect to T if

and only if CI v DI for every model I of T . This can be denoted as T ` C v D.

3. Equivalency. Equivalency is about deciding whether a concept C is equivalent

to some other concept D. For a given TBox T , concept equivalency can be

defined as follows:

Definition 3.8. A concept C is equivalent to a concept D with respect to T if

and only if CI = DI for every model I of T . This can be denoted as T ` C ≡ D.
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4. Disjointness. Disjointness is about deciding whether two concepts C and D

are disjoint or not. For a given TBox T , the concept disjointedness can be

defined as follows:

Definition 3.9. Two concepts C and D are disjoint with respect to T if an

only if CI ∩DI = ∅ for every model I of T .

5. Consistency. Consistency is about deciding whether a given ABox is consis-

tent, i.e., whether a world as described by the ABox may exist. For a given

TBox T , the concept consistency can be defined as follows:

Definition 3.10. An ABox A is consistent with respect to T if and only if

there is an interpretation I which is a model for both A and T .

Out of the five reasoning problems defined above, the problem of satisfiability, sub-

sumption, and consistency checking are known as the standard reasoning problems

for the DLs. The other non-standard reasoning problems can all be reduced to the

standard ones [95, 71, 61]. For example, all other reasoning tasks can be reduced to

the most common reasoning task of concept subsumption as follows [8]:

1. The concept C is unsatisfiable iff C is subsumed by ⊥; i.e., ⊥ v C.

2. The concepts C and D are equivalent iff C is subsumed by D and D is subsumed
by C; i.e., C v D and D v C.

3. The concepts C and D are disjoint iff CuD is subsumed by ⊥; i.e., ⊥ v CuD.

Concept subsumption can be transposed into an equivalent satisfiabilty problem

and the validation of these transformations are possible from the semantics of sub-

sumption [71]. The concept satisfiablity problem can be solved using the Tableaux
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calculus based algorithm [95]. The Tableaux algorithm decides whether a concept

is satisfiable by trying to construct a model of the individuals for the concept. The

algorithm generates a graph to represent such a model. The nodes and edges in

a Tableaux graph correspond to the individuals and the relationships between the

individuals respectively. The Tableaux algorithm then uses a tree to represent a con-

structed model. The algorithm tends to prove the satisfiabilty of a concept expression

D by demonstrating a model of interpretation function I = (4I , .I) in which DI = ∅.

Refer to Baader et al. [9] for any details on the Tableaux based algorithms for the

concept satisfiability problem as well as for the Tableaux expansion rules for the ALC

logic.

3.2 The Web Ontology Language (OWL)

Largely influenced by the Description Logics, OWL is the W3C (World Wide Web

Consortium) recommended language for developing ontologies for the Semantic Web.

Many of the strengths of the OWL such as its well defined logic-based semantics, the

reasoning capabilities, and computational decidability are mostly borrowed from the

ALC-based DL formalism as discussed in the last section.

3.2.1 Semantic Web and the OWL

The Semantic Web is a collaborative initiative by the World Wide Web Consortium

(W3C), which reflects the vision of the web as a universal medium for data, informa-

tion and knowledge exchange. Although there exist no formal, agreed upon definition

for Semantic Web, the following statement from the W3C website may serve as the

key basis to understand the notion of Semantic Web: “The Semantic Web provides
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a common framework that allows data to be shared and reused across application,

enterprise, and community boundaries.” The semantic web provides a set of mecha-

nisms that enables the web contents to be read by not only humans, but also by the

computing machines to identify, share, integrate and process web information in a

meaningful way [24]. As mentioned by Tim Berners-Lee [13], the original visionary of

the notion semantic web, the semantic web allows the document repository in the web

to be linked with an application platform where “information is given well-defined

meaning, better enabling computers and people to work in cooperation.” Analogous

to the notion of ontologies, the Semantic Web intends to provide formal descriptions

for different conceptual web entities relevant to a certain domain of knowledge.

Semantic Web Technologies

The basic semantic web technologies include the Resource Description Framework

(RDF)[36], data interchange formalism called the RDF/XML [15, 85] and RDF

Schema (RDFS). The RDF is a framework for describing resources on the web and

is the standard for encoding metadata and other knowledge for the Semantic Web.

The RDF provides the abstract model to break down the knowledge of a domain into

discrete pieces. Although it is widely known for its RDF/XML syntax, RDF can be

represented in a variety of formats. It was designed to be read and understood by

computers and therefore relies on XML as its interchange syntax.

The basic semantic technologies are combined with the idea of description logics

and ontologies to form the Web Ontology Language (OWL) which has become the

standard language for developing modern ontologies. In order to provide a bridge

between the formal DL world and the Semantic Web world, OWL includes a number
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of features on top the standard DL features as summarized below [68]:

• OWL uses URI references as names and constructs these references in the same
manner as the RDF.

• OWL ontologies are typically stored as web documents written in RDF/XML
format. An OWL ontology can import multiple other OWL ontologies.

• OWL allows RDF annotation properties in order to attach information about
the classes, properties, and the ontologies.

• OWL utilizes the facilities of RDF datatypes and XML Schema datatypes to
provide datatypes and data values for knowledge modelling.

One important design goal of the OWL-DL was to have the ability to apply already

known reasoning algorithms and existing highly optimized reasoner implementations

into the new semantic web language. Notable early DL inference engines such as the

FaCT [67], Pallet [129], and RACER [61] could already provide DL reasoning services

even before the W3C specification of the OWL was finalized. For our purpose of rea-

soning, we are going to use a relatively new, highly efficient OWL-DL reasoner called

the HermiT [52]. A group of self-selecting assembly of researchers and developers

called the Description Logics Implementation Group (DIG, http://dl.kr.org/dig/)

is currently responsible for distributing the standard application program interfaces

(API) for all of these OWL-DL reasoning systems.

Although it was developed as an ontology language for the Semantic Web, in

recent years, the OWL-DL has been widely adopted as the standard, de-facto lan-

guage for developing ontologies for any intelligent system. Several APIs are available

for developing OWL ontologies such as the OWL-API and the Apache JENA API.

These APIs also provide the means to connect the ontologies with the DIG compliant

inference engines for automated reasoning.

http://dl.kr.org/dig/
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3.2.2 The Three OWL Species

There exist three increasingly expressive species of OWL [69]: OWL-Lite, OWL-DL,

and OWL-Full. These three species are designed for specific requirements by different

Semantic Web implementer groups. The OWL-Lite provides the classification hierar-

chy and simple constraints like cardinality values of 0 or 1. The complexity of OWL

Lite is considerably lower than OWL DL.

The OWL-DL is designed to be expressive while retaining computational decid-

ability. Due to its direct correspondence with Description Logic (DL), this version

of OWL is named as OWL-DL. The OWL DL includes all OWL language constructs

with certain restrictions. For example, in OWL-DL, a class may be a subclass of

many classes but a class cannot be an instance of another class.

The OWL-Full language provides maximum expressiveness and the syntactic free-

dom of the FOL. For example, in OWL Full a class can be treated as a collection of

individuals and as well as a single individual. OWL Full allows an ontology to enhance

the meaning of the predefined RDF or OWL vocabulary. Due to its full expressive-

ness, OWL-Full is not decidable and has no computational guarantees. Therefore, it

is impossible for any reasoning tool to support complete reasoning for every feature

of the OWL-Full, i.e., OWL-Full does not correspond to a DL.

Figure 3.2 locates the three species of OWL with their corresponding computa-

tional complexities within the hierarchy of the DL family domain as discusssed in the

previous section. The complexities were verified by the DL Complexity Navigator

[160], a valuable online resource to calculate the complexities of different DL reason-

ing problems along with supporting literature references. For our purpose, we are

going to provide an overview of the OWL-DL, which is the focus of the next section.
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Figure 3.2: The computational complexities of the three OWL species.

3.2.3 The OWL-DL: An Overview

An OWL-based ontology contains a set of axioms for its explicit logical assertions

about three types of ontological entities, namely, the classes, the properties, and the

individuals of an application domain. In order to infer the other, implicitly contained

facts, OWL-based ontologies can utilize the same reasoning services from the DL-

based inference engines.

There are two kinds of properties supported by OWL: the Datatype properties and

the Object Property. The Datatype properties are used to link an OWL individual to

a typed data i.e., the literals of type string, integer, float etc. The Object properties

in OWL are the binary relations that lank an individual to another individual. The

descriptions of the classes, properties, individuals and data values of an OWL ontology

can be expressed using the constructs listed in Table 3.3 [68]. The first column of

the table provides the constructors available in OWL to describe a class C, and

the second column provides the equivalent DL syntax for the constructors. As we

can observe from the table, OWL-DL provides a rich set of features to describe its
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Table 3.3: The OWL-DL constructs with the DL syntax.

ontological entities. The description-forming constructs in Table 3.3 can be used for

OWL axioms to provide information about classes, properties, and individuals, as

shown in Table 3.4 [68]. The first column of the table contains the abstract OWL

syntax, and the standard DL syntax is given in the second column. As listed in

Table 3.4, the OWL Object Properties can be specified as transitive, symmetric,

functional, or inverse functional. However, to retain the decidability, not all of these
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Table 3.4: The OWL-DL axioms and facts.

can be specified for a particular object property. For example, to make it decidable,

the super properties of the transitive properties and their inverses cannot have any

cardinality restriction [70]. The formal set based semantics of OWL-DL is analogous

to that of the DL semantics as described in the previous section. Refer to Patel et

al. [118] for a complete details on the model-theoretic semantics of the OWL-DL.

Finally, it should be noted that in compliance with the basic notion of ontologies,

OWL-DL supports the open world assumption which suggests that an ontology may
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not contain all facts about a particular world and that the unknown facts should

not imply the falsity of the facts. In other words, the non-monotonic inference of

negation-as-failure is not supported in OWL-DL.

3.2.4 The OWL-2 DL and the SWRL

The most recent extension of the OWL-DL is the OWL-2 DL. As mentioned earlier,

while the OWL-DL has its origin in SHOIN (D), the OWL-2 DL is based on the

SROIQ(D) domain of the DL family. While OWL 2-DL is also a decidable fragment

of the first order predicate logic, it also supports some decidable extensions beyond

the first order logic. One of the limitations of the original OWL-DL is that it does not

have the mechanism to express the relations like hasUncle between two individuals,

which requires a chain of hasParent and hasSibling relations.

The OWL-2 DL has a feature called the Property Chain which can be used to

express the hasUncle kind of relations. However, OWL-2 DL also has its own limi-

tations. For example, it does not have the mechanism to express relations between

individuals that are referenced by a set of properties. One such example is the con-

cept like Child of Married Parents which requires relationship between the parents

of the individual child. In order to express such concepts we need to incorporate

additional rules for the OWL-DL predicates. A language called the Semantic Web

Rule Language (SWRL) can serve this latter purpose. The SWRL is a language that

combines the OWL-DL ontologies with a subset of a rule language known as the Rule

Markup Language (Rule-ML). Essentially, SWRL can be used to express additional

rules for the predicates of the OWL classes and properties. For example, SWRL has

a simple way of expressing the rule for the ChildOfMarriedParents concept as follows.
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(3.1)
Person(?x) ∧ Parent(? p1) ∧ Parent(? p2)
∧ hasParent(?x, ? p1) ∧ hasParent(?x, ? p2)
∧ isMarriedWith(? p1, ? p2) → ChildOfMarriedParents(?x)

While SWRL can express even the concepts like Child of Married Parents, caution

is required while asserting SWRL rules for the OWL-DL ontologies. Arbitrary SWRL

rules that can lead to undecidabily for the DL reasoners must be avoided. It should

be noted that the DL reasoners only support the so-called ‘DL-safe rules’. The DL-

safe rules refer to those rules that only applies to OWL named individuals; i.e., they

cannot be applied to anonymous individuals that are known to exist within an OWL-

DL ontology.

We have extensively used the features of the OWL-DL 2 and the SWRL rules

while developing our ontologies described in the two next chapters. For the purpose of

representing the functional behaviours of the event-based systems, we have extensively

used the property chain feature of the OWL-DL 2 as discussed in Chapter 4. We used

the SWRL to express the rules for validating the functional consistencies which will

be discussed in Chapter 5.

3.3 Concluding Remarks

In this chapter, we have presented the concepts associated with Description Logics

(DL), a set of languages which can, in effect, be considered as a combination of

logic-based, rule-based, and class-based formalisms that can be used for developing

intelligent systems with an automated decision-making mechanism. It should be

noted that the classes in DL can provide a much better way of conceptualization

than that of the object-oriented languages in the sense that the DL allows formal
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definitions of its classes by describing the relations between classes using a rich set of

FOL connectives and quantifiers. As we have observed, the class-based portion of the

DL provides the facilities to represent the explicit knowledge about an application

domain while the logic-based and the rule-based portion facilitate the deduction of

the implicit consequences e.g., discovering new knowledge about the domain. This

combination enables DLs to be a suitable formalism for developing ontologies and

intelligent systems.

As a formalism for implementing ontologies, DLs have a number of attractive fea-

tures for our work. First, the DLs allow us to formalize the domain knowledge of

an ontology with familiar semantics of the First Order Logic (FOL). Second, various

efficient algorithms have already been extensively studied for DL reasoning and in-

ference problems [8]. We can simply utilize the existing DL inference engines along

with their automated reasoning support for our purpose of functional reasoning.

Finally, DLs are extensively used in developing ontologies for the now ubiquitous

semantic web frameworks and applications. Using a DL language like OWL-DL, we

could therefore utilize the existing semantic web tools, frameworks, and APIs for our

purpose. We are going to witness how we have utilized the OWL-DL reasoning for

our purpose as part of the next two chapters.
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Chapter 4

Representing Event-Based Functional Behaviour

Now that we have the understating of ontologies along with their representation and

implementation formalisms from the previous two chapters, we are now ready to

discuss our main contribution of this thesis. In this chapter, we provide a detailed

understanding of our approach of designing an ontology that can be used to represent

the functional behaviours of event-based systems in an effective manner.

We begin this chapter by providing a section dedicated to the overview of the

essential background notions that collectively formed the core basis of our approach.

Once we have the understanding of the background notions, we will dedicate the

rest of this chapter on our representational facility called the Event-Based Functional

Behaviour Ontology (EFBO). We will investigate the ontology in details, along with

its design principles, understanding of its conceptual entities, reasoning mechanisms,

and, finally, its utilization, all with concrete examples.

4.1 Background Notions

This section provides a brief overview of the relevant notions that are required in

order to follow the rest of the contents of this chapter. These include the fundamental
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concepts relevant to the notion of functionality and functional behaviour, the notion

of functional reasoning, the notion of action, events, and change from the perspective

of commonsense reasoning, and, finally, the notion of affordances in modelling the

behaviour of agents in intelligent systems.

4.1.1 The Notion of Functionality

From the perspective of systems engineering, functionality of a designed object refers

to the effects the object has on its environment [28]. The environment, in this case,

provides a set of input points or stimuli that trigger the designed object to enable or

disable a certain set of functions for its users [78].

A designed object may have both the intended and unintended functionality. Be-

yond its intended functionality, a thermos flask, for instance, can be used as a paper-

weight, as a container to store some pebbles, or even as a throwable object to cause

some damage. When designing the software systems, especially the safety-sensitive

ones, it is important to enforce the systems to maintain the exact, intended set of

functionalities. This latter aspect is the key reason to incorporate a systematic, formal

approach in verifying the functional behaviour of the systems.

The idea of intention plays the most critical role in defining the concept of func-

tionality. As a concept, a system’s functionality is typically derived from the inten-

tions of the system’s designer. Beyond this latter concept of intentionality, the notion

of functionality has very limited means to define in a uniform manner. Functional-

ity, in that respect, is nothing more than a high level abstraction about a system’s

behaviour that conforms to a set of intentions. Due to its high level of abstraction,

describing the exact functionality of a system is often prone to ambiguity.
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Figure 4.1: An example of a UML Activity Diagram.

Deriving the exact, intended set of functionalities is considered to be the most

basic, yet a critical practice in systems engineering. When designing a system, systems

engineers therefore suggest the following fundamental steps [114]:

1. Determine the entire functionality of a system.

2. Divide the functions recursively into sub-functions.

3. Classify the sub-functions in terms of their components.

The stepwise process of dividing a bigger, abstract function into a smaller set of more

manageable functions is often referred to as functional decomposition. According to

the SEBoK [124] the behavioural architecture of a system is “a set of inter-related

scenarios of functions and/or operational models” [124]. The scenarios of functions,

in this case, represents the behaviour of a system. Such behaviors are typically

represented by different diagrammatic models. One of the widely used such models

is the UML Activity Diagram [41]. The UML Activity Diagram is a behavioural
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diagram which represents the scenarios of different functions in terms of their flow of

controls and activities. Figure 4.1 provides an example of a UML activity diagram for

a typical online log-in system. The UML notations of the diagram are listed at the

bottom right corner of the figure. There exist various other approaches of functional

modelling. The common goal of functional modelling, however, is to achieve a level

of abstraction that is reasonable for both humans and machines to comprehend in an

identical manner.

4.1.2 The Notion of Functional Reasoning

Reasoning about a system in terms of its functionalities is a critical practice in Sys-

tems Engineering. Functional reasoning refers to the theories and techniques that

involve formalising the functional behaviour of a system in terms of the following key

questions:

• What are the set of functions that should exist for a desired system?

• What are the relations that exist between the functions?

• How to explain the relations between the functions and the system’s artifacts?

• How to derive the purpose of the artifacts in terms of their functionalities.

As suggested by Far et al. [45] the ultimate goal of functional reasoning is to achieve

the commonsense reasoning about the functionality of the desired system. Com-

monsense reasoning is one of the prominent goals of AI research which deals with

the challenges of representing computing systems in terms of our common, everyday

knowledge [115]. We consider the notion of commonsense reasoning to be the basis

for our functional reasoning mechanism. Functional reasoning, as suggested by Far

et al. [45], has three constituent parts as follows:
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• An ontology that describes the entities within the domain of a system;

• A representation formalism for modelling the interactions of the entities;

• A reasoning mechanism to infer the implicit functions of the entities.

Far et al. [45] also provides a comprehensive survey of functional reasoning theo-

ries and classified the problems targeted by functional reasoning into four groups as

summarized below:

• Identification problem. How to identify the function of a given system in
terms of the organization of the system’s components.

• Explanation problem. How to explain the existence of a component in terms
of its contribution to the overall function of a given system.

• Selection problem. How to select the relevant set of components in order to
achieve a defined function of a given system.

• Verification problem. How to verify whether a set of components can exhibit
a required set of functionalities of a given system.

As we will soon observe, the notion of functional reasoning along with the reasoning

problems listed above forms the key basis of our proposed approach.

4.1.3 Events in Commonsense Reasoning

The main observation behind the commonsense reasoning in AI [115, 33] is that the

obvious concepts and intuitions that form the common, everyday knowledge about the

world around us as humans, are still not so obvious for the machines. The common-

sense reasoning in AI is a tool for the machines so that the machines can comprehend

the concepts associated with human commonsense knowledge, and, ultimately, rea-

son about them in an analogous, human-like fashion. In other words, commonsense

reasoning provides a framework to represent the world around us for the AI systems.
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The notion of action, events, and change is a critical area of research in common sense

reasoning. Based on the understanding by Davis et al. [33], we consider the following

set of commonsense principles in AI about the notion of events and change:

• Atomicity. Events are atomic, i.e., they are occurrents at a particular point
in time and do not travel through time;

• Causality. Every change in the world is caused by an event;

• Determinism. Events are deterministic; i.e., the state of the world at the end
of an event can be fully determined by the state of the world at the beginning.

• Knowability. The entire relevant state of the world at the beginning and all
the exogenous events are knowable.

Along with the principals above, Davis et al.[33] also suggest that, in order to reason

about events, a reasoner simply needs to consider the state of the world between two

events: the event at the beginning and the event at the end; the intermediate states

can be ignored.

It should be observed that, ideally, the principles of events and change, as listed

above, are all true for the software systems where the expected behaviors of the sys-

tems are all dependent on a set of concrete, well-defined functional events. The de-

ployed systems, in this latter regard, must conform to the predefined functional events

as specified during the requirements specification phase of the Software Engineering

project. Therefore, along with many other domains, the common-sense perspectives

of events are conveniently appropriate for our purpose of representing event-based

systems. Finally, it should be noted that the theories such as the Situation Calculus

[58] and the Event Calculus [125, 106] have been the key logical frameworks that deal

with representing the notion of events and change in commonsense reasoning. We

will discuss these theories as part of the related work in Chapter 6.
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4.1.4 The Notion of Affordances

Originated in the field of perceptual psychology, the term affordance refers to an

action possibility formed by the relationship between an agent and its environment

[50]. This latter concept of affordance by Gibson [50] was adapted into the field of

AI by Sahin et al. [123] as a design methodology for developing the AI systems.

Affordances within the AI systems are typically used to derive the potential actions

that can stem from a set of relationships between the properties of an autonomous

agent and the properties of its environment.

It should be noted that an affordance, in its original AI sense, does not exist as

a direct property of an agent or its environment; rather, an affordance is an inferred

relation between the properties of an agent and its environment. For our purpose, we

consider the following notion of affordances by Stoffregen [141] as adapted from Nye

et al. [110]:

Wpq = (Xp, Zq) and h = f(p, q); where, h /∈ Xp and h /∈ Zq.

In this formula above, Wpq represents a system that includes the part of its envi-

ronment Xp and an agent Zq, where p and q respectively represents the properties of

Xp and Zq. The potential affordance h exists between p and q through the relation-

ship f . This formulation suggests that the affordance h exists within the system Wpq

where neither the environment Xp nor the agent Zq contain the affordance h.

Within the context of reasoning about the functional behavior of event-based sys-

tems, we argue that an effective representational facility must support the analogous

kinds of relationships between the agents and the events of the systems as the notion

of affordances do for the AI systems. [72]. We therefore define the functional behavior
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of a system as a set of inferred relations F that may exist between the agents and

the events of that system, where F must correspond to the notion of affordances. We

will discuss these affordance relations along with their inference mechanisms within

our representational facility in Section 4.3.1.

4.2 The EFBO Representation

Based on the understanding of functional reasoning, the notion of affordances, and

the notion of action, events, and change in commonsense reasoning as discussed in

the previous section, we have developed an ontology that can effectively represent

the functional behaviour of event-based systems. The ontology-based representation

that we have developed promotes an enhanced comprehension and control over the

following defining aspects of the event-based systems.

• Allowable set of events: What are the set of events that exist for an application
system and how to represent them?

• Allowable flow of events: How to represent the partial order restrictions on the
allowable set of events?

• Event locations and interfaces: How to describe the system in terms of its events
and their associated interfaces?

• Allowable event-interface-agent interactions: How to represent the interactions
between the agents, interfaces, and the events of the system?

In this section, we discuss the ontology called the Event-Based Functional Behavior

Ontology (EFBO) that we have developed for our purpose. The EFBO ontology 1 is

written in OWL-2 formalism and we have verified its consistency using the HermiT

reasoner [126]. The ontology was edited using the Protégé 5.0 editor. The Protégé

1Available at http://cs.queensu.ca/~imam/ontologies/efbo.owl

http://cs.queensu.ca/~imam/ontologies/efbo.owl
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Figure 4.2: The EFBO Classes and Properties.

[138] is an open-sourced ontology editing system2 that also provides a set of tools and

frameworks for building intelligent systems.

Figure 4.2 presents the key classes and properties (relations) of the EFBO ontol-

ogy. On the left of the Figure 4.2, we have the logical is-a hierarchy of the EFBO

classes. On the right, we display the relational properties of the ontology. As we can

observe in the figure, all of the EFBO properties have their corresponding inverse

properties. As we will soon observe, some of these properties serve critical roles while

specifying the properties that are dependent on a set of chained relations. The other

inverse properties are there to provide a sense of natural flexibility while describing

the facts for the in multiple different ways without any logical ambiguity.

The EFBO ontology is engineered in a way so that we can effectively model the

instances of the classes in C in terms of their associated relations in P , as suggested

in Definition 4.1. Reflecting upon the set of properties P in the definition, Table 4.1

2Available at http://protege.stanford.edu

http://protege.stanford.edu
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provides the classification of the EFBO properties based on their domains and ranges.

The definitions, purpose, and praxis of these properties will become clear once we have

the detailed conceptual understanding of the next three subsections.

Definition 4.1. The EFBO ontology can be defined in terms of its logical axioms

on the following sets of classes and properties.

• A set of classes, C = {E,G, I}; where,

– E represents a set of Event instances, E={e1, e2, .., en};
– G represents a set of Agent instances, G={g1, g2, .., gn}; and,

– I represents a set of Interface instances, I={i1, i2, .., in}.

• A set of properties, P = {R(e, g), R(e, i), R(e1, e2)}; where,

– R(e, g) is a set of relations between Event(e) and Agent(g);

– R(e, i) is a set of relations between Event(e) and Interface(i); and,

– R(e1, e2) is a set of relations between events, Event(e1) and Event(e2).

The notation Event(e) above, denotes a fact that e is an instance of the class called

Event. Similarly, Agent(g) denotes that g is an instance of the class Agent, and

Interface(i) denotes i as an Interface instance.

4.2.1 The EFBO Classes

The EFBO classes under the System Entity (Figure 4.2) correspond to a set of

conceptual entities that are required to describe an event-based system. A system’s

functional behavior cannot be reasoned without specifying the logical axioms of these

entities. In EFBO, the system entities are classified into four mutually disjoint classes

called the Agent, Event, Interface, and the Functionality. In this section, we dis-

cuss these classes along with their logical axioms, except for the Functionality class.
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Table 4.1: Classification of the EFBO Relational Properties.
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We will discuss the Functionality class once we have the required understanding of

the temporal dimension of events in the next subsection.

Definition 4.2. The class Agent represents a set of system entities that interacts

with a set of interfaces of the system. In order to be an instance of the Agent class,

it is necessary and sufficient for a system entity to interact with an interface through

the interactsWith property. The class Agent corresponds to the following axiom:

(4.1)∀x∃y Agent(x)↔ SystemEntity(x) ∧ Interface(y)
∧ interactsWith(x, y)

The axiom above suggests that an entity x can be classified as an instance of the

class Agent if and only if (iff ) x is a system entity and there exists an interface entity

y such that x interacts with y. For brevity, we simply refer to the instances of the

class Agent as agents or agent entities.

Definition 4.3. The class Event represents a set of entities that are the occurents of

a system. The events, i.e., the instances of the class Event, therefore are atomic and

do not travel through time. It is necessary for a system entity to have an interface

through the hasInterface property in order for that entity to be an instance of the

class Event.

(4.2)∀x∃y Event(x)→ SystemEntity(x) ∧ Interface(y)
∧ hasInterface(x, y)

The axiom above suggests that an entity x can be classified as an instance of the

class Event if the entity x is a system entity and there exists an interface entity y

such that there is a relation between x and y through the hasInterface property.

For the sake of brevity, we simply refer to the instances of the class Event as events or
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event entities. The immediate subclass of the Event class is the Action class, which

is defined as follows.

Definition 4.4. The class Action represents a set of event entities that are invoked

by some agent. It is necessary and sufficient for an event to be invoked by an agent

in order for that event to be an instance of the class called Action. By definition, an

action must inherit all the properties of an event.

(4.3)∀x∃y Action(x)↔ Event(x) ∧ Agent(y)
∧ isInvokedBy(x, y)

The axiom above suggests that an entity x can be classified as an instance of the

class Action iff x is an event and there is an agent y such that x is invoked by y.

For brevity we refer to the instances of the class Action as actions or action entities.

Definition 4.5. The class Activity represents a set of actions that are performed

by some agent. In order to be an instance of the class Activity, it is necessary

and sufficient for an action entity to be connected to an agent entity through the

isPerformedBy property. By definition, an activity must inherit all the properties of

an action.

(4.4)∀x∃y Activity(x)↔ Action(x) ∧ Agent(y)
∧ isPerformedBy(x, z)

As the axiom above suggests, an entity x can be an instance of the class Activity

iff x is an action entity and there exists an agent entity y such that x and y are

related through the isPerforedBy property. For brevity, the instances of the class

Activity are simply referred to as activities or activity entities.
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Definition 4.6. The class Interface represents a set of system entities that serve

as a shared boundary between an agent and an event entity. It is necessary for an

interface to be associated with an event through the isInterfaceOf property.

Since the property isInterfaceOf is specified as an inverse of the hasInterface

property (Table 4.1), the latter necessary condition can simply be inferred through

the Axiom 4.2 of the Event class. An entity can also be inferred as an interface

if that entity has an interaction with an agent through the hasInteractionWith

property. Since the property hasInteractionWith is specified as the inverse of the

interactsWith property (Table 4.1), no additional axiom is required for the inference.

An interface can simply be inferred based on the Axiom 4.5 about the Agent class.

It should be noted that the bidirectional arrows in the formulae above, represent

the logical necessary and sufficient conditions in FOL, while the unidirectional right

arrows represent the logical necessary restrictions. In OWL-DL, the logical necessary

conditions are specified through the subClassOf axiom and the logical necessary and

sufficient conditions are specified using the equivalentClass axiom.

Figure 4.3 provides the list of EFBO classes along with their logical expressions

in pure DL syntax. The figure also includes the axioms for the remaining defined

classes within the EFBO that represent specific types of agents and agent specific

user interfaces. Note that the disjointness relation between two classes are expressed

using the logical negation operator. For example, the negation operator between the

Event and the Agent classes essentially specifies that if something is an agent, then

that something cannot be an event and vice-versa. Whenever appropriate, we are

going to use the pure DL notations for the logical formulae as they are simpler to

write and follow without the need for the variable names to be written explicitly.
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Figure 4.3: The EFBO Class Expressions in Pure DL.

Figure 4.4 illustrates different properties among the EFBO classes that reflects the

definitions of this section. While we have not yet discussed the use of triggers prop-

erty in the figure, we will soon observe, how an activity within the EFBO represents

Figure 4.4: The EFBO properties among its core classes.
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an event that is invoked by some agent, i.e., action, triggering the next, successive

event to occur, using the triggers property. Within the context of the EFBO, a

close analogy to distinguish the concepts of event and activity is the following. We

can think about the concept of activity within an ongoing movie which has a begin-

ning event followed by a series of scenes, and an ending event. An event, on the other

hand, can be thought as a snapshot or a picture of a particular moment in that movie.

Analogous to the notion of a movie being nothing more than a series of pictures, the

notion of activity can be thought as a representation of a series of occurring events

each of which has a particular environment where the actors perform their acting.

4.2.2 Representing the Flow of Events

As defined in the previous section, an event within the EFBO represents a system

entity which is an occurrent - i.e., each of the events in a system must have a single

time-point of occurrence. The concept of time is understood as the continued pro-

gression of events that occur in an irreversible succession from the past through the

present to the future3. We view the latter notions of time and event together to form

a continuum called the Event-Time Continuum as depicted in Figure 4.5.

The Figure 4.5 above, indicates that an event en at time tn is the future event of

the event en−1 at time tn−1, and the past event of the next event en+1 at time tn+1. The

green and the blue arrows represent an event’s temporal connection with its previous

and the next events, respectively. While we do not explicitly specify the temporal

dimension of an event in terms of its concrete time-stamp value within the EFBO, as

we will soon observe, the EFBO does have the logical mechanisms to reason about

3We adapted the notion of time from the Oxford Dictionaries for our purpose which also conforms
to the notion of events in commonsense reasoning.
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Figure 4.5: The Event-Time Continuum.

the occurrence of an event in terms of the other existing events through its extensive

set of properties between events as listed in Table 4.1. In order to represent the flow

of events, we needed to define an appropriate partial order relation for the EFBO.

While the OWL 2 language does not have any direct, in-built primitive that could

be used to represent the exact kind of partial ordering of events, we needed to use a

special tweak to define such relations. In order to understand what we needed to do,

let us first observe the very definition of a partial order relation.

Definition 4.7. A binary relation � is said to be a partial order on a set S if the

relation is reflexive, antisymmetric, and transitive; i.e., for all x, y, z ∈ S, the �

relation must have the following characteristics:

1. Reflexivity: ∀x∈S (x � x); i.e., every element is related to itself.

2. Antisymmetry: ∀x,y∈S (x � y) ∧ (y � x) → x = y; i.e., if x is related to y and
y is related to x then x and y must be equivalent.

3. Transitivity: ∀x,y,z∈S (x � y) ∧ (y � z) → x � z; if x is related to y and y is
related to z, then x is also related to z.
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As the definition above suggests, the set with the partial order relation pair (S,�)

can be considered as a partially ordered set. The definition above is often referred to

as the definition of a non-strict partial order relation.

The OWL-2 language does support representing this latter kind of partial or-

dering through the subClassOf relation between classes or the subPropertyOf rela-

tion between properties. However, this kind of partial ordering is not quite suitable

for our purpose of modelling the flow of events. For instance, we cannot have the

hasNextEvent property to be reflexive since an event cannot be followed by itself.

Also, the property cannot be antisymmetric since the hasNextEvent relation between

a pair of consecutive events, each of which must have a distinct time point of occur-

rence, should not entail the events to be equivalent.

In our context of modelling the order or sequence of events, we essentially needed

an irreflexive partial order which is asymmetric but retains the attribute of transitiv-

ity. Such kind of ordering is often referred to as the strict partial order which can be

defined as follows.

Definition 4.8. A strict partial order ≺ is a binary relation on a set S if the relation

is irreflexive, asymmetric, and transitive; i.e., the relation ≺ must have the following

logical characteristics:

1. Irreflexivity: ¬∀x(x ≺ x); no element is related to itself through the ≺ relation.

2. Asymmetry: ∀x,y∈S (x ≺ y) → ¬(y ≺ x); if x is related to y through ≺ then y
is not related to x through ≺.

3. Transitivity: ∀x,y,z∈S (x ≺ y) ∧ (y ≺ z)→ x ≺ z.

It should be noted that the combination of the constraints (1) and (3) in the

definition above, implies the constraint (2); i.e., if a relation is both transitive and
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irreflexive, than the relation is also asymmetric. As mentioned already, since OWL

does not have an exact primitive to support a strict partial order relation as defined

above, we had to use the following tweak.

• First, we specified the hasNextEvent property as an irreflexive and asymmetric
relation between two events.

• After that, we specified the hasFutureEvent property as a transitive property
between two events.

• Finally, we defined hasFutureEvent as the super property of the hasNextEvent
property.

This combination above allowed us to satisfy all the constraints of a strict partial

order relation between two events without any issue with reasoning. At this point

we could safely remove the asymmetric characteristic of the hasNextEvent property

but decided to keep it intact for human clarity. Following is the combination of the

hasFutureEvent and the hasNextEvent properties in Manchester OWL Syntax as

specified within the EFBO.

1. ObjectProperty: hasFutureEvent

2. SubPropertyOf: eventProperty

3. Characteristics: Transitive

4. InverseOf: hasPastEvent

5. Domain: Event

6. Range: Event

7. ObjectProperty: hasNextEvent

8. SubPropertyOf: hasFutureEvent

9. Characteristics: Irreflexive, Asymmetric

10. InverseOf: hasPreviousEvent

The combination allowed us to use the hasNextEvent property and its inverse

hasPreviousEvent between two events in order to mark the occurrence of an event
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based on its immediate next event or the immediate previous event, respectively.

Also, since the properties hasFutureEvent and its inverse hasPastEvent are specified

as transitive, the combination above also enables us to infer the past and the future

events of a particular event within a sequence of events that are contiguously specified

through the hasNextEvent property; e.g., if an event x has a next event y, and y

has a next event z, then the reasoner can perfectly infer the fact that z has a past

event x and x has a future event z. These properties allow an EFBO event to be

reasoned based on any set of past or future events including the actions and activities

associated with those events.

The EFBO property isAlternateEventOf can be used to specify the relation

between two events that are mutually exclusive; i.e., the events that hold this prop-

erty must not occur in parallel. The symmetric properties isAlternateEventOf and

hasParallalEvent are therefore specified as disjoint with each other; i.e., the prop-

erties cannot both hold to be true between two events at the same time.

4.2.3 Perspective of Functionality

Now that we have the understanding about the temporal dimension of events, we

can now discuss the idea of functionality within the EFBO representation. We con-

sider the term functionality as a surrogate to describe a set of expected activities of

a system within a particular interval between two events. The set of activities may

involve different agents, different interfaces, as well as different events. Functionality

of a system can therefore be reasoned based on a set of actions performed by differ-

ent agents, set of activities that happens through a particular set of interfaces, and

so forth. It should be noted that each of the events within an interval represents
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the contiguous intermediate goals of a named functionality through their associated

hasNextEvent property assertions. Within the perspective of the EFBO, we define

the class Functionality as follows.

Definition 4.9. Functionality of a system is a named entity that represents a set

of activities of a system within an interval. A functionality f of a system can

represent a single activity; i.e., f = {a1}, or a series of contiguous activities; i.e.,

f = {a1, a2, ..., an}. The overall functionality of a system can be broken down into a

set of named functionalities chosen by a human modeller. Each of the functionalities,

in that case, must have a boundary that marks the beginning and the ending events

associated with that functionality.

The boundary conditions of a functionality can be expressed through the use

of hasInitialEvent and the hasFinalEvent properties. Within the EFBO, these

boundary conditions are the only way to specify an entity to be considered as a

functionality. The class Functionality within the EFBO is therefore specified as a

defined class with following axiom.

(4.5)

∀x∃y∃z Functionality(x)↔ SystemEntity(x)
∧ Event(y) ∧ Event(z)
∧ hasInitialEvent(x, y)
∧ hasF inalEvent(x, z)

In order to include each of the events between the initial and the final events as

part of a functionality, we use the property called the isFunctionalEventOf which

is specified as follows:

1. ObjectProperty: isFunctionalEventOf

2. SubPropertyOf: eventProperty

3. SubPropertyChain: hasPastEvent o isInitialEventOf
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4. SubPropertyChain: hasFutureEvent o isFinalEventOf

5. InverseOf: hasFunctionalEvent

6. ObjectProperty: isFinalEventOf

7. SubPropertyOf: isFunctionalEventOf

8. InverseOf: hasFinalEvent

9. ObjectProperty: isInitialEventOf

10. SubPropertyOf: isFunctionalEventOf

11. InverseOf: hasInitialEvent

As stated above in line 3 and 4 above, the isFunctionalEventOf property is

specified as a super property of a pair of chained properties. The first property chain

in line 3 corresponds to the following axiom:

(4.6)
∀x∃y∃zFunctionality(x) ∧ Event(y) ∧ Event(z)

∧ hasPastEvent(z, y) ∧ isInitialEventOf(y, x)
→ isFunctionalEventOf(y, x)

The axiom states that if an event z has a past event y and that y is the initial event

of the functionality x, then the functionality x has y as a functional event. Since the

isFunctionalEventOf is specified as an inverse of the hasFunctionalEvent property

in line 5, the Axiom 4.6 entails the equivalent fact that hasFunctionalEvent(x, y).

Similarly, the second property chain in line 4 corresponds to the following axiom:

(4.7)
∀x∃y∃zFunctionality(x) ∧ Event(y) ∧ Event(z)

∧ hasFutureEvent(y, z) ∧ isF inalEventOf(z, x)
→ isFunctionalEventOf(z, x)

Again, due to the specification of the inverse relation in line 5, the Axiom 4.7

also entails the equivalent fact that hasFunctionalEvent(x, z). Finally, since the
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isInitialEventOf and the isFinalEventOf properties within the EFBO are spec-

ified as the sub properties of the isFunctionalEventOf property (line 7 and line

10), the initial and the final events connected through these properties would auto-

matically be inferred as the functional events of the functionality fn. Therefore, the

isFunctionalEvent property, as defined above, allows the reasoner to automatically

infer each of the events within a functional boundary to be considered as part of the

functionality. The modeller, therefore, only needs to mark the initial and the final

event of a named functionality and can simply rely on the reasoner to infer the set of

intermediate event-functionality relations.

Figure 4.6: Inferring the hasFunctionalEvent property.

Figure 4.6 illustrates the inference mechanism of the hasFunctionalEvent prop-

erty between a named functionality fn and a set of events {e0, e1, .., e4} based on

the axioms described above. The solid arrows in the figure represent the asserted

relation between two entities; i.e., the hasNextEvent relations between events, and
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the isInitialEventOf and isFinalEventOf relations. The dotted arrows in the

figure represent the inferred relation between two entities. As depicted in the figure,

the terminal events e0 and e3 are asserted as the initial and the final event of the

functionality fn, respectively, using the hasInitialEvent and the hasFinalEvent

properties. Since the initial event e0 is inferred as the past event of the events e2 and

e1 in Figure 4.6, following the inferred hasPastEvent relations within the wave of the

green dotted arrows, they both satisfy the conditions of Axiom 4.6. The events e2

and e3, therefore, are inferred as the functional events of the functionality fn through

the dotted orange arrows.

Similarly, since the final event e3 is inferred as the future event of the events e1 and

e2, following the hasFutureEvent relations within the wave of the blue dotted arrows,

they both satisfy the Axiom 4.7. The events e1 and e2, therefore, are both inferred as

the functional events of the functionality fn. The combination of the chained property

rules would therefore allow the reasoner to infer that the sequence of events e0, e1, e2,

e3 are all part of the functionality fn through the isFunctionalEventOf property.

Finally, as mentioned already, a named functionality with an EFBO representa-

tion essentially represents a set of activities within an interval between two events.

Therefore, depending on how the boundary conditions are set by a human modeller

for each of the named functionality, a same set of activities may belong to multiple

different functionalities. In other words, a set of different functionalities within the

EFBO are allowed to contain an overlapping set of activities. This allows the EFBO

to be flexible enough to support reasoning on temporal intervals such as the Allen’s

interval calculus [4]. We will discuss the relation between the EFBO and Allen’s

interval calculus as part of the related work section in the final chapter of this thesis.
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Figure 4.7: An example of the EFBO Event-Interface-Agent interactions.

4.3 The Event-Interface-Agent Interactions

We have engineered the EFBO in such a way so that the ontology can represent a

system’s change of events along with their agents and interfaces in a rigorous, logical

manner. Using the EFBO, a series of events of a system can be modelled and reasoned

in terms of different event properties such as the the events invoked by different agents,

actions performed by different agents, the interfaces involved in particular actions,

change of interfaces, the causalities, and so forth.

An interaction model among three instances of the Event, Interface, and the

Agent classes is depicted in Figure 4.7. The event instances at the top are specified

as having the hasNextEvent relation between them. Also, the event instances all

have their corresponding interfaces as specified by the hasInterface properties in

the middle. The agent instances in the figure are specified as having interaction with
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their corresponding interfaces through the interactsWith properties at the bottom

level. Note that, all these properties have their corresponding inverse properties

(Table 4.1) which can be inferred by a reasoner but are ignored in the figure for now.

The relational properties with the dotted arrows in Figure 4.7 indicate the inferred

relationships between instances. These include the isInvokedBy relations in green

and the triggers relations in orange between each pair of events and agents.

It is important to point out that the relations within the dotted arrows are not

meant to be asserted directly and must be inferred through automated reasoning. We

use the concept of affordance in order to derive these inferred interaction relations

between the agents and the events of a system, which is the focus of the next section.

This latter strategy is incorporated in order to model a system’s event-based func-

tional behavior in a practical sense; i.e., the agents of such system must not be able

to invoke or trigger any of the functional events of the system without interacting

with the designated interfaces of those events.

4.3.1 Representing Affordances

Based on the formulation of affordance is section 4.1.3, a common approach of im-

plementing affordances is by defining the f in terms of the properties of the agents q

and the properties of the part of the environment p [110]. The affordances within the

EFBO are defined analogously in terms of the relations between the properties of the

agents and the properties of the events; i.e, we considered events to be the part of our

system environment. It should be noted that conforming to the notion of affordance,

there exists no direct relational property between an agent and an event that can

be asserted within the EFBO representation. Essentially, affordances are the kind of
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Figure 4.8: A scenario of asserted and inferred relations along with affordances.

relations between the agents and the events that can only be inferred. In this section

we describe three kinds of relations within the EFBO that correspond to the notion

of affordances. These include the invokes, triggers, and the performs relations,

along with their inverses. Figure 4.8 illustrates these relations along with other rela-

tions in dotted arrows: invokes/isInvokedBy in green, triggers/isTriggeredBy

in orange, and perform/isPerformedBy in purple. We present this figure in order to

observe a typical sequence of asserted and inferred relations within the EFBO. Same

as the figure before, we specified a sequence of three events e1, e2, and e3 using the

hasNextEvent relations. Now, let us observe the sequence as depicted in the figure.

1. Asserted: The agent a1 interacts with an interface i1;

The event e1 has an interface i1;

2. Inferred: The interface i1 is inferred to be an interface

of the event e1;

3. Inferred: The reasoner infers that e1 is invoked by a1;

i.e., the agent a1 invokes the event e1;

4. Asserted: The event e1 has a next event e2;

5. Inferred: The reasoner infers that a1 triggers e2;
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6. Asserted: The event e2 has an interface i2;

7. Inferred: The interface i2 is inferred as an

interface of the event e2;

8. Inferred: The reasoner infers that e2 is invoked

by the agent a2;

9. Inferred: The reasoner infers that e2 is performed by a2;

10. Asserted: The event e2 has a next event e3;

11. Inferred: The reasoner infers that e3 is triggered by a2;

Based on the sequence above, we can observe that the relations between the agents

and the events are only afforded by the inferred relations in step 3, 5, 8, 9, 11, and

12. It should be noted that the other inferred relations should not be considered as

affordances since they are simply inferred based on their inverse property with direct

assertions; e.g., the relations with isInterfaceOf are inferred based on the asserted

hasInterface relations between events and an interfaces. Same goes for the inference

of the hasPreviousEvent properties. Notice in the figure that none of the affordance

relations are inferred based on any direct assertions of their inverse relations.

Now that we have an understanding of the expected reasoning within the EFBO,

we now present the exact specification and the reasoning mechanism of the three

EFBO affordances. Essentially, we are about to “zoom in” to each of the affordances

that we had depicted in Figure 4.8 of this section.

Affordance I. How an Agent Invokes an Event

The concept of Action within the EFBO is specified as an event that is invoked by an

agent (Axiom 4.3). However, an event cannot be invoked directly without interacting

with its dedicated interface. In order to represent this latter constraint between an

agent and an event, we specify the relational property invokes as a super property

of the chain of the interactsWith and the isInterfaceOf properties.
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1. ObjectProperty: invokes

2. SubPropertyOf: agentProperty

3. SubPropertyChain: interactsWith o isInterfaceOf

4. Domain: Agent

5. InverseOf: isInvokedBy

The property interactsWith is an agent property that connects an agent to

an interface (Table 4.1). The property isInterfaceOf is a property that can exist

between an interface and an event. The property chain in line 3 above specifies that

the affordance relation invokes could only exist if there is an agent g that interacts

with an interface i and that i is an interface of an event e. The property chain for

the invokes relation corresponds to the following axiom.

(4.8)
∀x∃y∃z Agent(x) ∧ Interface(y) ∧ Event(z)

∧ interactsWith(x, y) ∧ isInterfaceOf(y, z)
→ invokes(x, z)

If the axiom above is satisfied for the invokes property, the event z, in this case,

would be inferred as an action that is invoked by the agent x. Since the property

is specified as an inverse of the isInvokedBy property, the axiom also entails the

equivalent fact that the isInvokedBy(z, x). As mentioned already, the instances

that hold these two properties can only be inferred and must not be asserted directly.

These relations, therefore, can only be afforded by the chain of relations between the

hasInterface and the interactsWith properties as depicted in Figure 4.9.

Affordance II. How an Agent Triggers an Event

As we have already mentioned, EFBO supports the commonsense reasoning on events

where we already know the sequence of events. Referring back to Figure 4.5, we must

observe the fact that an event en cannot happen or occur before its preceding event
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Figure 4.9: Illustration of Affordance I: the inference of the invokes relation between
an agent a1 and an event e1, along with its inverse, the isInvokedBy in
dotted green arrows.

Figure 4.10: Illustration of Affordance II: the inference of the triggers relation be-
tween an agent a1 and an event e2, along with its inverse isTriggeredBy
in dotted orange arrows.

en−1 has been occurred. In event-based systems, the occurence of the event en is

always dependent on an agent’s invocation with its previous event en−1. In other

words, an event can only be triggered to occur if the event’s previous event is invoked

by an agent. The agent, is this case, can be said to trigger the next event to occur.

In order to capture this latter constraint, we have specified the EFBO triggers

property as follows:

1. ObjectProperty: triggers

2. SubPropertyOf: agentProperty

3. SubPropertyChain: invokes o hasNextEvent

4. Domain: Agent

5. InverseOf: isTriggeredBy

The invokes relation within the property chain in line 3 above represents the
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inferred affordance relation between an agent and an event as specifies already in

Axiom 4.8. The hasNextEvent property in this case connects the invoked event with

its immediate next event. The property chain in line three, therefore, specifies that

if an agent g invokes an event en and there exists another event en+1 which is a next

event of the event en, then g trigger that next event en+1 to occur. The property

chain for the triggers relation in line 3, therefore, corresponds to the following

logical axiom:

(4.9)
∀ax∃ex∃ey Agent(ax) ∧ Event(ex) ∧ Event(ey)

∧ invokes(ax, ex) ∧ hasNextEvent(ex, ey)

→ triggers(ax, ey)

If the axiom above is satisfied for the triggers property, the event ey, in this case,

would be inferred as an event that is triggered by the agent ax. Since the property

is specified as an inverse of the isTriggeredBy property in line 5, the axiom also

entails the equivalent fact that isTriggeredBy(ey, ax). The instances that hold

these two properties can only be inferred and must not be asserted directly. These

relations can only be afforded by the chain of relations between the invokes and the

hasNextEvent properties as depicted in Figure 4.10.

Affordance III. How an Action is Performed by an Agent

The concept of activity within the EFBO is defined as an action that is performed by

an agent (Axiom 4.4). However, such action can only be performed on an event that

has been triggered to occur by some agent. In other words, in order for an agent to

activate an event, the event must be a triggered event first. We therefore specify the

affordance of the isPerformedBy relation between an event and an agent as follows:
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1. ObjectProperty: isPerformedBy

2. SubPropertyOf: eventProperty

3. subPropertyChain: isTriggeredBy o triggers o invokes

4. Domain: Action

5. InverseOf: performs

Figure 4.11: Illustration of Affordance III: the inference of the performs relation
between an agent a2 and an event e2, along with its inverse, the
isPerformedBy relation in dotted purple.

Essentially, the isTriggeredBy followed by the triggers relation within the chain

of properties in line 3 correspond to the second affordance as specified in Axiom 4.9.

The invokes relation in the property chain corresponds to the fist affordance between

an agent and an event as specified by the Axiom 4.8. The property chain in line 3

corresponds to the following logical axiom.

(4.10)
∀x∃y∃z Event(x) ∧ Agent(y) ∧ Agent(z)

∧ isTriggeredBy(x, y) ∧ invokes(z, x)
→ isPerformedBy(x, z)

The axiom above suggests that if an event x is triggered by an agent y and there

exists an agent z who invokes x, then the event x is performed by the agent z. Since

the property isPerformedBy is specified as the inverse of the performs relation in

line 5, the axiom also infers the equivalent fact that performs(z,x). These relations
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can only be afforded by the chain of the previous two affordances as depicted in

Figure 4.11.

As we can observe, the affordances within the EFBO facilitates us to have a

straightforward mechanism to infer different relationships between the properties of

an agent and the events within a system environment. We can also observe that

the EFBO uses nesting of affordances, as well as defining affordances in terms of the

other affordances. Notice how the second affordance triggers/isTriggeredBy is

dependent on the inferred relations between the agents and events through their as-

serted relationships with interfaces using the first affordance invokes/isInvokedBy.

Similarly, notice how the third affordance performs/isPerformedBy is dependent on

another set of inferred relations as afforded by the previous two affordances. This

aspect of affordances allows us to have a powerful mechanism in order to have differ-

ent levels of abstractions representing the action potentials by the agents within an

event-based system.

Using the EBFO representation along with its affordances, one can effectively

model the functional entities of a system in such a way so that their existence within

the system can be thoroughly reasoned. As we will observe in the next section, due

to its affordances, the EFBO-based modelling process becomes quite intuitive and

practical. Essentially, the EFBO representation along with its affordances allows us

to describe and reason about the behavior of a system through a series of simple

statements about the systems to be modelled with minimal effort. The simplicity

comes from the fact that the users modelling a system based on the EFBO, do not

require to state any complex composition of properties for their knowledge bases. We

have carefully engineered the ontology so that it can reason about a system based
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on a minimal set of properties asserted by the users. As we will soon observe, this

minimal set of properties corresponding to the behavior of the systems that are known

explicitly, and, can be observed without much cognitive challenges. The inference of

the remaining, implicit relational properties among the functional entities can be

inferred automatically based on the set of affordance relations as discussed in this

section. The EFBO representation, in this latter regard, also minimizes the possibility

of asserting erroneous facts about the system to be modelled due to any exhaustive,

manual effort of stating each and every facts about the system. This strategy allows us

to achieve the maximum usability of the ontology without compromising the required

logical rigour and computational decidability, and, consequently, achieve an effective

functional reasoning mechanism.

4.3.2 The Reasoning Mechanism

Now that we have the understanding of the representation of affordances within the

EFBO, let us revisit the scenario in Figure 4.8. In this section, we investigate the

scenario in terms of its reasoning mechanism in four stages. We will observe how

the assertion of a new set of facts in each stage leads the reasoner to discover a new

knowledge; i.e., inferring new relations among the asserted entities. We will also

observe how and when an event becomes an action or an activity based on the event’s

temporal relations as inferred by the reasoner. The next four figures illustrate the

four stages of reasoning, one at a time. Each stage has a set of asserted relations

between different entities as depicted by the solid arrows. The inferred relations

after reasoning are depicted by the dotted arrows. Each of the stages also has their

corresponding classification of inferred types for the asserted entities.
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Figure 4.12: Reasoning Stage-I: Inference after the assertion of three entities using
the hasNextEvent properties.

First, in Stage-I of the Figure 4.12, we have a sequence of three entities called the

e1, e2, and e3 using the hasNextEvent assertions. On the right, we have the inferred,

temporal relations among the three asserted entities. These include the inferred

hasPreviousEvent, hasPastEvent, and the hasFutureEvent properties. After this

stage, the reasoner also infers the facts that e1, e2, and e3 are all instances of the

class Event as depicted on the left of the Figure 4.12. The inferred classification is

based on the specification that the hasNextEvent property only connects an event

with another event due to its domain and range restrictions (Table 4.1). Specifying

the domain and range restrictions on the properties allowed us to eliminate the need

to assert direct instantiation for each and every event that we need to model.

In Stage-II, we have the entities called the i1, i2, and i3 which are connected

to events e1, e2, and e3, respectively, through the assertions of the hasInterface

properties as illustrated in Figure 4.13. The figure below the assertions depicts the

newly inferred isInterfaceOf relations in blue dotted arrows. This is a simple

reasoning that infers the inverse of the asserted hasInterface property. Since the

property is restricted to have events as its domain and interfaces as its range, after

this stage, the entities i1, i2, and i3 are all inferred as the instances of the Interface
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Figure 4.13: Reasoning Stage-II: Inference after the assertion of three new entities
using the hasInterface properties.

class as depicted at the top right corner in the figure . Again, notice how we can infer

the instances of the Interface class simply through the assertions of the properties

without any direct instantiation.

In Stage-III, we have a new entity called the a1, which is connected to the inferred

interface i1 through the assertion of the interactsWith property as illustrated in Fig-

ure 4.14. In this stage, we encounter two new inferred relations: the invokes(a1,e1)

relation in green and the triggers(a1,e2) relation in orange. The first inferred

relation is based on the Axiom 4.8 which corresponds to the first affordance. Since

the event e1 is connected to the event e2 through the hasNextEvent property, the

second relation triggers/isTriggeredBy is inferred based on the Axiom 4.9, which
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Figure 4.14: Reasoning Stage-III: Inference after the assertion of an entity using the
interactsWith property.

corresponds to the second affordance. Since the property interactsWith only con-

nects an agent with an interface, at this point, we also have the entity a1 inferred as

an instance of the Agent class, as depicted at the top-right corner of the figure. Also

notice at the bottom-left corner of the figure: we no longer have the e1 as an instance

of the Event class; instead, e1 is now reclassified as an instance of the Action class.

This classification is inferred based on the Axiom 4.3, which corresponds to the very

definition of the Action class. Notice how the inference of the action e1 is dependent

on the inference of the affordance of the invokes/isInvoked relations between an
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agent and an event. Also notice how the invocation of an event by an agent triggers

the next event to occur.

Figure 4.15: Reasoning Stage-IV: Inference after the assertion of a second entity using
the interactsWith property.

Finally, in Stage-IV, we have another entity called the a2, which is connected to the

interface i2 through the assertion of the interactsWith property as illustrated in Fig-

ure 4.15. Similar to the previous stage, we have the inferred affordances represented

by the invokes/isInvokedBy between a2 and e2 and the triggers/isTriggeredBy

relations between a2 and e3. We also have the entity a2 inferred as another instance

of the Agent class as depicted at the top-right corner of the figure. However, this

time, we have an additional inferred relation called the performs/isPerformedBy in
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dotted purple arrows between the agent a2 and the event e2. This inference is based

on the the Axiom 4.10, which corresponds to the third affordance. Now, if we look at

the bottom-left corner of the figure, we see that the entity e2 is no longer classified as

an event; instead, it has been reclassified as an instance of the class Activity.This

Figure 4.16: The gradual classification of entities after each of the four stages of
assertions as illustrated in Figures 4.12 till 4.15.
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classification is inferred due to the Axiom 4.4, which corresponds to the very defini-

tion of the Activity class. Notice how an invocation of a triggered event by an agent

leads the reasoner to infer that the agent has just performed an action.

Now that we have demonstrated the stage-by-stage reasoning mechanism of the

EFBO, let us take another look at the figures of this section. This observation demon-

strates the power of an ontology that helps us to discover new knowledge and insights

about an evolving system. Figure 4.16 illustrates the gradual classification of differ-

ent entities together after the assertions of the new set of entities in each of the four

stages as discussed in this section. Notice how the inference of knowledge about the

events evolves over time based on the new set of asserted facts in different stages.

In the next section, we will observe how the EFBO inference mechanism helps us to

achieve an effective approach to model the event based systems.

4.4 Functional Behaviour Modelling

In this section, we discuss the process of functional modelling of the event-based

systems using the EFBO representation that can systematically capture the behaviour

of a systems. We will provide a demonstration as to how the EFBO provides an

intuitive, simple way of modelling the behaviour through its affordances. We will

also provide an example of automated reasoning on the modelled entities based on a

set of defined functional reasoning categories. By the end of this section, we should

have a solid understanding of the ways we can model a series of interactions among

a set of functional entities of a system using the the EFBO representation. Once we

understand how the EFBO modelling process works, we will discuss how to extract

the same kind of models from the source code of a system, as part of the next chapter.
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4.4.1 Behaviour Modelling through an Example

In order to demonstrate the potentials of the EFBO for behaviour modelling, we

observe how we can represent the functionality of a typical log-in system of a mobile

application using the EFBO representation. While a log-in system sounds simple

enough to follow, it has all the aspects that we need, in order to demonstrate our

approach to model any complex system. Let us first observe a typical flow of events

for a log-in system as listed below.

1. A user taps on an application icon.

2. The client system launches the log-in application.

3. The application presents an UI interface to log-in.

4. The user enters her user name in a text field.

5. The user enters her password in a password field.

6. The user taps on a log-in button.

7. The application sends the user information to the server for authentication.

8. The application presents an UI interface with a welcome message for the user.

In addition to the list above, if the authentication step fails after the step 7, the

application displays a message to the user to try again, and moves back to the step

3 above. From the list above, we roughly know the types of instances that can be

mapped with different EFBO classes. Let us first observe the naive approach to model

this system. The following is an example of the naive approach for the first two steps

of the log-in system:

1. Observation: A user taps on an application icon.

Instatioations:

Assert the ‘user’ as an instance of the User Agent class.

Assert the ‘app icon’ as an instance of the User Interface class.

Assert an event ‘tap app icon’ as an instance of the Event class.

Assert the fact that ‘tap app icon’ has the interface ‘app icon’.

Assert the fact that ‘tap app icon’ is performed by the ‘user’ entity.
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2. Observation: The client system launches the log-in application.

Instatioations:

Assert ‘launch log-in app’ as an instance of the Event class.

Assert ‘launch log-in app’ as a next event of ‘tap app icon’ event.

Assert ‘login interface’ as an instance of the Client Interface class.

Assert ‘login interface’ as an interface of ‘launch log-in app’ event.

Assert ‘client agent’ as an instance of the Client Agent class.

Assert that ‘launch log-in app’ is performed by ‘client agent’.

From the example above, we can simply observe how the naive approach can

quickly become overwhelming and impractical when it comes to modelling a whole

system. However, it should be noted that, unfortunately, most of the traditional

ontology-based systems still follow the analogous, naive approach of modelling. The

traditional approaches, therefore, are quite tedious, unintuitive, and error-prone, as

the modellers have to manually instantiate each and every entity along with assert-

ing the relations among each of the entity, in order to make a use of an ontology.

Clearly, these brute force like approaches are suitable for those ontologies that are

not equipped to take the full benefits of the power of automated reasoning.

Compared to the traditional approach of modelling, one of the powerful features

of the EFBO is that it allows the functional entities of a system to be described in

a flexible, intuitive manner using a minimal set of predicates. As mentioned in the

previous section, the EFBO is designed in a way so that inferring the existence of

any complex relational properties among the modelling entities are left as the job for

the automated reasoner. Also, using the EFBO properties, we do not have to have

direct instantiation for any of the EFBO classes as they can all be perfectly inferred

from the specified domain and ranges of the asserted properties. Using the EFBO

approach, a human modeller only has to assert the following basic properties about

the entities to be modelled:
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1. About two events : hasNextEvent/hasPreviousEvent;

isAlternateEventOf;

2. About an event’s interface : hasInterface/isInterfaceOf;

3. About a functionality : hasInitialEvent/isInitialEventOf;

hasFinalEvent/isFinalEventOf;

4. About two interfaces : hasElement/isElementOf;

5. About an agent’s interface : interactsWith/hasInteractionWith;

Using these properties, the EFBO allows us to describe the functionality of a

system as a series of statements of the form subject-predicate-object, without any

restrictive order. We can think of the instantiation process as describing the behavior

of a system on a simple storyboard. Let us observe the instantiation statements in

Figure 4.17. One way to model the functionality of the log-in system is to use the

following simple steps as depicted in the figure.

1. First, we declare the sequence of events associated with our login system using

the hasNextEvent property between each of the events (e.g., Lines 4-15). We

also declare the events with alternate next event using hasAlternateEvent

relation (e.g., Line 14).

2. After the flow of events are declared, we declare the initial and final events for

the set of functionalities that we want to model (e.g., Lines 14 and 15).

3. After that, we declare the set of interfaces for each of the declared events us-

ing hasInterface relation (e.g., Lines 22-38). We also declare the composite

interfaces using the hasElement/isElementOf relation (e.g., Lines 25-26).

4. Finally, we declare the allowable interfaces for each of the agents that need to

interact with the system using the interactsWith property (e.g., Lines 41-49).

While the storyboard seems quite simple to follow with only a few kinds of prop-

erties, all other complex relational properties among the functional entities can be
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Figure 4.17: An example of statements for the EFBO-based modelling.
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perfectly inferred through automated reasoning. The ideal goal of the storyboard is

to state whatever is explicitly known about each of the functional entities that are

involved within a desired system.

As we can observe from the Figure 4.17, the EFBO allows an intuitive way to

encode the storyboard for a system in hand. The terms prefixed with the underscores

are meant to be instances; only exceptions are the predefined EVENT START and

EVENT END entities. It should be noted that the sequence of statements within the

storyboard can exist in any arbitrary order. No matter in what order they exist, as

long as the domain and range constraints are satisfied for each of the relational prop-

erties, the EFBO can automatically infer the actual chain of entities after reasoning.

As discussed in the previous section, another powerful feature of the EFBO rep-

resentation is that the entities with partial or incomplete set of facts can also lead

to a certain inferred, nontrivial conclusions by the reasoner. For example, the in-

stance _tapLoginButton which has an interface instance _loginButton would be

simply inferred as an instance of the Event class. Once we add a new statement that

the _userAgent interacts with the _loginButton, the _tapLoginButton would be

inferred as an instance of the Action class at that point. An additional statement

such as _tapLoginButton hasNextEvent _sendUserInfo, would lead the reasoner

to infer that _tapLoginButton is an instance of the class Activity.

It should be noted that each of the inferred action that is performed by an agent

essentially corresponds to the achievement of an intermediate functional goal for that

agent. Also, it should be noted that when stating the facts about _verifyUserInfo

we don’t capture how the exact verification process is implemented. Instead, we only

capture the involved entities within the functional flow. However, as we will soon
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Figure 4.18: On the left, we have the asserted, unclassified entities of the log-in sys-
tem. On the right, we have the inferred classification of the entities after
automated reasoning.

observe, the EFBO can detect the fact that the _verifyUserInfo is a decision point

event; i.e., an event with multiple alternative next events that are mutually exclusive.

In order to convert the relational statements from a storyboard script into an

OWL knowledgebase, we have developed a parsing tool that can parse the statements

from any text document and assert their corresponding OWL statements for the

EFBO ontology. The parsing tool is developed as a part of the EFBO Validation

System, which will be discussed in the next chapter. Once we pass the statements

from the Figure 4.17 to the parsing tool, the tool generates the corresponding EFBO
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knowledgebase model in OWL. Opening the knowledgebase for the log-in system

in Protégé shows the asserted, unclassified hierarchy as depicted on the left of the

Figure 4.18. Once we pass the knowledgebase into a reasoner, the reasoner generates

the inferred classification of the asserted entities as depicted on the right two columns

of the Figure 4.18. It should be noted that the order in which the classified entities

are presented in the figure has no significance in terms of their actual functional flow.

Each item of the classification result should be simply interpreted as an instance of a

particular type of class.

As we can observe in Figure 4.18, along with other classification, we have eight

entities classified under the Activity class. These classifications are inferred based

on the axioms that we have discussed in the previous sections. However, we needed

more axioms that could be built on top of these latter axioms. We needed this

latter extension so that the ontology can be used to answer more specific functional

reasoning questions. For example, following is a set of functional reasoning questions

that can be asked about the log-in system:

1. What are the exact set of activities involved within the overall Log-in system?

2. Out of all the activities, what are the exact distribution of activities for the user
agent, client agent, and the server agent?

3. What are the shared activities, e.g, the set of actions that requires participation
of multiple agents between the client agent and the server agent?

4. What are the decision point events; i.e., the set of events with multiple alter-
native next events?

5. What are the UI elements involved for each of the activity?

6. What are the exact set of activities that happens before and after the login
button is tapped?
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Figure 4.19: The EFBO Functional Reasoning Category (EFBO-FRC) Classes.

As we can observe, the list can be further extended for various additional func-

tional reasoning questions, if necessary. In order to support these kinds of functional

reasoning questions, we have developed an extension to the core EFBO ontology,

which is the focus of the next section.

4.4.2 Functional Reasoning Categories

Closely based on the general reasoning categories in event calculus [125] such as the

deductive, abductive, and the inductive reasoning, we have included a number of

functional reasoning categories for the systems that are modelled based on the EFBO

representation. These categories are defined within a utility ontology called the EFBO

Functional Reasoning Category4 (EFBO-FRC).

The EFBO-FRC includes the classes associated with different functional reasoning

4Available at http://cs.queensu.ca/~imam/ontologies/efbo-frc.owl

http://cs.queensu.ca/~imam/ontologies/efbo-frc.owl
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categories under the Entity Classifier Class as displayed in Figure 4.19. The EFBO-

FRC is an importable module for the EFBO core ontology and includes logical axioms

to define its reasoning categories based on different EFBO core classes and properties.

It should be noted that the EFBO-FRC does not contain any new properties for itself

and simply reuses the properties form the EFBO core. We list the following functional

reasoning categories that are supported by the EFBO-FRC ontology.

I. Activities by Different Agents. This kind of reasoning can be used to

verify the exact distribution of activities among different agents. This is a ‘Who does

What’ (WDW) kind of reasoning that can be asked against the EFBO models. The

following classes are defined as part of the EFBO-FRC for this kind of reasoning.

Refer to Figure 4.19 for the direct subsumption hierarchies relevant to these classes.

• Activity Triggered by Different Agents.
ActivityTriggeredByClientAgent ≡ Activity u ∃ isTriggeredBy ClientAgent
ActivityTriggeredByServerAgent ≡ Activity u ∃ isTriggeredBy ServerAgent
ActivityTriggeredByUserAgent ≡ Activity u ∃ isTriggeredBy UserAgent

• Activity Performed by Different Agents.
ClientAgentActivity ≡ Activity u ∃ isPerformedBy ClientAgent
ServerAgentActivity ≡ Activity u ∃ isPerformedBy ServerAgent
UserAgentActivity ≡ Activity u ∃ isPerformedBy UserAgent

• Event Invoked by Different Agents.
EventInvokedByClientAgent ≡ Event u ∃ isInvokedBy ClientAgent
EventInvokedByServerAgent ≡ Event u ∃ isInvokedBy ServerAgent
EventInvokedByUserAgent ≡ Event u ∃ isInvokedBy UserAgent

II. Activities by Interfaces. This kind of reasoning can be used to verify the

exact distribution of activities within different interfaces. This is a ‘What Happens

Where’ (WHW) kind of reasoning question that can be asked against the EFBO

knowledge models. The following classes are defined as part of the EFBO-FRC for

this kind of reasoning.
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• Activity by Client Interface.
ActivityByClientInterface ≡ Activity u ∃ hasInterface ClientInterface

• Activity by Server Interface.
ActivityByServerInterface ≡ Activity u ∃ hasInterface ServerInterface

• Activity by User Interface.
ActivityByUserInterface ≡ Activity u ∃ hasInterface UserInterface

III. Shared Activities between Agents. This kind reasoning can be used to

determine the set of shared activities among multiple different agents with a common

set of goals. This is a ‘Who Shares What’ (WSW) kind of reasoning that can be

useful to detect any extra, unintended activities between the client and server agents.

The following class is defined as part of the EFBO-FRC for this kind of reasoning.

Refer to Figure 4.19 for the subsumption hierarchy relevant to this class.

• Shared Activities by Agents:
SharedClientServerActivity
≡ Activity u ∃ isTriggeredBy ClientAgent u ∃ isPerformedBy ServerAgent

IV. Decision Point Events. This kind of reasoning can be used to identify the

set of events with multiple, alternative next events. Determining the decision points

and the exact set of activities before and after a decision point can be a critical

functional requirement for any event-based system. The following classes are defined

as part of the EFBO-FRC for these kinds of reasoning relevant to the decision point

events. Refer to Figure 4.19 for the subsumption hierarchies relevant to these classes.

• Decision Point Event.
DecisionPointEvent
≡ Event u ∃ hasNextEvent (Event u ∃ isAlternateEventOf Event)

• Event Followed by Decision Point.
WhatFollowsDecisionPoint ≡ Event u ∃ hasPreviousEvent DecisionPointEvent
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• Activity After Decision Point.
ActivityAfterDecesionPoint ≡ Activity u ∃ hasPastEvent DecisionPointEvent

• Event Preceding Decision Point.
WhatLeadsToDecisionPoint ≡ Event u ∃ hasNextEvent DecisionPointEvent

• Activity Before Decision Point:
ActivityBeforeDecesionPoint≡Activity u ∃ hasFutureEvent DecisionPointEvent

V. Events with Parallel Events. This kind of reasoning can be used to classify

the events in terms of their parallel events. For the systems that involve concurrent

processes, this kind of functional reasoning can be quite useful. The following class

is defined as part of the EFBO-FRC for this kind of reasoning. Refer to Figure 4.19

for the subsumption hierarchy relevant to this class.

• Event with Parallel Event:
EventWithParallelEvent ≡ Event u ∃ hasParallelEvent Event

VI. Events with Mutually Exclusive Events. This kind of reasoning can be

used to classify the events in terms of their mutually exclusive events. The follow-

ing class is defined as part of the EFBO-FRC for this kind of reasoning. Refer to

Figure 4.19 for the subsumption hierarchy relevant to this class.

• Event with Mutually Exclusive Event:
EventWithMutuallyExclusiveEvent ≡ Event u ∃ isAlternateEventOf Event

For a system that is modelled based on the EFBO representation, additional set

of reasoning tasks can be composed of the core functional reasoning categories listed

above. It should be noted that, while the simple, straight-forward definitions of the

EFBO-FRC may not seem to have much ontological significance, they can become

handy when querying and visualizing the inferred classification of the modelled enti-

ties. In other words, the EFBO-FRC is simply a helper ontology specifically designed
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for the EFBO core that can be used for different EFBO-based applications such

as the EFBO-based Functional Consistency Validation system discussed in the next

chapter. As part of the next chapter, we will observe how the reasoning categories

described above are used as a set of comparison metrics for validating the functional

consistencies between two systems.

Figure 4.20: Additional classification of entities of the log-in system based on a set
of functional reasoning categories.
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Now that we have defined a set of functional reasoning categories for the EFBO, let

us observe how the inferred classification of the log-in system looks like once we import

the EFBO-FRC ontology. Once we pass the previous knowledge model (Figure 4.18)

about the log-in system along with the EFBO-FRC module to the reasoner, the

reasoner generates the additional, more specific kind of classification that correspond

to different functional reasoning categories as displayed in Figure 4.20.

It should be observed from the modelling example that the EFBO’s affordance

relations allowed the reasoner to infer the set of action potentials between the system’s

agents and its environment. For example, the reasoner perfectly inferred the actions

that could be performed by different agents as part of their activities within the

modelled system. The reasoner could also infer the events that could be triggered

by each of the agents as well. While we did not have the EFBO affordances directly

asserted within the storyboard, the affordance relations were inferred through the

automated reasoning as afforded by the relations between the properties of the events

and the properties of the agents within the modelled environment.

This latter strategy is critical in both observing and modelling the functional

behavior of any practical application system. In the practical sense of affordances,

the agents in such system must not be able to invoke the functional events of the

system without the proper interactions with the system’s designated interfaces. This

design choice also promotes more automation, and, ultimately, reduces the amount of

human-induced errors during the modelling process. As observed in this section, the

relations of affordances can be a powerful feature for the ontologies that deals with

representing the functional behaviour of event-based systems.
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4.5 Concluding Remarks

In this chapter, we have demonstrated how to develop an effective ontology that can

represent the functional behavior of a system. We have also demonstrated how to

utilize the powerful reasoning mechanism of an ontology for our purpose. We have

described how to incorporate the concept of the AI-based affordances in order to

provide a simple way to model the behavior of a system using only a few kinds of

simple predicates. Due to its affordances, the EFBO facilitates us to infer all the

other, complex ontological relations among the involved entities through automated

reasoning. This allows the functional models to be minimally maintained by the

humans, reducing the chance of erroneous manual assertion of facts for the modelling

entities. We have also demonstrated an approach of modelling the behavior of a

system with a concrete example. Note that, this is not the only approach one can

take to utilize the EFBO representation. The example demonstrated in this chapter

is only meant to be indicative.
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Chapter 5

Comparing Event-Based Functional Behaviour

In the previous chapter, we have seen how to describe the functional behavior of a

system using the EFBO representation facility along with its logical characteristics.

We have also seen a number of reasoning scenarios, along with a demonstration of

our modelling approach. In this chapter, we describe a special use case of the EFBO

representation as promised in the first chapter. We are going to observe how the

ontology can be utilized in order to compare or validate the functional consistencies

between two systems. We will provide an example case of comparing two mobile

applications using our approach.

5.1 The EFBO-Based Validation Process

In this section, we provide a general overview of the consistency validation process

based on the EFBO. Once we have the general understanding of the process, we will

discuss the process components in the subsequent sections.

The first step of the process involves deriving the EFBO-based functionality mod-

els for each of the systems. For the systems that are already developed, the EFBO

can be used to annotate the source code elements that correspond to the functional
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entities of the ontology. Once annotated, the source code entities can then be in-

stantiated for their corresponding EFBO entities. Once the instantiation process

is complete for both systems, the ontology will then represent a comparable set of

functional behaviour models for each of the source systems.

Next, the functionality models for each of the sources have to be integrated into

a single ontology. As discussed in the next section, we use a utility ontology called

the EFBO-V that we have developed for this purpose of integrating the functionality

models into a comparable representation. The merged functionality models of the

ontology can then be passed into an automated reasoner. The reasoner can then

derive the classification of functional entities based on their sources under different

functional reasoning categories.

At this point, the reasoner can also generate a mappable list of events for each

of the source systems. The actual mappings of events is assumed to be a manual

process which involves checking the events that are classified under the System-I

Event and the System-II Event of the EFBO-V. It should be noted that only the

event entities of the sources need to be mapped. The mapping of other entities such

as the interfaces and agents can be inferred automatically as mappable entities for

each of the mapping events between the source systems.

Finally, as part of the automated reasoning on the merged models along with the

mapping events, an ontology reasoner would be able to validate the level of func-

tional consistencies based on a set of reasoning categories discussed in Section 4.4.2

of the last chapter. We can then accumulate the status between the sources into a

consistency status report. Figure 5.1 provides a high-level depiction of the our consis-

tency validation process. We have developed a complete, end-to-end software solution
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Figure 5.1: The EFBO-Based Functional Consistency Validation Process.
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called the EFBO Functional Validation System based on the process described in this

section. The system will be discussed in Section 5.3 of this chapter. This is a novel

approach to compare functionality between two systems that utilizes the benefits of

an ontology along with its powerful logical reasoning capabilities. This kind of consis-

tency validation can be useful for the cross-platform applications that are developed

and evolved independently with the same set of functional goals.

5.2 The EFBO Validation Ontology

In order to facilitate the validation process, we have developed a utility ontology

called the EFBO Consistency Validation Ontology (EFBO-V). The EFBO-V imports

the core EFBO along with the EFBO-FRC ontology and is designed to integrate

and classify the functional entities of two given source models into a comparable

representation. There are two interrelated categories of classes within the EFBO-V.

First is the set of classes under the system validation entity and the second is the set

of classes under the functional reasoning category of the EFBO-FRC ontology.

Figure 5.2 presents the EFBO-V classes under the System Validation Entity

along with the properties of the EFBO-V ontology. The classes in the figure are self-

descriptive and are used to classify different kinds of entities based on their source sys-

tems. Directly under the System Validation Entity, we have four kinds of classes

as follows: Consistent Entity, Inconsistent Entity, Participant Entity, and

Participant System. The first two of the latter classes are used to classify the

entities based on a set of consistency validation rules that we are going to describe

in the next section. The rest of the classes are there to classify the set of indi-

viduals under the core EFBO classes; i.e., the Event, Agent, and the Interface
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Figure 5.2: The classes under the System Validation Entity and the properties of
the EFBO Validation Ontology (EFBO-V).

classes, for each of the participating systems. The next figure, Figure 5.3 presents

the EFBO-V classes under the Functional Reasoning Category. As we can observe

from the figure, the classes under this category are also self-descriptive, which simply

extends the EFBO-FRC classes for each of the participating systems; i.e., System-1

and System-2. These classes, therefore, simply involve augmenting a set of System-1

or System-2 entities for each of the functional reasoning categories. For example, the

class System-1:Decision Point Event is simply defined as a class that is equivalent

to the intersection of the following two classes: the class System-1 Event and the

class Decision Point. Similarly, the class System-2:Decision Point Event is de-

fined as a class that is equivalent to the intersection of the following two classes: the

class System-2 Event and the class Decision Point. Refer to Appendix C for the

list of all the defined classes of the EFBO-V ontology in alphabetic order. It should
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Figure 5.3: The EFBO-V classes under different functional reasoning categories.

be noted that the EFBO-V is simply a utility ontology that facilitates us to have a

straightforward mechanism to classify different comparable EFBO entities that belong

to two disjoint systems. Beyond this latter role of providing a classification schemata

for comparing two systems, the EFBO-V has very limited ontological significance.

Within the context of this chapter, the term ‘consistency’ should not lead to any

vague interpretation. For example, there exists no such ontological category called

the Consistent Entity that can have a concrete logical definition. However, we can

have a set of sub classes defined under the Consistent Entity based on a certain set

of properties. In that case, the entities inferred under the Consistent Entity class
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can be said to have some level of consistency. Therefore, an entity that is inferred as

consistent for one set of properties may not be consistent for other set of properties.

A pair of entities can only be compared for consistency if the pair has a certain set

of common properties associated with them. Such a pair of entities may belong to

a set of anonymous classes within the ontology. Now, we can give different names

for these anonymous classes based on their properties so that we can have a visual

classification of their instances. The logical definitions for the EFBO-V classes serve

the exact same purpose.

Finally, for our purpose of comparing the behaviour of two systems, we define two

kinds of consistencies between the functional entities of the participating systems.

The first is the level of consistencies between the flow of events; the second is the

level of consistencies within the set of entities under different functional reasoning

categories for each of the participant systems.

The EFBO-V Validation Rules

In order to compare the functional behaviour between the source models, we have

incorporated a set of rules as part of the EFBO-V. The EFBO-V rules are defined

using a rule language called the Semantic Web Rule Language (SWRL). As mentioned

in Chapter 3, SWRL is a language that combines OWL-DL with a subset of the

Rule Markup Language (Rule-ML) in order to express the rules for the classes and

the properties of an OWL ontology. It should be noted that prior to validating the

consistency, the events must have their corresponding mappings between two systems.

As mentioned already, the mapping between events across two systems is assumed

to be a manual process, which will be described in section 5.3. Once we have all the
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mapping events including the events without any mapping, the EFBO-V can reason

about the consistencies between two systems based on the following set of rules.

Let x, y, and z be all instances of the class System-1 Event, while x′, y′ and z′

be all instances of the class System-2 Event. The properties of the EFBO-V that

we have specified are defined based on the following SWRL rules:

Definition 5.1. A pair of mapping events y and y′ has a consistent next event if y′

has the next event z′ and that z′ has a mapping event z and z has the previous event

y. Following is the SWRL rule for the hasConsisintentNextEvent property.

(5.1)
hasMappingEvent(? y, ? yp) ∧ hasNextEvent(? yp, ? zp)
∧ hasMappingEvent(? z, ? zp) ∧ hasPreviousEvent(? z, ? y)
→ hasConsistentNextEvent(? y, ? yp)

Definition 5.2. A pair of mapping events y and y′ has a consistent previous event

if y′ has the previous event x′ and that x′ has a mapping event x and x has the

next event y. The SWRL rule for the hasConsisintentPreviousEvent property is

therefore defined as follows:

(5.2)
hasMappingEvent(? y, ? yp) ∧ hasPreviousEvent(? yp, ?xp)
∧ hasMappingEvent(?x, ?xp) ∧ hasNextEvent(?x, ? y)
→ hasConsistentPreviousEvent(? y, ? yp)

Definition 5.3. A pair of events y and y′ can be said to have a consistent event flow

if the pair has both the consistent previous event and the consistent next event based

on the first two definitions above. Figure 5.4 illustrates the combination of the two

rules to define the consistent flow of events between a pair of mapping events y and
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y′. The SWRL rule for the hasConsistentEventFlow is defined as follows:

(5.3)
hasConsistentPreviousEvent(? y, ? yp)
∧ hasConsistentNextEvent(? y, ? yp)
→ hasConsistentEventF low(? y, ? yp)

Figure 5.4: Combination of rules to define the consistent flow of events.

Definition 5.4. Two events x and x′ can be said to have a consistent alternative

event if x has an alternative event xa and x′ has an alternative event x′a and there

is a mapping between the events xa and x′a. Following is the SWRL rule for the

hasConsistentAltEvent property.

(5.4)

hasMappingEvent(?xa, ?xpa)
∧ isAlternateEventOf(?x, ?xa)
∧ isAlternateEventOf(?xp, ?xpa)
→ hasConsistentAltEvent(?x, ?xp)
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Definition 5.5. An interface i of an event x can be said to have a mapping interface

with an interface i′ of event x′ if x has a mapping with x′. In this case, the interfaces i

and i′ can be said to be mappable that serve the same functional purpose. Following

is the corresponding SWRL rule for the hasMappingInterface property.

(5.5)

hasMappingEvent(?x, ?xp)
∧ hasInterface(?xp, ?xpi)
∧ hasInterface(?x, ?xi)
→ hasMappingInterface(?xi, ?xpi)

Definition 5.6. A pair of mapping events x and x′ can be said to have mapping

agents xa and x′a, if x is invoked by xa and x′ is invoked by x′a. In this case, the

agents xa and x′a can be said to be mappable agents that serve the same functional

purpose. The SWRL rule for the hasMappingAgent is defined as follows:

(5.6)

hasMappingEvent(?x, ?xp)
∧ isInvokedBy(?x, ?xa)
∧ isInvokedBy(?xp, ?xpa)
→ hasMappingAgent(?xa, ?xpa)

The rules described in this section forms the basis of functional comparison be-

tween two systems in terms of their events, agents, and interfaces. Later in this

chapter, we will observe how these rules are used to validate the cross-system func-

tional consistencies based on the set of functional reasoning categories listed in the

previous chapter.
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Figure 5.5: The EFBO Consistency Validation Architecture.
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5.3 The EFBO-Based Validation System

In order to facilitate the validation process, we have developed an end-to-end software

system called the EFBO-Based Consistency Validation System1. The system is im-

plemented in Java and uses OWL-API 4.3 for its various ontology related operations.

The system is divided into five constituent modules each of which is assigned with

managing different tasks within the validation process. These include the EFBO Vali-

dation Manager, Annotation Extraction Manager, Knowledgebase Manager, Mapping

Events Manager, and the Consistency Status Report Manager. Each of these mod-

ules corresponds to a Java class with different attributes and properties. Figure 5.5

presents the cross-functional swimming lane diagram of the EFBO validation system

architecture. The first lane in the figure illustrates the tasks of the EFBO User In-

terface Manager. The manager provides a set of user interaction points for the six

step consistency validation process and delegates the corresponding tasks to rest of

the other EFBO managers as follows.

______________________________________________________________________

I. The EFBO Validation Manager

----------------------------------------------------------------------

For each of the participant system do the following steps 1-5:

1. Assign a System ID for the participant system.

2. Send the System ID to the Annotation Extraction Manager.

3. Receive a set of parsed annotations for the source system.

4. Send the parsed annotations to the EFBO K-Base Manager.

5. Receive the generated OWL file of the EFBO K-Base

for the participant system.

After steps 1-5, do the following steps 6-14:

6. Load the EFBO-V OWL Ontology.

1Available at https://github.com/smtifahim/EFBO-Project

https://github.com/smtifahim/EFBO-Project
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7. Import each of the generated EFBO K-Base OWL modules

from step 5 into the EFBO-V ontology.

8. Send the EFBO-V along with the EFBO K-Base modules to the

EFBO Mapping Events Manager.

9. Receive the EFBO-V K-Base with asserted mapping events.

10. Save the asserted EFBO-V K-Base.

11. Pass the asserted EFBO-V K-Base into the HermiT reasoner.

12. Save the inferred EFBO-V K-Base.

13. Send the inferred EFBO-V K-Base to the EFBO Consistency

Status Report Manager.

14. Display the generated Consistency Status Report.

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

II. The EFBO Annotation Extraction Manager

---------------------------------------------------------------------

1. Display a standard file chooser to the user.

- Let the user select a set of annotated source files.

2. Load the selected annotated files.

3. Extract the annotated lines from each of the loaded files.

4. Parse each of the annotated lines.

- Stop parsing as soon as a bad annotation is encountered.

- Display the error location and let the user try again.

5. Save the parsed annotations along with the source information

- Include the line number and the file path of the source

where the annotations were declared.

- Display the extracted annotations to the user.

6. Send the set of parsed annotations to the EFBO Validation

Manager for STEP-I(3).

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

III. The EFBO Knowledgebase Manager

---------------------------------------------------------------------

1. Create an empty K-Base in OWL.
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- Import the EFBO Core ontology into the K-Base.

- Assert the System ID for the EFBO K-Base.

2. Process the extracted parsed annotations received from the

EFBO Validation Manager in Step-I(4).

- Generate the OWL statements for the annotations.

3. Add each of the processed annotations into the EFBO K-Base.

4. Store the populated EFBO K-Base.

- Display the Metrics of the K-Base to the user.

5. Send the generated EFBO K-Base to the EFBO-Validation

Manager for STEP-I(5).

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

IV. The EFBO Mapping Events Manager

---------------------------------------------------------------------

1. Receive the EFBO-V Merged K-Base from the EFBO Validation

Manager in STEP-I(8).

2. Pass the EFBO-V K-Base into the HermiT Reasoner

3. Get the set of inferred events from the inferred EFBO-V K-Base

for each of the participant systems.

4. Display a GUI to perform manual mapping for the user.

- Populate the list boxes of the GUI with events from

each of the source systems.

- Let the user do the mapping through the GUI.

5. Process the selected mappings from the user.

- Generate the OWL statements for each of the mappings.

7. Add the mapping statements into the EFBO-V K-Base.

8. Send the updated EFBO-V K-Base to the EFBO Validation

Manager for STEP-I(9).

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

V. The EFBO Consistency Status Report Manager

---------------------------------------------------------------------
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1. Receive the inferred EFBO-V K-Base from the EFBO Validation

Manager in STEP-I(13).

2. Display the Report Options to the user.

- Let the user select a set of Functional Reasoning Category.

3. Generate the consistency status report based on the inferred

EFBO-V K-Base ontology.

_____________________________________________________________________

Annotating Source Systems

As mentioned already, annotating the source code of the comparing system is a manual

process. It requires the understanding of the system’s domain as well as the language

in which the system is implemented. Since we are dealing with the MVC based, object

oriented systems as our target applications, we can only provide a set of guidelines

applicable to these systems.

It should be noted that only a few programming languages have any direct support

for processing customized annotations. For Java based applications, we can use tools

like the Annotation Processor [30], which allows scanning and processing annotations

at compile time. We can register a customized annotation processor for the EFBO

entities such as the events, interfaces and agents, directly within the source code

artifacts.

While we can annotate the Java source code elements with the EFBO storyboard

statements, for non-Java systems, we must rely on commenting the annotation entities

prefixed with special characters. In the latter case, the annotations could not be

processed by at compile time. However, using special comments for annotations, we

have an added benefit of annotating any kind of entities anywhere within a source

code. In Java, for instance we can only annotate the entities such as the methods,
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classes, or fields. We cannot, for example, add an annotation before a conditional

statement or before a loop. The annotation strategy that we have taken for the

EFBO Validation System is simple, yet powerful and robust. Following is the list

of constraints that one must follow in order to annotate their source system for the

EFBO validation:

• One must use the @EFBO: prefix after the language specific reserved characters
for commenting before an annotation statement.

• Each of the annotation statement must contain exactly three tokens that ad-
heres to the statement of the form: subject predicate object. The C-Style
comments with special characters at the end should be placed in the next line.

• The predicate used for an annotation must correspond to an EFBO property.

• Following are the examples of all valid annotations:
//@EFBO: tapLoginButton hasInterface loginButton

// @EFBO: "Tap Login Button" hasInterface "Login Button"

//@EFBO: "Tap Login Button" hasInterface loginButton

/* @EFBO: TapLoginButton hasInterface loginButton

*/

• Following are the examples of invalid annotations:
//@EFBO: tapLoginButton has Interface "Login Button"

//@EFBO: "Tap Login Button has Interface Login Button"

/*@EFBO: "Tap Login Button" hasInterface "Login Button"*/
//@EFBO: "Tap Login Button" hasInterface "Login Button

We developed the annotation processor as part of the EFBO Annotation Extrac-

tion Manager, which can check the predicates of the annotation statements against

the EFBO properties. We use regular expression search against the constraints listed

above for the annotation extractor before an annotated statement is parsed into an

OWL statement. The annotation constraints that we have is flexible enough to sup-

port any language since it does not depend on any language-specific constructs other

than the commenting characters. In other words, the annotation strategy that we
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have is a language-agnostic, generic solution to the problem of annotating the source

codes written in different languages.

Now that we know the constraints for writing the EFBO annotations, let us discuss

where to put the annotations; i.e., the appropriate places in a code where the anno-

tations should appear. It should be noted that we are only going to use annotations

for the classes that belong to the view or controller layer of an MVC-based systems.

Depending on the applications, the following rules can be used as a guideline:

• The classes within the view layer can be declared as having interaction with a
client-agent.

• The UI elements used within a class should be considered as the instances of the
EFBO User Interface and therefore should be declared as having interaction
with the user-agent.

• An interface can have other interfaces as its parts or elements. An interface can
be an interface of multiple events but an event must have exactly one interface.

Figure 5.6 provides a set of code snippets of a Java log-in system with different

@EFBO annotation statements. It should be noted that only the elements that are

relevant to a particular functional behaviour modelling needs to be annotated.

The first step of the EFBO annotation process involves observing the system and

find out about the set of events that the system is designed for. After that, we must

give reasonable names to each of the events and describe the sequence they occur. As

discussed in the previous chapter The EFBO validation system supports two kinds of

predicates to describe such sequence. The first option is to use the hasNextEvent or

the hasPreviousEvent predicate between two events which corresponds to the exam-

ple in the previous chapter. The other option is to use the hasTimePoint predicate.

The EFBO hasTimePoint is defined as an OWL datatype property that connects an

event with a positive integer value. The integer value indicates the sequence of the
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Figure 5.6: Java code snippets with @EFBO annotations.
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time point for each of the events. The EFBO Knowledgebase Manager module has

a special method that converts the annotated statements with time points into their

corresponding usual statements with hasNextEvent property. After the declaration

of events, the EFBO annotation process simply involves considering the following four

points.

1. For each of the events, find out where the event occurs;

i.e., find the interface associated with each event.

- Use isInterfaceOf predicate to

associate an interface with an event.

2. For each of the interfaces, find out the elements of the interface.

- Use the hasElement predicate to

associate an interface with a sub interface.

3. For each of the interfaces find out the type of that interface;

i.e., client, server, or user interface.

- Use the hasInteractionWith predicate to

associate an interface with an agent-type.

- Example: lines 27, 83, 104, 115

4. For the conditional events, use the isAlternateEventOf predicate.

Figure 5.7: The EFBO Validation System’s Main Interface.
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5.4 Example Results

Now that we have the understanding of the EFBO validation process along with its

system architecture, in this section, we provide two examples of comparing functional

behaviour using the EFBO Consistency Validation System. First is an example of

comparing a cross-platform online shopping application. Second is an example of a

Blackjack game application. In both cases, we have selected a pair of open source

applications developed by different developers. One of the pairs was written in Java

for the Android platform, and the other was written in Objective-C for the iOS

platform.

Figure 5.8: Screen Shots of the Android and iPhone Online Shopping Apps.

The Online Shopping Example

Figure 5.8 presents the screen shots of the online shopping apps that we are going to

compare. Following the six step process of the EFBO-Validation system as presented
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in Figure 5.7 we demonstrate the results of comparing the two apps. Before invoking

the validation system, we first annotate the source systems based on the guidelines

outlined in the previous section. Once annotated, we load each of the annotated files

into the EFBO Validation System using STEP-1 and STEP-2 buttons and transform

them into their corresponding OWL knowledgebases. We specified the android app

to be considered as System-1 and the IOS app to be the System-2.

It should be noted that in order to support the unique naming assumption of the

OWL entities, we take the advantage of the uniqueness of the class names within

the source code. We therefore concatenate each of the annotated entities with their

corresponding class names where the annotations were declared along with the project

names and system IDs. We use rdfs:label annotation within the OWL to keep the

human-readable names for the annotated entities intact within the OWL statements.

We also keep the links to the source locations where the annotation statements were

declared about a particular entity within the generated OWL knowledgebase for each

of the comparing systems. These are all automatically done by the EFBO Validation

System by pushing the STEP-1 and STEP-2 buttons of its interface. Figure 5.9

presents an annotated entity after loading the kinowledgebase in Protege. At the very

top, we have the unique URI for the entity called the ClickCheckoutButton within

the OWL Knowledgebase generated by the EFBO validation system. At the bottom

we have a list of annotations about the annotated entity along with its rdfs:label and

the locations in the source files as extracted by the EFBO system.

After loading the knowledgebases in OWL, we load the EFBO-V and import the

System-1 and System-2 knowledgebases into the EFBO systems by pushing the STEP-

3 button. Once loaded, we push the STEP-IV button to identify the mapping events
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Figure 5.9: Example of an EFBO Annotated Entity in Protege.

Figure 5.10: The EFBO Mapping Events Interface with the Events from the Online
Shopping Example.

between the comparing systems. The EFBO Validation system loads the Mapping

Events Interface where we manually select a pair of mapping events between system.

We have annotated the sources with similar names for the events so that we can

quickly identify the pair of mapping events. Figure 5.10 is the screen shot of the
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Figure 5.11: The Inferred Classification of Entities for the Online Shopping Example.

EFBO Mapping Events Interface along with the events from this online shopping

example. After the mapping process is complete we save the resulting ontology with

asserted mappings between the events of the comparing systems. The saving process

within the EFBO System also involves generating the merged ontology along with all

the inferences. Once we push the STEP-VI button, the EFBO system generates a

consistency status report about the comparing systems.
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Now let us first observe the inferred classification of different entities of the com-

paring system as presented in Figure 5.11. On the left of the figure, we have the

asserted, unclassified hierarchy of the events from each of the systems. On the right,

we have the inferred classification of the entities after automated reasoning. As we

can observe in the figure, two events from the Android shopping app (System-1) has

been inferred to have consistent alternative events with the iOS app; two events are

inferred to have consistent flow of event, four events are inferred to have consistent

next event, and five events are inferred to have consistent previous event. We have a

total of 19 events that are inferred to have an inconsistent flow of event. Figure 5.11

presents the inferred classification of the events with inconsistent next event and

along with the events with an inconsistent previous event. Notice how most of the

inconsistent classes are simply duplicates under the three classes. This is expected

due to the rule that we have specified; i.e., the events with inconsistent next event or

inconsistent previous event are essentially classified as the events with an inconsistent

flow. Figure 5.12 displays the events with inconsistent previous and next events that

were collapsed in Figure 5.11.

Figure 5.12: The Inferred Classification of Inconsistent Events in the Online Shopping
Example.
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The EFBO Validation system generates the following report about the consistency

status of different events as depicted in Figure 5.13. Notice how the report provides

different levels of consistencies. The first is the report on the events with consistent

flow of events which identified two different events. Next in the report are the events

with consistent next events followed by the ones with consistent previous events and

alternative events. As discussed in the previous chapter, the EFBO is designed in a

way so that it can detect not only the events with fully consistent flow of events, it

can also detect the ones with partial consistencies as well. This allows the validation

process to pinpoint the exact places where the comparing systems may have differences

in their event flow.

Figure 5.13: EFBO System Report: The Consistent Events Between the Two Online
Shopping Apps.
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Figure 5.14: A visual report of an activity with inconsistent previous events.

The EFBO validation system can also generate visual reports on the types of

inconsistencies such as the one in Figure 5.14 along with the pointers as to why a pair

of mapping events are inferred to be inconsistent. Figure 5.14 shows that the pair of

activities System-1:Display Product List and System-2:Display Product List

are inferred to be inconsistent since their previous events have no mapping. The

Android version of the shopping app (System-1) displays the product list right after

the app is launched while the iOS app requires a button to be clicked after the

launch to display the list of the products. Figure 5.15 presents the report generated

by the EFBO Validation System on the actions performed by different agents in the

online shopping example. This kind of report allows one to analyze the distribution of

activities by different agents. The odd number of actions indicate that an agent might

be missing an action item in one of the systems compared to the other system. Using

the visual tools available in Protege, we can further investigate about the missing
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action as well as to why the action might be missing in one of the systems.

Now that we have the consistency status based on the flow of events between

the two comparing system, let us take a look at the inferred classification of events

based on different functional reasoning category. Figure 5.16 presents the classifi-

cation result for the comparing systems for a side-by-side comparison. This kind of

classification allows one to compare the behaviour of the systems in a rigorous fashion

e.g., comparing the distribution of inferred actions and activities by different agents,

the goal of the agents based on their triggered events, what are the mutually exclu-

sive events, what are the comparable decision point events and so forth. Notice in

the figure that both of the participating systems have only one decision point event

in this example which is the event called the Verify Payment. The Consistency Re-

port Manager of the EFBO system has a mechanism to display the decision points

in a visually comprehensible way. Figure 5.17 presents the decision point events for

each of the participating systems of the online shopping example as generated by the

EFBO System. Notice how the event is inferred as an event with fully consistent

event flow as can be observed in Figure 5.11 and Figure 5.13; i.e., the event has both

the consistent next event and consistent previous event.

The figure makes it clear as to why the event called the Verify Payment is inferred

to be a decision point event as well as the reason as to why the event is inferred to

be consistent between the participating systems.

The Blackjack Game Example

For this example, we have chosen two mobile apps on a popular card game called the

Blackjack. The apps were written by two different programmers and were downloaded
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Figure 5.15: EFBO System Report: Actions Performed by Different Agents.

from the GitHub repository.The first is the iOS version of the game and the second is

the Android version. Figure 5.18 presents the screen shots of the app so that we have

some intuitive feeling about their functionality. As we can observe from the figure

that the Android version of the game has betting functionality while the iOS version

only displays the winning results. Since the basic idea of winning and losing as well

as hitting and staying functionality are suppose to be the same for a Blackjack game,

we wanted to see what kind of comparison we can expect from the two game. We

can think of the Android version as the standard system while the iOS version can

be considered as having a set of common functionality. Another reason for choosing

the game is that we wanted to model a system that has a lot of UI interactions.

Figure 5.19 and Figure 5.20 presents a set of snippets of the annotation statements

about the source code entities of the participating systems. Once the annotation is

complete we load each of the annotated sources to the EFBO-Validation system using
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Figure 5.16: Inferred Classification of Events Based on a Set of Functional Reasoning
Categories.

the Step-I and Step-II in Figure 5.7 as before. This time, we chose the iOS app to

be the System-1 and the Android one to be the System-II. In Step-IV we load all

the events of the imported knowledgebases and display them side-by-side within the

EFBO Mapping Events interface for manual mapping as depicted in Figure 5.21.

Figure 5.22 displays the list of mapping events between the two apps that we could

assert.
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Figure 5.17: Visual Report on the Inferred Decision Point Events for the Online Shop-
ping Example.

After asserting the mapping statements, we pass the merged ontology to the in-

ference engine. Figure 5.23 presents the classification of entities of the comparing

systems before and after reasoning. As we can observe on the right of the figure, the

EFBO validation ontology has successfully inferred the levels of consistencies about

different events between the iOS and the Android version of the game. It should be

noted that the number of inconsistent events in the figure do not represent distinct

events; they are mostly duplicate events classified under the three different categories.

Same as the previous example, the events with inconsistent next events or inconsis-

tent previous events are essentially classified as the events with inconsistent flow due

to the rules that we have specified earlier in this chapter.
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Figure 5.18: The Screen Shots of the Android and iPhone Blackjack Game.

Figure 5.24 presents the corresponding report on the levels of consistencies gen-

erated by the EFBO Validation System. Notice in the report, while no events were

detected to have a full consistency, i.e., events with consistent event flow, there are

eight events that were detected to have partial consistencies: three of the events at

the top of the report are the events with consistent next events, the three events in

the middle are the ones with consistent previous events, and the remaining two at

the bottom of the report are the events with consistent alternative events. The next

figure, Figure 5.25 presents the generated visual report on the events with consistent

next events. The visual report makes it clear as to how the events between the com-

paring systems are inferred to have consistent next events based on the rule about

the hasConsistentNextEvent that we have specified in the earlier section.

Figure 5.27 presents a subset of the inferred classification of events on different
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Figure 5.19: Example of Annotated Source Code for the Android Application.

Figure 5.20: Example of Annotated Source Code for the iOS Application.
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Figure 5.21: EFBO-Mapping Events Interface.

Figure 5.22: The Screen Shots of the Android and iPhone Blackjack Game.
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Figure 5.23: Inferred Classification of Entities of the Comparing Blackjack Apps.

functional reasoning categories for each of the Blackjack apps. As we can observe in

the figure, while the iOS version of the game (System-1) is inferred to have 7 mutually

exclusive events, the Android version has as many as 14 mutually exclusive events.

Also notice in the figure, while the client agent for the iOS app triggers 18 different

events, the client agent for the Android version only triggers 6 events altogether. The
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Figure 5.24: Level of Consistency between the Comparing Blackjack Apps.

Figure 5.25: Visual report on the events with consistent next event between the iOS
and Android Blackjack applications.

events in bold letters under System-2 events in the figure indicate that they have

corresponding mapping events in System-1. Next, in Figure 5.26, we display the
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Figure 5.26: EFBO System Report: The Decision Point Events for each of the com-
paring systems.

decision point events for each of the Blackjack apps. While we only had one decision

point in the online shopping example, the Blackjack example has 9 decision points for

the iOS version, and 14 for the android version. The visual report generated by the

EFBO system in Figure 5.28 displays the decision points within the iOS version of the

game. The decision points inferred for the Android version is presents in Figure 5.29.

It should be noted that none of the decision point events were detected to have any

consistency to report. Essentially, the purpose of the reports on the decision point

events as well as the reports on the other functional reasoning categories is to provide

a systematic way of categorizing different kinds of events extracted from the source

applications into a comparable set of events with shared critical features. This allows
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the users to narrow down their tasks of comparing two applications as well as to focus

on the likely critical places to explore and analyze for further reasoning. It should be

noted that the results exemplified in this section are meant to be indicative only. The

users would essentially be able to further analyze and navigate through the resulting

inferred classification of entities generated by the EFBO validation system using the

tools like protege as well as through the OWL-DL supported query languages such

as the SPARQL-DL [128] and SQWRL [111].
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Figure 5.27: The inference result of the Blackjack apps under different functional
reasoning categories.
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Figure 5.28: Visual Report: Decision Point Events in the iOS Blackjack App.
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Figure 5.29: Visual Report: Decision Point Events in the Android Blackjack App.
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Chapter 6

Related Work

In this chapter we discuss the theory and practices relevant to our thesis. The first

section of this chapter is about the related formal approaches of representing events

and change, which formed the core basis of our ontology. The remaining three sections

of this chapter include the topics that are technically relevant to this thesis. These

include the relevant articles on functional modelling in systems engineering, semantic

annotation of source code, and, finally, the idea of the User Interface Description

Languages.

6.1 The Event-Based Formalisms

As mentioned previously, the notion of events and change has been a critical area

for commonsense reasoning in artificial intelligence. In this section, we discuss the

three most prominent formalisms of commonsense reasoning on events and change.

These include the Situation Calculus, Allen’s Calculus on Temporal Intervals, and

the Event Calculus. We summarize these three formalisms along with their relevance

to the EFBO approach that we have developed.
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6.1.1 The Situation Calculus

The general theory of the Situation Calculus was originally introduced by John Mc-

Carthy and Patrick Hayes in 1969 [99]. The work is considered to be one of the

most seminal contributions in AI. Ever since the publication of the original idea, the

calculus has been interpreted in various different ways by different researchers. The

situation calculus in its original theory proposes an ontology where the situations of

a universe are represented in terms of a set of snapshots of situations at different

points in time [4]. The situation calculus is often considered as a point-based tempo-

ral logic that supports branching time model [12]. Using the calculus, situations can

be represented by composing different actions after an initial state.

The situation calculus is considered to be a suitable formalism to describe the

planning of a process over time. The situations of the planning, in this case, can be

derived based on a sequence of actions, i.e., the way the desired actions are composed

for a particular goal. The goals in situation calculus are considered as reachable

states. The core idea behind the situation calculus is to define the reachable states

i.e., goals, in terms of a set of required sequence of actions. The EFBO ontology that

we have developed is inspired by this idea of composing different actions in order to

derive a set of situations that can represent the behaviour of an event-based systems.

The EFBO events correspond to the situations in situation calculus, i.e., the

reachable states with associated points in time. While there are various disputed

notions about the distinction between an event and an action, we strictly adhere

to the distinction made by McCarthy [98]. According to McCarthy, actions are the

specializations of events that are performed by an agent. In his 2002 article, McCarthy

also insisted on making this distinction in a special footnote when discussing the
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approaches to deal with events and change in the real world as follows [98]:

“I suspect I need to pound the table a little here. Actions are just a kind of event,

and formalized reasoning about actions and change need to treat events as the general

case and those events which are actions as special.”

As we have discussed in section 4, in EFBO, the class Action is defined as a

specialization of the class Event. An event that is invoked by an agent is inferred

to be an action. An action, in this regard, may have a next event to trigger; this

next event can be interpreted as the goal of that action. If there is an agent that

invokes the triggered event, we say that the action has been performed by that agent.

In EFBO, we make a clear distinction between how an agent invokes an event, and

how an agent performs an action. We call the former an action and the latter an

activity. Since the class Activity within the EFBO represents a kind of action that

is performed by an agent, and an action, in turn, represents a kind of event, there is

no formal dispute between the EFBO and McCarthy’s [98] distinction of events and

actions. However, we must note here that the EFBO makes a better distinction when

it comes to the roles of agents within a sequence of events.

Within the context of the EFBO, we take the view that an agent cannot just

perform an event that has not been occurred; i.e., the events within the EFBO are

not a performable entity by themselves - they must first be triggered to occur by an

agent. A triggered event is an event that is a result of a previously invoked event

by a previous agent. When the triggered event is invoked by the next agent, that is

an action performed by that next agent. We have also considered the fact that it is

more natural to state that ‘an action is performed by an agent’ as opposed to saying

that ‘an event is performed by an agent’. The basic predicates and the reasoning
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mechanism of the situation calculus are similar to that of the Event Calculus, which

will be discussed as part of the Section 6.1.3.

The EFBO approach that we have developed supports the idea of having different

intermediate goals to be achieved by the participating agents of a system until the

final goal of the system is achieved. The EFBO ontology is flexible enough to support

the reasoning on the actions performed within a set of named intervals between events.

The intervals are represented using the term called the Functionality, which leads

us to discuss the next section.

6.1.2 Allen’s Calculus on Temporal Intervals

In a seminal work, Allen et al. presented a representation of events and actions

based on interval temporal logic [4]. The logic is often referred to as Allen’s calculus

on temporal intervals. Allen’s calculus was proposed based on the general theory

of situation calculus. The calculus extends the original theory of situation calculus

and allows the situations to be expressed using a set of natural language predicates.

Figure 6.1 illustrates the set of Allen’s predicates on temporal intervals.

Allen’s calculus is often viewed as a situation calculus with better expressivity.

However, there is a fundamental difference between the original theory of situation

calculus and Allen’s calculus when it comes to the very notion of events. An event

in Allen’s logic is not equivalent to a situation in situation calculus, i.e., a reachable

state with a particular point in time. The events in Allen’s calculus are not always

atomic; i.e., an event is not considered as an instantaneous occurrent with a particular

point in time. Instead, an event in Allen’s calculus is considered as something that

happens over an interval of time. For example, Allen considers driving a car to work
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Figure 6.1: Allen’s Relations on Temporal Intervals.

to be a single event that involves a sequence of actions within a specific period of

time. For Allen, events are named entities that describe a situation in terms of a set

of actions, i.e., activity over a stretch of time.

Contrary to Allen’s notion of events, the notion of events in EFBO is much more

akin to the situations in the situation calculus. As mentioned in Chapter 4, we take

the perspective of events from the Commonsense Reasoning which has the common

basis with the Situation Calculus. The EFBO events, therefore, are atomic; i.e., they

are the occurrents of a system that do not travel over time.

Within the context of the EFBO, the events in Allen’s calculus correspond to

the concept of Functionality, which represents a set of activities within an interval

between two events. However, it should be noted that Allen’s interval predicates are

not only helpful to describe the temporal intervals, they have also been used to reason

about the relative positions of spatial entities. So, we can still take the advantage of

Allen’s predicates that are often more natural to use. In that case, within the context
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Figure 6.2: Allen’s Interval Relations within the EFBO.

of the EFBO, the only difference would be that the scope of the predicates in Allen’s

calculus is the set of events within the intervals of different functionalities.

We have developed a special extension to the EFBO that includes Allen’s interval

relations where the relations are defined based on the core EFBO properties1. We

have used a set of SWRL rules that entails Allen’s interval relations as part of that

extension. Figure 6.2 presents the relations under the intervalProperty on the left.

The relations have their OWL specification of their corresponding inverse relations

as part of the ontology. It should be noted that the startsWith and the endsWith

relations are specified as symmetric; i.e., they don’t require any extra inverse relations

for themselves. The corresponding SWRL rules for the relations in Allen’s calculus are

expressed based on a set of the core EFBO properties as presented in the same figure,

Figure 6.2. Not to mention, we did not need to assert any rules for the inverse relations

1Available at http://cs.queensu.ca/~imam/ontologies/efbo-allen.owl

http://cs.queensu.ca/~imam/ontologies/efbo-allen.owl
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as they can simply be inferred. This demonstrates that the EFBO representation is

powerful enough to represent and reason about all the relations possible in Allen’s

interval calculus.

Allen’s relations on temporal intervals are widely accepted as the standard rela-

tions for temporal reasoning. We have carefully designed the EFBO in such a way

so that it does not prohibit one to use the usual Allen’s predicates. For example,

many of the classes under the functional reasoning categories in Appendix B can be

simplified using the EFBO interval properties presented in Figure 6.2.

6.1.3 The Event Calculus

The event calculus is a logic-based formalism to represent actions and their effects

that can support commonsense reasoning. It was originally developed by Kowalski

et al. based on the semantics of the first-order predicate calculus [88]. The event

calculus is an extension of the general theory of situation calculus that turns the

original theory of action and events into a full-fledged logic programming formalism.

The basic predicates in event calculus are mostly based on the predicates originally

proposed by McCarthy et al. [99, 98].

There are two main contributions that deal with the relationships between the

situation calculus and event calculus. The first is the contribution by Kowalski et

al., who developed the original event calculus [89]. It was proven that the event

calculus logically implies situation calculus with minor modifications to their original

propositions. It was also shown that the situation calculus, when augmented with

induction, logically implies event calculus. These latter proofs essentially make the

two calculi logically equivalent; i.e., the expressions in event calculus can be written
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in equivalent situation calculus expressions and vice-versa.

The second contribution that provides a comparison between the situation calculus

and event calculus, was presented by Van Belleghem et al. [147]. Along with a detailed

comparison, the contribution also illustrates the limitations of the two calculi. It was

shown that the event calculus is not a suitable formalism when it comes to dealing

with the scenarios of counterfactual reasoning problems. The situation calculus, on

the other hand, was shown to have no support for counterfactual statements for

the actions with non-deterministic effects. Based on these latter observations, Van

Belleghem et al. [147] proposed a new calculus that extends both the situation and

the event calculi and illustrated the benefits of their approach over the original calculi.

The basic ontology of an event calculus include the following entities: set of ac-

tions, event types, fluents, and time points [125]. A fluent is a kind of a relation whose

truth value can change over time. Table 6.1 presents the basic set of relations in event

calculus [125]. Notice in the table, the domain of the ternary relation initiates is

an action whereas the range of the predicate is a fluent. An action in event calculus is

not a predicate but a function. The fluents in both the situation and the event calculi

Table 6.1: Basic Predicates in Event Calculus.
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are reified entities; i.e., they are the products of some reification. The reification

refers to the process of converting a predicate into an object. The fluents in event

calculus are reified objects based on the time they occur; e.g., the same predicate p,

that holds at time t1 and time t2, are two different objects of the same fluent type. A

fluent, therefore, serves as an object which can be quantified, and, can be asserted as

an argument for a predicate. Figure 6.3 illustrates the basic reasoning mechanisms in

event calculus. The triangle in the figure represents the three interrelated aspects of

reasoning. The relation eats in the example is an action that happens at a particular

time point. The relation happy is the fluent in this example. The WEA angle at the

top of the triangle is called the narrative of an event. A narrative describes the effect

Figure 6.3: The Basic Reasoning Mechanism in Event Calculus.
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of an action; i.e., it describes a set of events that happen after a particular action is

encountered. In our example, the narrative states that a person starts to be a happy

person when the person eats some food. In other words, the action of eating food

initiates happiness to a person. The narratives in event calculus correspond to the

T-Box of an ontology.

The WAH corner of the triangle in Figure 6.3 describes the observable facts about

the occurrence of an action. As an example, we state a fact that Sally eats pizza at

6:00 PM. The WAH corner in the figure corresponds to the A-Box of an ontology. The

WTW corner of the triangle at the right presents the facts that hold at a particular

point in time, e.g., Sally is happy after 6:00 PM. Now, there could be other situations

after 6:00 PM which could make Sally unhappy. However, the event calculus is

a closed-world system which assumes negation as a failure; i.e., nonexisting facts

are treated as false. So, unless there is a narrative that states the situation for

unhappiness; i.e., ¬happy(x), the event calculus assumes that nothing else happened

after 6:00 PM.

The kind of reasoning questions that an event calculus can handle can be gener-

alized as follows: if we know about the situations at two of the angles in a triangle,

e.g., Figure 6.3, what can we infer about the situation at the third angle? The event

calculus, therefore, supports three broad categories of reasoning as follows: deductive,

abductive, and inductive reasoning [125]. In deductive reasoning, the situation for

the WTW angle at the right of the triangle is deduced based on the given situations

of the WEA at the top and the WAH at the left corner of the triangle. Deductive

reasoning can be used to predict the possible effects of a set of observable actions

performed by some agent based on a set of known, asserted scenario.
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In abductive reasoning, the situations at the WAH and the WTW corners are

given and the narrative at the top corner, WEA is inferred. This kind of temporal

reasoning can be used to discover the cause and effect of a set of observable actions.

Discovering the relationships between the cause and effect can also be used to explain

the behaviour the agents performing those actions. Finally, in inductive reasoning,

the situations of the WEA at the top and WTW at the right are given, and the

situation of the WAH on the left of the triangle is inferred. For a given set of goals

within a process, inductive reasoning can be used to detect the exact planning of

actions that could lead the agents to achieve those goals.

It should be noted that the three kinds of reasoning strategy described above

is not unique to event calculus only; the other commonsense reasoning formalisms

including the situation calculus and Allen’s calculus can also support these kinds of

reasoning. The strategy for functional reasoning within the core EFBO is inspired

by these basic reasoning strategy as well. The functional reasoning categories that

we have developed for the EFBO are there to provide an easier access to support the

three kinds of reasoning questions analogous to Event Calculus.

It should be noted that the standard OWL ontologies do not support the rep-

resentation of the kind of formulae that the event calculus is based on. The OWL

ontologies only support binary relations and no relations in OWL can represent the

fluents. Therefore, the ternary relations in event calculus with time points cannot

be expressed in standard OWL. A relational property in OWL that holds between

two entities cannot be negated over time; if the alteration happens then the ontology

becomes inconsistent. For example, the relation such as marriedTo(x,y) between

two individuals x and y cannot be both true and false in OWL. After a period of
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time, if there is a new fact that the same two individuals are no longer married, OWL

has no reasoning mechanism that can support the assertion that ¬marriedTo(x,y).

Also, since OWL is based on open-world assumption, i.e., non-existing facts are not

treated as false, reasoning on an event calculus based representation with the closed-

world assumption is also not supported. Therefore, when it comes to representing

temporal relations, OWL is not the right formalism to use. When developing the

EFBO mechanisms to represent the temporal sequence of events, we had to work

within the limits of the OWL representation and reasoning. The EFBO, therefore,

does not support a full-fledged temporal reasoning as one would expect from the

formalism like the event calculus. However, the EFBO is designed to be much more

intuitive and expressive than any of the formalism discussed in this section.

The EFBO is designed in a way so that we can have a clear separation of properties

that are intended to be used by the human modelers from the rest of the properties

that are used internally for automated reasoning by the machine. For the properties

designed for humans, we used the common, everyday predicates that one can use to

describe a sequence of events with minimal effort. The implicit, inferred relations

based on these simple properties are left for the reasoner to discover. Through the

EFBO representation, we have demonstrated a way as to how to develop an effective

formal system that is effective not only for machines but also for humans. The EFBO

is suitable for those systems where we are not necessarily concerned about the exact

time point of an event’s occurrence. The only concern that we have is the evidence

that an event has occurred at some point in time but knowing the exact time is not

important for our reasoning. We are only concerned about the occurrences of events

that have a certain planned sequence.
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6.2 Functional Modelling in Agent-Oriented Software Engineering

An important area of research that has some commonalities with our approach of

behaviour modelling is the area of Agent-Oriented Software Engineering (AOSE)

[154, 76]. The AOSE is an approach which is based on the idea that the software

systems should be viewed as a system where a set of agents interact with each other

in order to achieve a set of goals. The notion of agents, in this case, exhibit the notion

of intelligent agents [155] in AI sense - they are autonomous, i.e., able to decide their

actions based on a particular set of states within an environment, they all have a

set of goals as part of their actions, and they have the ability to interact with each

other in order to achieve those goals. The key idea of agents is defined based on

their belief, desire, and intentions. In AOSE, the notion of agents forms the core

basis of modelling the software systems during the requirements analysis phase. The

AOSE approaches are typically implemented based on some version of belief-desire-

intentions (BDI) software model with the following twists about the notion of belief,

desire, and intention of the agents:

• Belief corresponds to the knowledge that an agent has about its environment;

• Desire corresponds to the set of goals that an agent should achieve;

• Intention corresponds to the plan of a process by an agent to achieve its goals.

In this section, we are going to discuss one of the prominent agent-oriented devel-

opment approach known as the Tropos [17]. We first describe the Tropos approach

along with its core conceptual basis. Once we have an understanding of the Tropos

approach, we will move on to compare the Tropos-based modelling approach with the

EFBO-based approach based on their similarities and contrasts.
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The Tropos [17] is an agent-oriented software development methodology that in-

volves all the phases of software development from early requirements to implementa-

tion to the post-delivery maintenance. The two core basis of the Tropos is the notion

of requirements driven development [27] and the knowledge engineering during the

requirements analysis phase [16]. The first is the idea of modelling and analyzing

the purpose of the software stakeholders in terms of a set of goals in order to derive

the functional and the non-functional requirements of the software to be developed.

The second is the idea of representing the domain level knowledge about the systems

to be developed in a formal specification language so that they can be verified using

automated reasoning through model checkers or theorem provers. At the core of the

Tropos approach is its modelling language [27]. Based on the OMG’s standard four-

level UML metamodel architecture [87], the abstract syntax of the Tropos modelling

language supports the following levels of abstractions [17]:

1. At the meta-metamodel level, the models involves representing the basic struc-
tural elements of the language and forms the basis for the metamodel extensions.

2. The metamodel level involves representing the knowledge level concepts such as
the Tropos concepts of Actor, Goal, and Dependency;

3. At the domain level, the model involves the class entities of the application
domain of the system to be developed; e.g., Account Holder, Saving Account,
Banking Address, etc. for an online banking domain;

4. The instance level involves representing the application domain instances; e.g.,
instances of the class Account Holder for a banking system can be the people
named Bob and Sally;

The four-level metamodel architecture allows the Tropos modelling language to

be extended with additional constructs. The semantics of the language can be found

in the work presented by Fuxman et al. [47] on formal Tropos [27]. As part of
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Figure 6.4: The Tropos concepts of Actor on the left and Goal on the right [17].

the Tropos formal semantics, Fuxman et al. also augments a fragment of temporal

logic representation [29] that utilizes the branching time temporal logic. The UML

diagrams about the concepts of Actor and Goal in Tropos metamodel are presented in

Figure 6.4 as extracted from the work presented by Bresciani et al. [17]. The Tropos

conceptual models involve the following conceptual entities and their relations [17]:

• The class Actor represents an entity that has some goals and intentions within
a system environment. An actor, i.e., instances of the class Actor, can be a
physical agent such as a person or a software agent [109] with a particular set
of roles and positions within a particular context of a system’s environment.

• The class Goal represents the strategic interests or intentions of the actors. In
Tropos, the class Goal has two subclasses called the Hardgoal and Softgoal.
The goals that are required to satisfy the functional requirements of the sys-
tems are considered as hardgoals. The softgoals are the ones that are part
of the non-functional requirements such as the performance measure and the
maintainability of the system to be developed.

• The class Dependency represents the dependencies between a pair of actors
based on a set of dependums such as a set of goals to be achieved, execution of
some plan, or delivering a resource.
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• The class Plan represents a set of actions to be performed by an actor in order
to achieve a goal.

• The class Resource represents a physical or informational entity that a pair of
actors can exchange in order to achieve their goals.

• The class Belief represents a set of data that can be used to describe the
knowledge about the operating environment for each of the actors.

• The class Means-Ends Analysis is used by the Tropos reasoning mechanism of
refining an actor’s goal into subgoals in order to identify the plans, resources,
and softgoals that provide the means for achieving the end goal.

• The class Contribution represents a special case of Means-Ends analysis where
means are always meant to be the goals of an actor.

• The class AND-OR decomposition is used for refining the goal structures by
combining the AND and OR compositions of a root goal.

Based on the UML diagram on the left of the Figure 6.4, an actor, i.e., an instance

of the class Actor, can have 0 to n number of goals and beliefs. A belief can be believed

by 1 to n number of actors and a goal can be wanted by 0 to n number of actors.

The class Dependency in the figure forms a quaternary relationship among the classes

Actor, Plan, Resource, and Goal through the relations labeled as depender, dependee,

dependum, and why. Based on the concept of Goal on the right of the Figure 6.4,

goals of an actor in Tropos can be analyzed based on the actor’s means-end analysis,

contribution analysis and AND/OR decomposition. The class Means-Ends Analysis

in the diagram forms a ternary relationship among an actor, the actor’s goal, and the

plan, resource or goals contributed by the actor.

The concept of Actor in Tropos loosely corresponds to the concept of Agent in

EFBO-based modelling. The belief of an agent within the EFBO modelling can be

represented based on its relation to an interface through the interactsWith property;

e.g., interactsWith(g, i) where Agent(g) and Interface(i). Note that the relation rep-

resents an explicit knowledge about the agent’s role within the system environment.
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The agent can gain other, implicit knowledge based on the inferred relations after

automated reasoning. These include the inferred invokes/invokedBy and perform-

s/performedBy relations between an agent and an event and the triggers/triggeredBy

relations between the same agent and another event as described in Section 4.3.1 on

EFBO affordances. An agent within the EFBO, therefore, can be enhanced with

additional inferred knowledge about the system’s behaviour such as the events asso-

ciated with the interacting interface and the action that needs to be performed in

order to trigger the next event to occur. The concept of a plan in Tropos corresponds

to the sequence of activities within a functional boundary between two events. The

final event within the functional boundary can be viewed as the ultimate goal for

the agent invoking the initial event within the functional boundary. In that case,

the Tropos notion of Goal can be modeled based on the relations between the agents

and the events triggered by those agents. Each of the triggered events within the

functional boundary, therefore, would essentially represent the intermediate goals for

the triggering agents.

The interfaces within the EFBO corresponds to the notion of means in Tropos.

Essentially, each of the events must be invoked by some agent through an interface

dedicated to that event. Once invoked by an agent through the interactsWith

relation between the agent and the event’s interface, an event becomes an action

that can be performed by that agent iff the event was triggered by a previous event.

The interfaces, therefore, provides the means of achieving each of the intermediate

functional goals for the EFBO agents. As detailed in the previous chapter, the EFBO-

based modelling approach is based on the following three specifications: what are the

known events and their partial order, what are the interfaces for each of the events,
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and what are the agents interacting with each of the interfaces. The interfaces, in this

case, serves as a shared boundary between an agent and an event. In order to invoke

an event, an agent must interact with a particular interface dedicated for that event.

The interface can be the user interface, the APIs for the client-side and the server-side

classes, or the APIs for the system specific hardware such as the keyboard, GPS, or

the camera in mobile devices with certain protocols. An event is an occurrent that

marks a single point in time when the executing system has a significant change in

its states. Tapping a login button is an event invoked by a human agent through

an interface called login button which changes the state of the login system from

displaying a login GUI into displaying a welcome message or try again message until

the next event occurs. The contributions of the agents, in this case, can only be

defined based on the events they invoke, the next events they trigger, and the actions

they perform by invoking an event and triggering the next event.

Within the context of the EFBO, an event that is invoked by an agent through

the interaction with an interface is defined as an action i.e., an action is a kind of

event invoked by an agent. An action triggers the next event to occur. When a

triggered event is invoked by an agent through some interface the triggered event

becomes a performed action. We call the performed action as an Activity. It is the

activity of the agents which becomes the driving force for the execution of an event-

based system modelled based on the EFBO representation. Each of the events must

turn into an activity based on some action performed by some agent through some

interface. So, ultimately, the agents have only two explicit goals to achieve: look for

a triggered event and invoke that event to trigger the next event to occur. Whether

or not the next event is invoked by another agent is not an agent’s intended goal.
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Table 6.2: Comparison between the Tropos and the EFBO-based Approaches.

This guarantees the autonomy of the agents which is only concerned about achieving

their goals based on the given state of the system’s environment.

In EFBO, an action performed by an agent is analogous to the achievement of a

goal in Tropos. Therefore, the activities involved within a software system involves a

set of actions that must be performed by a set of agents. The inference mechanism

for the EFBO-based modelling involves reasoning about how the actions associated
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with an activity can be performed by a set of agents and by what means. Based on

the reasoning the complete interaction model is inferred based on a set of declarative

statements such as the one presented in Figure 4.17. Tropos, on the other hand,

requires an exhaustive specification of the explicit relations that must be asserted be-

tween each of the agents, their interaction, their goals at each state and the associated

domain knowledge. In that case, it would require a significant amount of labour and

time in order to state all the possible states and carefully revise the models before

they can be used by the Tropos reasoner for consistency.

Finally, it should be observed that Tropos is a full-fledged agent-oriented soft-

ware engineering approach that integrates the formal specification and verification

throughout the software engineering life-cycle. The formal Tropos specification lan-

guage involves a rich set of constructs specifically designed for modelling the require-

ments of multi-agent systems. The Tropos-based modelling approach supports the

verification of the modelled systems using a custom-built automated theorem prover.

However, compared to the EFBO-based modelling approach the Tropos approach suf-

fers from the issue of a very steep learning curve and requires a significant expertise

in formal methods. Table 6.2 summarizes the comparison between the Tropos and

the EFBO-based approach of functional behaviour modelling.

6.3 Functional Modelling in Systems Engineering

Functional Modelling is a common practice in Systems Engineering. However, the

only contributions that we have found to be somewhat relevant are the ontology-

based approaches presented by Kitamura et al. [82, 84, 80]. Kitamura et al. are
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considered to be one of the key contributors in functional modelling research in Sys-

tems Engineering. We summarize the following efforts by Kitamura et al., which can

be considered relevant to our thesis topic.

The Functional Concept Ontology [81]. The ontology proposed in this contribution

provides logical definitions of generic types of functions in order to represent the

functional behavior of concrete artifacts, systems, or components. The ontology was

conceptualized based on the common practices in engineering design [114]. One of the

key attributes of this ontology is its clear distinction between the functional concepts

in terms of “what to achieve” and “how to achieve” separations.

Identification of Functions from Behavior [82]. In this contribution The authors

provided a semi-automatic, bottom-up approach to identify the functions from a given

set of behavioral models. The Functional Concept Ontology [82] was utilized in order

to provide operational definitions for each of the given behavioral models with possible

interpretations.

Functional Models and Function Achievement [80]. In this contribution the au-

thors described an approach to model a concrete system based on the Functional

Concept Ontology [82] with an example. The paper provides an understanding about

how to represent the overall functionality of a system in terms of a set of more specific,

finer-grained functions of the system’s components within the ontology. The repre-

sentation adheres to the functional decomposition principles in engineering design

practices [114].

Reference Ontology of Functions [83]. The ontology proposed in this contribu-

tion provides the upper-level classes of different functions in order to categorize the

definitions and types of functions. The ontology was developed in order to resolve
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the ambiguity of defining different functions. The article was intended to clarify the

ontological differences among the types of functions that one can model.

Annotation of Functional Concepts in Documents [84]. In this effort, the authors

presented an approach that utilizes the Functional Concept Ontology [81] as a meta-

data schema for annotating engineering documents. The authors proposed a semantic

web framework that can support the concept-based, semantic search mechanism to

access and classify the contents of different engineering documents based on their

annotations that correspond to the functions of their ontology.

While the efforts by Kitamura et al. as summarized above share some commonal-

ities with our approach, their approaches are deemed to be only suitable for physical

systems. We found the modelling approach to be too exhaustive to be practical for

event-based systems. Since the contributions predate the development of the OWL-2

formalism, it is possible that the authors had to work within the limits of the first

version of the OWL. It should be noted that we could not explore the actual Func-

tional Concept Ontology [81] as we were unable to locate any downloadable version of

the ontology. The EFBO-based approach of modelling that we have presented in this

thesis is much more intuitive and practical which takes the advantage of commonsense

knowledge and reasoning on events. The concept of events within the contributions

by Kitamura et al. is quite blurry as the representation of events were not their pri-

mary concern. However, the articles contributed by Kitamura et al. were quite useful

to understand various ways to incorporate ontologies within the domain of functional

behavior modelling.
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6.4 Semantic Annotation of Source Code

As we have mentioned in the previous section, Kitamura et al. presented a framework

that utilizes their Functional Concept Ontology as a metadata scheme for annotating

engineering documents [84]. Such kind of annotation framework for source code

artifacts would be an ideal solution for synchronizing the source code artifacts with the

EFBO ontology in our case. As discussed in the previous chapter, for the applications

that are already developed, a set of source code elements of the applications must

be annotated as part of the EFBO modelling process. These annotations provide

a semantic link between the source code artifacts and the domain knowledge of the

actual system’s behaviour.

While there exist a plethora of semantic annotation tools for unstructured docu-

ments such as plain texts, web pages, and PDF documents, so far, we have not found

a single semantic annotation tool for source codes that we could use for our purpose.

This latter observation is bizarre in that the source code documents of the computing

systems, with so much rigorous structure intact, do not have a single semantic anno-

tation tool support. It should be noted that there is a difference between the concepts

of annotation and semantic annotation. Annotation simply refers to the identifica-

tion of a particular set of entities in a document and the way they are connected to a

document itself for better human comprehension. Semantic annotation, on the other

hand, enhances the annotated entities within a document so that they can become

machine processable, and, be reasoned against an ontology that represents the overall

domain knowledge about the topics of the annotated document. When several docu-

ments are annotated against the ontology in this manner, the ontology can then be

used to discover the intricate interrelations among the contents of the documents.
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The Java language (since Java 5.0) comes with a set of predefined annotations,

and it also allows one to define custom annotations [31]. The predefined Java anno-

tations are typically used by the developer in order to let the compiler manage the

boilerplate code for easier maintenance of the source code artifacts [30, 32]. However,

the annotations in Java only serve as meta-tags that can be added to a restricted set

of elements of the Java source code such as the type declarations, methods, fields,

and method parameters. While the Java annotations provide a useful mechanism to

indicate the dependency between different methods and classes of a system, they are

not flexible enough to state the semantic relations between the code and the actual

domain knowledge of the system that they represent. While Java at least provides a

mechanism to define custom annotations, other languages do not even support such

mechanism.

There are two relevant contributions that we have found that take the advantage of

Java annotation processor for ontologies. First is the contribution by Ohlbech [112],

who developed a Java library called Java2OWL that provides automated mapping

and synchronization of Java class hierarchies with OWL class hierarchies. Such a

tool can be useful for those systems that require generating Java code structures

directly from the classes and the properties of an OWL ontology and vice versa. The

second contribution is a Java-based framework proposed by Ježek et al. [77] which

provides a mechanism to specify the mappings between the annotated Java classes

and properties with a set of OWL classes and properties that represent different

attributes and relations of their electrophysiological database.

While the idea of annotating source codes for different languages can be an in-

teresting research area, it was not considered within the scope of our current thesis.
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Therefore, we had to develop a generic, special comment-based semantic annotation

strategy for our validation system that could be used for any programming language

as discussed in the last chapter.

While we currently rely on a manual strategy for source code annotations, we plan

to extend the strategy to support automated annotations in the future. Identifying

the relevant source code elements for such an automated process can be considered

analogous to the process of identifying the source code elements for business rules

extraction. There exist a number of research contributions within the software re-

verse engineering community that deal with automating the process of business rule

extraction from the source code for different purposes. Putrycz et al. [121], for in-

stance, presents an approach to recovering business rules from the source code of the

legacy software systems. The approach was developed based on a number of reverse

engineering tools and techniques in order to support the process of software mod-

ernization at different stages. In an earlier, similar effort, Wadhwa et al. [148] also

presented an approach of extracting business rules from existing applications. The

approach also supports transforming the extracted business rules into a human read-

able documentation as well as integrating the rules within a new set of applications.

Another area of research that is relevant to this section is the area of service-oriented

software architecture (SOA). The SOA has become a popular approach in software de-

sign where the services, i.e., a set of independent, self-describing units of functionality

of a software system, can be reused and integrated as part of different applications.

Due to the popularity of the SOA, discovering and extracting the services from

existing software systems and web applications has become an active area of research

in recent years. Upadhyaya et al. [143], for instance, presented an approach for
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extracting web services from web applications. The approach can be used to identify

and extract a set of reusable tasks and services based on the user interaction patterns

of the web applications on the client-side. In a relatively new effort, Rodrigues-Garcia

et al. [161] presented an ontology-based automated annotation strategy to support the

process of discovering the cloud-based web services as well as retrieving the services

for user-specific applications. Discovering different web services and composing the

services for a particular set of applications is an important area of research. Refer

to a recent survey article by Lemos et al. [93] for a comprehensive overview of the

existing service composition techniques and tools. The contributions mentioned in

this section can be explored within the context of identifying the functionality of the

relevant source code entities for our purpose. This would essentially lead us to develop

an automated annotation strategy for the EFBO-based consistency validation system.

6.5 The User Interface Description Languages

The User Interface Description Languages (UIDLs) refer to a set of languages that

allows one to specify different aspects of the GUI components of an application. The

UIDLs provide a useful separation of concerns between what the GUI elements do

as an interface for an application and the specification of their visual attributes. In

other words, the UIDLs themselves serve as an interface between the specification

and the implementation details of the GUI components for an application.

The key motivation behind the development of the UIDLs is that the GUI ele-

ments for the cross-platform applications must be specified in a way so that they can

dynamically adapt themselves for their platform-specific versions [102, 2]. There is a

number of literature providing different approaches to designing the UIDLs. Refer to
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the survey articles by Guerrero-Garcia et al. [60] and by Souchon et al. [135] for a

comprehensive overview of the existing UIDLs.

The UIDL-based specifications are integral components for developing mobile ap-

plications for the modern operating systems such as the Android and iOS [53]. The

GUI components for the Android applications, for example, are specified using a

UIDL called the Android XML [103]. The Android XML provides a mechanism to

define different layout elements and visual behavior policies for a wide range of mo-

bile devices including smartphones, tablet computers, and wearable devices e.g., the

smartwatches, by a number of different vendors. It should be noted that compared

to Android, iOS devices have almost no issues with heterogeneity due to different

vendors. The Android XML documents can be generated by a visual editing tool

such as the one comes with Android Studio IDE. The XML documents can also be

edited manually for fine tuning.

Apple’s iOS applications also supports an XML-based UIDL. However, the XML

scripts for the UIDL can only be generated through the use of a visual editor called

the Storyboard [74, 133]. The Storyboard is an integrated component within the

Apple’s Xcode development environment. Beyond specifying each of the GUI compo-

nents within different views (i.e., the screens displayed to the user) of an application,

Apple’s storyboard also provides a way to specify the navigational paths among the

views. The storyboards in iOS application development thus support a better vi-

sual comprehension about an application’s behaviour through the navigational paths

among the GUI components.

The XML documents generated by the Xcode storyboard are not meant to support

manual editing. This is due to the fact that the visual behaviors of the applications in
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different iOS devices are strictly controlled and specified by a single vendor, namely,

the Apple Inc. themselves. We took the full advantage of the UIDL-based specifi-

cations for the Android and the iOS applications when developing the example case

for the EFBO validation system in the last chapter. The specifications helped us to

comprehend the UI interactions of the example systems, and ultimately, allowed us

to augment the annotation statements for the UI entities within the source code.

There exists no standard UIDL that can be used as a universal specification lan-

guage for the GUIs. Since a part of our validation system involves identifying the

GUI entities from the cross-platform applications, an ontology that describes different

kinds of GUI elements can be a useful inclusion. One of the recent efforts, presented

by Paulheim et al. [120], describes such an ontology of user interface interactions

called the UI2Ontology [119]. It should be noted that this contribution by Paulheim

et al. [120] was the only contribution that we found that takes the advantage of

an ontology to represent different GUI elements in terms of their activities to sup-

port different kinds of user interactions. The UI2 is a comprehensive ontology that

is developed based on the existing concepts from a number of prominent UIDLs.

One of the notable features of the UI2Ontology is that it provides various standard

concepts of modern touch-based and sensor-based UI activities. The classes related

to the concept of user-activity in UI2Ontology is depicted in Figure 6.5. The blue

and orange arrows respectively indicate the ‘is-a’ and ‘has-a’ relation between classes.

This branch of the UI2Ontology can be a useful inclusion for the EFBO validation

system, especially when developing automated tool support for generating named

events based on the specific, known activities by the GUI elements of the participat-

ing systems. Such a tool can then be used to add automated annotation statements
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Figure 6.5: The user activity classes in UI2Ontology.

about the corresponding events for which the GUI elements were intended for. Other

than the vocabulary support for the modern touch-based UI activities, we found the

UI2Ontology at its current state to be too comprehensive and non-flexible to achieve

the kinds of functional reasoning that we needed for our purpose.
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Chapter 7

Summary and Conclusion

In this thesis, we have presented an effective approach to functional behaviour mod-

elling and reasoning that utilizes the powerful notion of ontologies. An ontology refers

to the theory of knowledge representation and reasoning where the conceptual knowl-

edge of a domain can be classified into a precise logical order with different levels of

abstractions. One of the key benefits of using ontologies is that they can effectively

support the aspects of formal representation for automated reasoning while retaining

the support for human comprehension. This is the final chapter of this thesis where

we summarize our contributions along with its limitations, broader perspectives, and

future work.

7.1 Thesis Summary

The ontology-oriented approach that we have implemented in this thesis is mostly

based on the notion of action, events, and change, as understood in the studies of the

commonsense reasoning in Artificial Intelligence (AI). Essentially, we have developed

an ontological representation called the EFBO that applies the theories in common-

sense reasoning in order to achieve an effective functional reasoning mechanism for the
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event-based systems. We have also utilized the idea of affordances from the AI as part

of the functional reasoning mechanism for our ontology. An affordance refers to the

action potentials that can be formed between an agent and the objects of the agent’s

environment. Affordances are not meant to form any direct relationship between

an agent and it’s environment; instead, they are formed based on a set of inferred

relations between the properties of an agent and the properties of its environment.

Within the EFBO representation, we have used the analogous idea of affordances

in order to determine the behaviour of an agent within an event-based system. We

used the notion so that we can model the relations between the agents and the events

of a system through a set of designated interfaces of that system. The commonsense

reasoning mechanism, along with the idea of affordances, allowed us to develop an

effective ontology that is simple, intuitive, and practical to use. The simplicity comes

from the fact that, using the EFBO, a modeller only needs to provide the following

kinds of simple, explicit statements about a system: the sequence of events, the

designated interface for each of the events, and the interactions between the agents

and the interfaces of the system.

The EFBO-based modelling is intuitive, since the predicates that one can use to

describe the latter statements have no implicit ambiguity; e.g., one can use simple,

everyday expressions such as x has a next event y, x has an interface i, and i has

interaction with an agent g, etc. Based on these simple statements, the behaviour of

the system, i.e., the relations representing the complex interactions between the agents

and the events of the system, are inferred through the use of automated reasoning.

Finally, the approach is practical, since the inferred affordances between an agent

and its environment within the EFBO, simulates the behaviour of the actual agents
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within a system environment. It simulates the real life systems, software or otherwise,

where the functional events of the systems can only be accessed or triggered through

a set of designated interfaces.

As detailed in Chapter 4.2, the ontology-oriented representation that we have de-

veloped promotes an enhanced comprehension and control over the following defining

aspects of the event-based systems: (a) the allowable set of events; (b) the allowable

flow of events; (c) event locations and interfaces; and, (d) the agents interacting with

the interfaces. The EFBO-based approach facilitates us to model the functional be-

haviour of a system using a set of controlled natural language expressions for human

comprehension as supported by the ontology’s conceptual semantics.

The ontology also promotes intelligent decision support mechanism for various rea-

soning tasks. When invoked by an automated reasoner on its modelled entities, the

ontology can infer the implicit, logical consequences of the explicitly specified func-

tional aspects about the system in a number different ways. These include, but are

not limited to, automated functional reasoning on the combination and permutation

of the relevant functional aspects, discovering the new inter-relations between differ-

ent events, agents, and interfaces, validating cross-platform functional consistencies,

and so forth.

We have also developed a template of different functional reasoning categories as

part of an auxiliary ontology called the EFBO-FRC. The EFBO-FRC enhances the

core EFBO entities, which can be used for better comprehension about the modelled

system, both visually, and logically. Using these categories, our approach can be

useful for those systems that require automated reasoning in order to characterize,

compare, and ultimately, comprehend their functional behaviours with different levels
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of abstractions. As a special application of the EFBO, we have seen how the ontology

facilitates a simple way of comparing the complex behaviours between two systems

in Chapter 5. As discussed in that chapter, we have developed a utility ontology

called the EFBO-V that extends the EFBO functional reasoning categories for two

participating systems. The functional consistency validation process then becomes a

matter of comparing the set of entities classified under different reasoning categories

for each of the systems after automated reasoning.

In order to capture the relevant functional entities, we have developed a generic,

comment-based, language-agnostic semantic annotation strategy for different source

code entities of the participating systems. These annotations can be processed into

their corresponding EFBO entities using the annotation extraction tool that we have

developed as part of the EFBO Validation System. The EFBO validation system is

a Java-based, end-to-end software solution that we developed as part of this thesis

that can serve as a prototype application demonstrating the EFBO-based consistency

validation strategy that we discussed in Chapter 5.

The EFBO validation system provides a guided, six-step process of comparing two

systems, which includes extracting the annotations from the two comparing systems,

automated transformation of the annotations into their EFBO-compliant statements,

generating the OWL fact-bases for each of the source systems, asserting the mappings

between the events of the participating systems using a semi-automated mapping tool,

merging the fact-bases along with the mapping statements into a single ontology, and,

finally, generating a constancy status report about the participating systems, based

on the automated reasoning on the merged ontology.
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7.2 Threat to Validity

When it comes to its formal, theoretical aspects, to our best knowledge, there exists no

major threat to the validity of our approach; i.e., the approach works quite effectively

and supports the kinds of reasoning that we intended to achieve. One can, however,

point out the fact that our representation does not support a full-fledged temporal

reasoning mechanism that can deal with the events with discrete time stamps. We

would like to note here that the limited temporal reasoning was a required design

choice that allowed us to implement our approach.

As mentioned in the last chapter, we have developed the EFBO within the limits

of the OWL representation which was sufficient for our purpose. We used OWL as

our representation since it allows us to take the full benefits of the existing, highly

optimized inference engines for automated reasoning. Another reason to use the

OWL formalism was the technical advantage it had over any of the other formal

representation systems. The technical advantage comes from the fact that when

developing ontology-based applications, the OWL representation is supported by a

set of open source APIs and software tools that provide a programmatic access to the

ontology contents and its reasoning services.

While there exists no threat to the validity of our approach in terms of its formal,

theoretical grounding, we do have some technical limitations when in comes to the

implementation of our approach. One of the limitations of our approach can be the

manual process of annotating the source code that is required to derive the functional

models of a participating system. This manual process may often require signifi-

cant knowledge about the system along with its implementation language. Since the

quality of manual annotation can directly impact the resulting reasoning about the
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systems, the approach that we have developed may not always produce meaningful

results. However, we argue that there are two ways the issue of the annotation quality

can have potential mitigation. First, as suggested in Chapter 5, since we expect the

developers themselves to add these few extra annotations as part of their daily doc-

umentation, they can make sure about the accuracy of the annotations based on the

automated reasoning results whilst developing the systems. Secondly, it is possible

to develop language specific automated annotation tools based on the guideline that

we have listed in Chapter 5.

The second possibility is feasible due to the fact that, unlike other unstructured

documents, programming languages usually have a well-defined structure. We have

already identified a number of relevant research contributions as mentioned in Sec-

tion ?? of the last chapter. We would need to develop a code analysis tool based on

the existing approaches that can automatically identify the functional entities within

the source code structure that must have a set of corresponding EFBO annotations.

While developing such a tool was not considered within the scope of this thesis, we

will consider the possibility as part of our future work.

Another relevant limitation of our approach is the requirement of the manual

mapping of events when comparing two systems. While the EFBO validation system

provides an automated reasoning support that generates a list of mappable entities

between the systems, the mapping between the cross-platform events is a manual

process. While the automated mapping of events is not considered within the scope

of our thesis, we would like to point out the fact that mapping of the events itself

is not a fundamentally problematic issue that we have to deal with when validating

the cross-platform systems with same functional goals. As mentioned in Chapter 5,
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we must consider the fact that the functional events of the comparing systems would

already be well understood as part of the requirements of the software system. As

part of the requirement, the list of the named events supported by the system can,

therefore, be kept in a single document. An annotation support tool can be developed

which can simply refer to the same list of events when annotating the relevant entities

of the comparing subsystems. The annotations, in that case, will already have the

intrinsic mapping of events. Logically, the events with no corresponding annotations

in a participating system will not have any mapping in that case. The events with

no mapping would simply mean that the subsystem does not support those events.

Developing an automated tool support for event mapping will be considered as part

of the future work as well.

7.3 The Broader Perspectives

Now that we have summarized the main contributions of this thesis, let us take a

look at the broader perspectives of our contributions. In this section, we discuss the

perspectives in terms of the entailed benefits of the EFBO representation beyond its

application of comparing the behaviours of the cross-platform systems.

Machine Processable Reasoning on Requirements Specification

Within the context of Software Engineering, the EFBO representation that we have

developed can be utilized in both forward and reverse engineering practices. For the

new systems to be developed, the ontology can serve as the utility for the functional

behaviour modelling during the requirements specification phase. The EFBO-based
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representation can significantly enhance the requirements specifications for the event-

based systems. Compared to the traditional UML-based behavior modelling, the

EFBO-based approach can provide a detailed, rigorous representation of the system’s

overall behaviour. As discussed in Chapter 4, in addition to representing the generic

behavioral model of a system, the EFBO approach can also include the entities of

the specific source code artifacts such as the GUI and the API elements, as part of

the behavioral model. Therefore, using the EFBO-based approach, the functional

behavior models can be viewed, represented, and reasoned over multiple different

levels of abstractions. For example, we can ask the reasoner for a set of associated

activities in achieving a certain functional goal. We can also ask the reasoner about

the GUI and the API elements involved in those latter activities. Additionally, we can

ask the reasoner about the involvements of different agents within those activities.

While the UML-based behavior modelling often provides a great way to model a

system in a standardized, visually intuitive way, their role as a machine-processable

artifact is quite limited. The semi-formal nature of the UML behaviour models is not

adequate for formal reasoning. While the UML activity diagram [41], for instance,

can depict the flow of activities analogous to the non-atomic operations in a state

machine, the activity states, action states, transitions, and the objects represented in

such a diagram are too limited to reason anything useful about the system’s behaviour

in a formal, machine processable way. The UML-based behaviour models, therefore,

cannot be used to ask any of the functional reasoning questions that we have observed

in Chapter 4. Conversely, the EFBO based models can be used to generate different

kinds of UML diagrams if needed. This is due to the fact that the OWL-based

ontologies can be viewed as RDF graphs. In order to produce a particular UML
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diagram, we are only required to specify the appropriate set of classes and predicates

that correspond to the nodes and edges required for the UML representation. The

idea of visual modelling of the OWL-DL ontologies using UML is nothing new. There

are a number of contributions that can serve the purpose of representing the OWL-DL

ontologies with UML-based models [18, 48, 11, 117, 40]. However, it should be noted

that the representation can only support a slim subset of OWL-DL constructs that

has some commonalities with the UML specifications.

In software engineering, functional behaviour modelling is typically a task during

the requirements specification phase. During this phase, the textual descriptions of

the system’s requirements are analyzed in order to extract the high-level view of the

system’s behaviour. In object-oriented design, for example, this is the phase when

the UML-based activity diagrams, sequence diagrams, and finally, class diagrams are

extracted from the requirements and the use-case scenarios. The process of such

extractions is mostly based on the analysis of the requirements by the software de-

signers. The UML-based models, in this case, provide a level of abstraction that

serves two crucial purposes: they represent a diagrammatic model about the system

to be developed that is human comprehensible and language-agnostic, and they serve

as the artifacts to generate the language-specific source code structure for the in-

tended systems to be developed. The idea of model-driven development (MDD) is

based on these latter purposes. The MDD is an approach where the models of the

system serve as the main driving force behind the subsequent development phases

after the requirements specification. Models, in this case, represent the mental model

about the behaviour of the system which must be materialized into an executable
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code during the implementation phase. The implantation phase is therefore con-

strained by the way the model entities are specified. Ideally, these constraints can

evolve over time, based on the emerging requirements and evolution of the software

systems during development as well as during the post-delivery maintenance phase.

Formal specification comes into play in this regard in two ways. First, the formally

represented specifications can be used to verify the consistency of the models that

are being designed. Second, they can be used to verify the addition of new entities or

removal of existing model entities and the way the change can impact the other de-

pendent entities within the overall model. Enhancing the UML-based representation

that can support formal specification and verification, therefore, has been a critical

area of research over the past several years.

One of the common approaches of enhancing the UML models is the use of a

specification language called the Object Constraint Language (OCL) [113] that can

be utilized to verify the UML-based models [96, 134, 19, 91, 54]. The OCL was devel-

oped as an extension of the UML in order to provide the formal specification support.

The OCL was designed in a way so that the language can be used to specify differ-

ent constraints on graph-based models such as the UML without much formal logic

background. The OCL can also be considered as a navigation language for any graph-

based models. In a notable effort, Cabot et al. [22, 21] presented a formal verification

approach on UML models using the OCL. The approach utilizes the OCL-based con-

straints to annotate the UML class diagrams in order to check different correctness

properties such as the strong and weak satisfiability of the models using an automated

verification engine. Brucker et al. [19] presents an interactive proof environment for

the UML/OCL-based models. Similar to the approach taken by Cabot et al. [22],
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Brucker et al. [19] also utilize the idea of annotating the UML class models with

OCL specifications in order to specify the constraint satisfaction problem for their

automated proof environment. Soeken et al. [134] proposed a Boolean satisfiability

(SAT) based approach of verifying the system states of the UML/OCL models that

uses an off-the-shelf SAT solver. In an earlier effort, Macano et al. [96] describes an

approach to transforming the UML class diagrams and OCL constraints of a given

system into a set of B formal expressions [3] so that the UML/OCL-based models

can be verified using automated proof tools available for the B specification language.

With a similar objective, Lano et al. [91] describe an approach of translating UML

class diagrams with OCL into B that can be used to verify the consistency and the

intended properties of the UML/OCL models.

While the efforts summarized above signify the demands and applications of formal

methods on UML-based models, it should be noted that even with the OCL, UML is

not powerful enough to support the kinds of reasoning that are possible in OWL-DL.

This is due to the fact that OWL-DL is based on a decidable fragment of First Order

Logic (FOL) where the logical properties can be expressed more rigorously than UML.

While the notion of Class and Properties does have some commonalities between the

OWL-DL and UML, the following features of the OWL-DL cannot be expressed in

UML. Unlike the UML, along with the support for expressing universal and existential

quantification, the OWL-DL supports a rich set of logical features from the FOL

such as the functional and inverse-functional relations, transitive relations, reflexive

and irreflexive relations, symmetric, asymmetric and anti-symmetric relations, and

defining property chain relations as well as specifying the disjointedness between

properties (see Section 3.2.3 of Chapter 3). It can be said that the UML-based models
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can be used to express a slim subset of OWL-DL models. The efforts that deal with

converting the UML models into OWL-DL representation [18, 48, 11] are mostly based

on the idea that the UML-based models can be a useful utility as a starting point for

developing an ontology where one can visualize the basic classes and their associations

as a UML class diagram. Beyond the idea of sharing or reusing different specifications

between the UML and OWL-DL models, the UML and the OWL-DL have very

different design philosophy for very different purpose in terms of their applications.

The OWL-DL based EFBO representation for functional behaviour modelling, for

instance, cannot be represented using the standard UML-based representation that

can support the kinds of reasoning that we have observed in Chapter 4 and 5.

Embedding Domain Knowledge within the Source Code Artifacts

One of the observable limitations in current software development practices is that

the source code written by the programmers does not have any support for semantic

guidance. For example, currently, there is no effective way to know as to how a

particular code fragment is associated with the overall functional behaviour of the

system being developed. While a good software developer can provide comment-based

textual documentations for their code fragments in an ad-hoc manner, these comment-

based documentations have no direct, machine processable correspondence with the

system’s domain knowledge. These unstructured, comment-based documentations

cannot provide any useful support for automated reasoning. The domain knowledge

about the behaviour of the implementing systems thus becomes almost untraceable

and gets buried within the masses of implemented code. This causes severe issues with

program comprehension and post-delivery maintenance of the systems with evolving
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functional requirements. As we have seen in Chapter 5, the EFBO ontology can be

used for semantic annotations on the relevant source code entities in order to provide

an explicit association of the entities with their functional goals. Essentially, these

functional goals must correspond to the domain knowledge of the system. Through

this exercise of semantic annotations, we can recover the functional behaviour of the

target systems into their corresponding domain knowledge. Once the models are

generated, they can be compared and validated for consistencies. The annotated

source code entities would essentially serve as part of the ontological models for

automated reasoning. The semantically enhanced source code entities, in this case,

can also possess a certain level of intelligence; i.e., the entities will be aware of their

existence in relations to the other functional entities within the overall behaviour of

the target systems. This latter aspect of the EFBO approach lends itself to the very

notion of Intelligent User Interface (IUI) design 1. With the recent advancements

in the UI technologies in modern computing applications with millions of users, the

idea of IUI design has become a significant area for the Human-Computer Interaction

(HCI) researchers.

Dealing with the Formal Systems

While there exist numerous ontologies for various application domains, when it comes

to actually using them with the useful instantiation of real-life data, only a handful

of them can be considered to be practical. While the ontologies are not meant to

incorporate instances within their formal knowledge structures, an ontology that lacks

the mechanisms to maximally instantiate the real-life data for automated reasoning

1It is worth mentioning the ACM conference series on the IUI. Check out the themes of the 23rd
ACM IUI for an overview of the current trends in IUI research at http://iui.acm.org

http://iui.acm.org
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can be quite frustrating. Even with the advancements of various efficient automated

reasoning supports, most of the ontologies, in this latter regard, exhibit the analogous

issues of the existing formal theory based systems as mentioned in Chapter 1.

However bold the latter argument is, one cannot deny the fact that even with so

many conferences and published articles, ontologies are still considered to be some-

thing intimidating to most of the applied computer science community. The power

of an ontology has been investigated numerous times in literature and researchers are

somewhat successful in conveying the importance of ontologies. However, awareness

about the power of the ontological rigour is one thing and applying the rigour in an

effective manner in real life practice is another. There needs to be a solid bridge be-

tween the latter two. This thesis can be considered as an approach that can facilitate

developing such a bridge. Compared to most of the existing approaches of formal

representations, one of the distinguishing features of our approach is that we have

utilized the notion of the AI-based commonsense reasoning and affordances as part of

our representation. We have carefully engineered the EFBO based on the AI-based

principles so that the users of the EFBO can use the ontology with minimal efforts.

As mentioned previously, due to its design, the EFBO approach facilitates a user

to model a system using a minimal set of predicates. The EFBO is designed in a way

so that it has a clear separation of its formal predicates. The predicates of the EFBO

that are intended for external users are designed to be intuitive and straight-forward

using a controlled set of vocabularies which requires no implicit knowledge about

the ontology. The predicates for internal reasoning, on the other hand, are inferred

based on the explicit predicates from the modelling statements asserted by the users.

The EFBO is designed in a way so that the complex functional reasoning mechanism
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based on these internal, inferred predicates is virtually invisible from the regular user.

The approach can be viewed as analogous to the object oriented approach where the

services or the methods of the classes can have different levels of access privileges.

Finally, since we wanted to have a natural way to describe the behavior of a

system, we have incorporated a number of equivalent and inverse properties within

the EFBO which provides a flexible linguistic support when modelling an event-based

system. This latter flexibility, along with the intuitive, user-centric modelling support

allowed us to maximize the applicability of the EFBO ontology without compromising

the logical rigour that we needed in order to achieve an effective functional reasoning

mechanism for the event-based systems.

7.4 Conclusion and Future Work

Formal logic-based principles have long been associated with software engineering the-

ory practices. Inspired by the seminal work on a mathematical theory of computation

by John McCarthy back in 1959 [97], formal logic-based principles have been explored

as the basis for representing software systems in numerous articles from many differ-

ent perspectives. In this thesis, we have demonstrated an ontology-oriented, formal

approach that can effectively specify the functional entities of a system in such a way

so that their existence within the system can be thoroughly reasoned in a rigorous,

conceptual manner. We have also demonstrated an approach to verify the functional

consistencies between cross-platform systems utilizing the EFBO-based representa-

tional facility that we developed as part of this research.

Within the broader context of Software Engineering, the implications of our the-

sis are the following: 1) it can promote a systematic approach to representing the
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requirements specification of the software systems as a machine-processable artifact,

2) it can allow embedding the domain knowledge of the software systems within their

source code artifacts, 3) it can be used to design intelligent user interfaces, and finally,

4. it promotes an effective, practical approach that utilizes the formal representation

of ontologies for the users with limited formal logic background.

We believe that the solution to the issue of poor learning curve of formal systems

lies within the design principles of the systems themselves. As we have demonstrated,

the issue can have significant mitigation by a careful design of the system that provides

a clear separation of concerns between its explicit and the implicit use of the predicates

during the specification phase. To our best knowledge, there exist no direct research

contributions that can be considered identical to our approach.

The future work of this thesis includes a number of possibilities. Along with the

tool supports for automated annotation and automated mapping of cross-platform

events that we mentioned earlier, we plan to incorporate the feature of tractability of

the evolving systems. Since the functionality models in our approach can be merged

and mapped into a single ontology, this approach can effectively support tractability

of future functional changes within the systems. The tractability of functional changes

would facilitate cost-effective maintenance and development in evolving systems.

Using the EFBO approach, the powerful notion of ontological reasoning can play a

critical role when developing safety-sensitive systems. We plan to apply our approach

to identify the possible security vulnerabilities within source code artifacts based on

their functional behaviour against a particular set of security protocols. Finally, we

plan to develop a domain-specific language (DSL) for functional behaviour modelling

based on our approach that can be used generically for any application that requires
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event-based planning and reasoning.

Beyond the scope of Software Engineering, the EFBO approach and its derived

principles can be applied to the systems in other disciplines where temporal reason-

ing about the events and change are important. Examples of such systems include

the systems in life sciences, linguistics, economics, and so forth, where the dynamic

behaviour of the systems is dependent on the way the systems interact with their

temporal agents. These possibilities are feasible due to the fact that the core EFBO

ontology is carefully designed to be generic enough to model the functional behavior

of any interactive system. The concept of events, agents, and interfaces within the

EFBO core are not restricted to model the software systems only; their logical def-

initions are kept general enough to be extended and applied for other applications

as well. While we could have easily combined all the aspects of our three ontologies,

namely, the EFBO-Core, the EFBO-FRC, and the EFBO-V in a single ontology, we

kept them separate in order to keep the modularity principles intact. Along with

mitigating the issue of maintenance, this modular approach allows the EFBO-Core

to be extended independently for a new domain of event-based applications.

For any artificial system of conceptualization, a set of functional goals of the

system can often be achieved in multiple different ways in different environments.

However, how to reason about the multiplicity of ways that lead to the same set of

functional achievements, or vice-versa, is mostly dependent on our cognitive process-

ing abilities. Through this thesis, we have illustrated some of the key principles that

can support our usual cognitive abilities, and ultimately, enhance our reasoning prac-

tices in a systematic machine-assisted fashion. Our thesis contributes to this latter

aspect of reasoning about the world, which is one of the almost never-ending quests
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of commonsense reasoning in Artificial Intelligence.
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Appendix A

The EFBO-Core Ontology

The Event-Based Functional Behavior Ontology (EFBO) is an ontology to represent
functional behavior of event-based systems. This document contains all the Classes
and Properties of the EFBO ontology in pure Description Logic (DL) in alphabetic
order. There are two other ways to explore and view the ontology as follows:

• You can load the OWL-DL version of the ontology directly from the following
web link using Protege or any other standard ontology editor.
http://www.cs.queensu.ca/~imam/ontologies/efbo.owl

• A more readable, web version of the ontology is available at the following link:
http://www.cs.queensu.ca/~imam/ontologies/efbo-web.html

The EFBO-Core Classes

Action

Action ≡ Event u ∃ isInvokedBy Agent

Activity

Activity ≡ Action u ∃ isPerformedBy Agent

http://www.cs.queensu.ca/~imam/ontologies/efbo.owl
http://www.cs.queensu.ca/~imam/ontologies/efbo-web.html
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Agent

Agent ≡ SystemEntity u ∃ interactsWith Interface

Agent v ¬ Event

Agent v ¬ Interface

ClientAgent

ClientAgent ≡ Agent u ∃ interactsWith ClientInterface

ClientInterface

ClientInterface ≡ Interface u ∃ hasInteractionWith ClientAgent

CompositeInterface

CompositeInterface ≡ Interface u ∃ hasElement Interface

CompositeUI

CompositeUI ≡ UserInterface u ∃ hasElement UserInterface

Event

Event v SystemEntity u ∃ hasInterface Interface

Event v ¬ Agent

Event v ¬ Interface

Event v ¬ Functionality
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Functionality

Functionality ≡ SystemEntity u ∃ hasFinalEvent Event u ∃ hasInitialEvent Event

Functionality v ¬ Event

Interface

Interface v SystemEntity

Interface v ¬ Agent

Interface v ¬ Event

ServerAgent

ServerAgent ≡ Agent u ∃ interactsWith ServerInterface

ServerInterface

ServerInterface ≡ Interface u ∃ hasInteractionWith ServerAgent

ServerInterface v Interface

System

System v Entity u ∃ hasSystemEntity System

SystemEntity

SystemEntity v Entity u ∃ isSystemEntityOf System
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UserAgent

UserAgent ≡ Agent u ∃ interactsWith UserInterface

UserInterface

UserInterface ≡ Interface u ∃ hasInteractionWith UserAgent

The EFBO-Core Object Properties

agentProperty

v entityProperty

entityProperty

eventProperty

v entityProperty

eventProperty ≡ eventProperty −

functionalityProperty

v entityProperty

hasElement

v interfaceProperty

hasElement ≡ isElementOf−

TransitiveProperty hasElement

∃ hasElement Thing v Interface
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> v ∀ hasElement Interface

hasFinalEvent

v hasFunctionalEvent

hasFinalEvent ≡ isFinalEventOf−

∃ hasFinalEvent Thing v Functionality

hasFunctionalEvent

v functionalityProperty

hasFunctionalEvent ≡ isFunctionalEventOf−

∃ hasFunctionalEvent Thing v Functionality

hasFutureEvent

v eventProperty

hasFutureEvent ≡ hasPastEvent−

TransitiveProperty hasFutureEvent

hasInitialEvent

v hasFunctionalEvent

hasInitialEvent ≡ isInitialEventOf−

∃ hasInitialEvent Thing v Functionality

hasInteractionWith

v interfaceProperty
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hasInteractionWith ≡ interactsWith−

> v ≤ 1 hasInteractionWith Thing

hasInterface

v eventProperty

hasInterface ≡ isInterfaceOf−

∃ hasInterface Thing v Event

> v ∀ hasInterface Interface

hasNextEvent

v hasFutureEvent

hasNextEvent ≡ hasPreviousEvent−

AsymmetricProperty hasNextEvent

IrreflexiveObjectProperty hasNextEvent

hasParallelEvent

v eventProperty

hasParallelEvent ≡ hasParallelEvent−

∃ hasParallelEvent Thing v Event

DisjointObjectProperties hasParallelEvent isAlternateEventOf

hasPastEvent

v eventProperty

hasFutureEvent ≡ hasPastEvent−
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TransitiveProperty hasPastEvent

∃ hasPastEvent Thing v Event

> v ∀ hasPastEvent Event

hasPreviousEvent

v hasPastEvent

hasNextEvent ≡ hasPreviousEvent−

hasSystemEntity

v systemProperty

hasSystemEntity ≡ isSystemEntityOf−

∃ hasSystemEntity Thing v System

> v ∀ hasSystemEntity SystemEntity

interactsWith

v agentProperty

hasInteractionWith ≡ interactsWith−

> v ≤ 1 interactsWith− Thing

∃ interactsWith Thing v Agent

> v ∀ interactsWith Interface

interfaceProperty

v entityProperty
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invokes

v agentProperty

invokes ≡ isInvokedBy−

∃ invokes Thing v Agent

> v ∀ invokes Event

isAlternateEventOf

v eventProperty

isAlternateEventOf ≡ isAlternateEventOf−

DisjointObjectProperties isAlternateEventOf

DisjointObjectProperties hasParallelEvent isAlternateEventOf

isElementOf

v interfaceProperty

hasElement ≡ isElementOf−

TransitiveProperty isElementOf

isFinalEventOf

v isFunctionalEventOf

hasFinalEvent ≡ isFinalEventOf−

isFunctionalEventOf

v eventProperty

hasFunctionalEvent ≡ isFunctionalEventOf−
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isInitialEventOf

v isFunctionalEventOf

hasInitialEvent ≡ isInitialEventOf−

isInterfaceOf

v interfaceProperty

hasInterface ≡ isInterfaceOf−

∃ isInterfaceOf Thing v Interface

isInvokedBy

v eventProperty

invokes ≡ isInvokedBy−

isPerformedBy

v eventProperty

isPerformedBy ≡ performs−

∃ isPerformedBy Thing v Action

isSystemEntityOf

v systemProperty

hasSystemEntity ≡ isSystemEntityOf−

isTriggeredBy

v eventProperty
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isTriggeredBy ≡ triggers−

performs

v agentProperty

isPerformedBy ≡ performs−

∃ performs Thing v Agent

> v ∀ performs Action

systemProperty

triggers

v agentProperty

isTriggeredBy ≡ triggers−

∃ triggers Thing v Agent

> v ∀ triggers Event

EFBO-Core Data Properties

hasCondition

∃ hasCondition Datatype v Event

hasTimePoint

∃ hasTimePoint Datatype v Event

> v ∀ hasTimePoint Datatype nonNegativeInteger
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Appendix B

The EFBO-FRC Ontology

The EFBO-Functional Reasoning Category (EFBO-FRC) includes the classes asso-
ciated with different functional reasoning categories under the Entity Classifier Class
of the core EFBO. The EFBO-FRC is an importable module for the EFBO core on-
tology and includes logical axioms to define its reasoning categories based on different
EFBO core classes and properties. It should be noted that the EFBO-FRC does not
contain any new properties for itself and simply reuses the properties form the EFBO
core. This document contains all the Classes of the EFBO-FRC ontology in pure
Description Logic (DL) in alphabetic order. There are two other ways to explore and
view the ontology as follows:

• You can load the OWL-DL version of the ontology directly from the following
web link using Protege or any other standard ontology editor.
http://www.cs.queensu.ca/~imam/ontologies/efbo-frc.owl

• A more readable, web version of the ontology is available at the following link:
http://www.cs.queensu.ca/~imam/ontologies/efbo-frc-web.html

The EFBO-FRC Classes

ActivityAfterDecesionPoint

ActivityAfterDecesionPoint ≡ Activity u ∃ hasPastEvent DecisionPointEvent

ActivityAfterDecesionPoint v DecisionPointRelevantCategory

http://www.cs.queensu.ca/~imam/ontologies/efbo-frc.owl
http://www.cs.queensu.ca/~imam/ontologies/efbo-frc-web.html
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ActivityBeforeDecesionPoint

ActivityBeforeDecesionPoint ≡ Activity u ∃ hasFutureEvent DecisionPointEvent

ActivityBeforeDecesionPoint v DecisionPointRelevantCategory

ActivityByClientInterface

ActivityByClientInterface ≡ Activity u ∃ hasInterface ClientInterface

ActivityByClientInterface v ActivityByInterface

ActivityByFunctionality

ActivityByFunctionality ≡ Activity u ∃ isFunctionalEventOf Functionality

ActivityByFunctionality v WhatHappensWhere

ActivityByInterface

ActivityByInterface ≡ Activity u ∃ hasInterface Interface

ActivityByInterface v WhatHappensWhere

ActivityByServerInterface

ActivityByServerInterface ≡ Activity u ∃ hasInterface ServerInterface

ActivityByServerInterface v ActivityByInterface

ActivityByUserInterface

ActivityByUserInterface ≡ Activity u ∃ hasInterface UserInterface

ActivityByUserInterface v ActivityByInterface
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AgentActivity

AgentActivity v WhoDoesWhat

ClientAgent

ClientAgentActivity

ClientAgentActivity ≡ Action u ∃ isPerformedBy ClientAgent

ClientAgentActivity v AgentActivity

ClientInterface

DecisionPointEvent

DecisionPointEvent≡ Event u ∃ hasNextEvent (Event u ∃ isAlternateEventOf Event)

DecisionPointEvent v DecisionPointRelevantCategory

DecisionPointRelevantCategory

DecisionPointRelevantCategory v FRC

EntityClassifier

Event

EventInvokedByAgent

EventInvokedByAgent v WhoDoesWhat

EventInvokedByClientAgent

EventInvokedByClientAgent ≡ Event u ∃ isInvokedBy ClientAgent
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EventInvokedByClientAgent v EventInvokedByAgent

EventInvokedByServerAgent

EventInvokedByServerAgent ≡ Event u ∃ isInvokedBy ServerAgent

EventInvokedByServerAgent v EventInvokedByAgent

EventInvokedByUserAgent

EventInvokedByUserAgent ≡ Event u ∃ isInvokedBy UserAgent

EventInvokedByUserAgent v EventInvokedByAgent

EventTriggeredByAgent

EventTriggeredByAgent v WhoDoesWhat

EventTriggeredByClientAgent

EventTriggeredByClientAgent ≡ Event u ∃ isTriggeredBy ClientAgent

EventTriggeredByClientAgent v EventTriggeredByAgent

EventTriggeredByServerAgent

EventTriggeredByServerAgent ≡ Event u ∃ isTriggeredBy ServerAgent

EventTriggeredByServerAgent v EventTriggeredByAgent

EventTriggeredByUserAgent

EventTriggeredByUserAgent ≡ Event u ∃ isTriggeredBy UserAgent

EventTriggeredByUserAgent v EventTriggeredByAgent
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EventWithMutuallyExclusiveEvent

EventWithMutuallyExclusiveEvent ≡ Event u ∃ isAlternateEventOf Event

EventWithMutuallyExclusiveEvent v FRC

EventWithParallelEvent

EventWithParallelEvent ≡ Event u ∃ hasParallelEvent Event

EventWithParallelEvent v FRC

FRC

FRC v EntityClassifier

Functionality

Interface

ServerAgent

ServerAgentActivity

ServerAgentActivity ≡ Action u ∃ isPerformedBy ServerAgent

ServerAgentActivity v AgentActivity

ServerInterface

SharedClientServerActivity

SharedClientServerActivity ≡ Activity u ∃ isPerformedBy ClientAgent u ∃ isPer-

formedBy ServerAgent

SharedClientServerActivity v WhoSharesWhat
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UserAgent

UserAgentActivity

UserAgentActivity ≡ Action u ∃ isPerformedBy UserAgent

UserAgentActivity v AgentActivity

UserInterface

WhatFollowsDecisionPoint

WhatFollowsDecisionPoint ≡ Event u ∃ hasPreviousEvent DecisionPointEvent

WhatFollowsDecisionPoint v DecisionPointRelevantCategory

WhatHappensWhere

WhatHappensWhere v FRC

WhatLeadsToDecisionPoint

WhatLeadsToDecisionPoint ≡ Event u ∃ hasNextEvent DecisionPointEvent

WhatLeadsToDecisionPoint v DecisionPointRelevantCategory

WhoDoesWhat

WhoDoesWhat v FRC

WhoSharesWhat

WhoSharesWhat v FRC
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Appendix C

The EFBO-V Ontology

In order to facilitate the validation process, we have developed this utility ontology
called the EFBO Consistency Validation Ontology (EFBO-V). The EFBO-V imports
the core EFBO along with the EFBO-FRC ontology and is designed to integrate
and classify the functional entities of two given source models into a comparable
representation. This document contains all the Classes and Properties of the EFBO-
V ontology in pure Description Logic (DL) in alphabetic order. There are two other
ways to explore and view the ontology as follows:

• You can load the OWL-DL version of the ontology directly from the following
web link using Protege or any other standard ontology editor.
http://www.cs.queensu.ca/~imam/ontologies/efbo-v.owl

• A more readable, web version of the ontology is available at the following link:
http://www.cs.queensu.ca/~imam/ontologies/efbo-v-web.html

EventWithConsistentFlow

EventWithConsistentFlow ≡ System-1 Event u ∃ hasConsistentEventFlow System-

2 Event

EventWithConsistentFlow v ConsistentEvent

http://www.cs.queensu.ca/~imam/ontologies/efbo-v.owl
http://www.cs.queensu.ca/~imam/ontologies/efbo-v-web.html
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EventWithConsistentNextEvent

EventWithConsistentNextEvent≡ System-1 Event u ∃ hasConsistentNextEvent System-

2 Event

EventWithConsistentNextEvent v ConsistentEvent

EventWithConsistentPreviousEvent

EventWithConsistentPreviousEvent ≡ System-1 Event u ∃ hasConsistentPreviou-

sEvent System-2 Event

EventWithConsistentPreviousEvent v ConsistentEvent

EventWithInconsistentFlow

EventWithInconsistentFlow ≡ System-1 Event u ¬EventWithConsistentFlow

EventWithInconsistentFlow v InconsistentEvent

EventWithInconsistentNextEvent

EventWithInconsistentNextEvent≡ System-1 Event u ¬EventWithConsistentNextEvent

EventWithInconsistentNextEvent v InconsistentEvent

EventWithInconsistentPreviousEvent

EventWithInconsistentPreviousEvent≡ System-1 Event u ¬EventWithConsistentPreviousEvent

EventWithInconsistentPreviousEvent v InconsistentEvent

InconsistentEvent

InconsistentEvent v SystemValidationEntity
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ParticipantEntity

ParticipantEntity v SystemValidationEntity

ParticipantSystem

ParticipantSystem ≡ System u ∃ hasSystemEntity ParticipantEntity

ParticipantSystem v SystemValidationEntity

System-1

System-1 ≡ ParticipantSystem u ∃ hasSystemEntity System-1 Entity

System-1 v ¬ System-2

System-1 AcitivityByClientInterface

System-1 AcitivityByClientInterface≡ActivityByClientInterface u System-1 Activity

System-1 Action

System-1 Action ≡ Action u ∃ isSystemEntityOf System-1

System-1 Action v System-1 Event

System-1 Activity

System-1 Activity ≡ Activity u ∃ isSystemEntityOf System-1

System-1 Activity v System-1 Action
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System-1 ActivityAfterDecisionPointEvent

System-1 ActivityAfterDecisionPointEvent ≡ ActivityAfterDecesionPoint u System-

1 Activity

System-1 ActivityBeforeDecisionPoint

System-1 ActivityBeforeDecisionPoint≡ActivityBeforeDecesionPoint u System-1 Activity

System-1 ActivityByFunctionality

System-1 ActivityByFunctionality ≡ ActivityByFunctionality u System-1 Activity

System-1 ActivityByServerInterface

System-1 ActivityByServerInterface≡ActivityByServerInterface u System-1 Activity

System-1 ActivityByUserInterface

System-1 ActivityByUserInterface ≡ ActivityByUserInterface u System-1 Activity

System-1 Agent

System-1 Agent ≡ Agent u ∃ isSystemEntityOf System-1

System-1 Agent v System-1 Entity

System-1 ClientAgentActivity

System-1 ClientAgentActivity ≡ ClientAgentActivity u System-1 Activity
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System-1 DecisionPointEvent

System-1 DecisionPointEvent ≡ DecisionPointEvent u System-1 Event

System-1 Entity

System-1 Entity ≡ ParticipantEntity u ∃ isSystemEntityOf System-1

System-1 Event

System-1 Event ≡ Event u ∃ isSystemEntityOf System-1

System-1 Event v System-1 Entity

System-1 EventInvokedByClientAgent

System-1 EventInvokedByClientAgent≡ EventInvokedByClientAgent u System-1 Event

System-1 EventInvokedByServerAgent

System-1 EventInvokedByServerAgent≡ EventInvokedByServerAgent u System-1 Event

System-1 EventInvokedByUserAgent

System-1 EventInvokedByUserAgent≡ EventInvokedByUserAgent u System-1 Event

System-1 EventTriggeredByClientAgent

System-1 EventTriggeredByClientAgent ≡ EventTriggeredByClientAgent u System-

1 Event
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System-1 EventTriggeredByServerAgent

System-1 EventTriggeredByServerAgent ≡ EventTriggeredByServerAgent u System-

1 Event

System-1 EventTriggeredByUserAgent

System-1 EventTriggeredByUserAgent≡ EventTriggeredByUserAgent u System-1 Event

System-1 EventWithMutuallyExclusiveEvent

System-1 EventWithMutuallyExclusiveEvent≡ EventWithMutuallyExclusiveEvent u System-

1 Event

System-1 EventWithParallelEvent

System-1 EventWithParallelEvent ≡ EventWithParallelEvent u System-1 Event

System-1 Interface

System-1 Interface ≡ Interface u ∃ isSystemEntityOf System-1

System-1 Interface v System-1 Entity

System-1 ServerAgentActivity

System-1 ServerAgentActivity ≡ ServerAgentActivity u System-1 Activity

System-1 SharedClientServerActivity

System-1 SharedClientServerActivity≡ SharedClientServerActivity u System-1 Activity
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System-1 UserAgentActivity

System-1 UserAgentActivity ≡ UserAgentActivity u System-1 Activity

System-1 WhatFollowsDecisionPoint

System-1 WhatFollowsDecisionPoint≡WhatFollowsDecisionPoint u System-1 Event

System-1 WhatLeadsToDecisionPoint

System-1 WhatLeadsToDecisionPoint≡WhatLeadsToDecisionPoint u System-1 Event

System-2

System-2 ≡ ParticipantSystem u ∃ hasSystemEntity System-2 Entity

System-2 v ParticipantSystem

System-2 v ¬ System-1

System-2 AcitivityByClientInterface

System-2 AcitivityByClientInterface≡ActivityByClientInterface u System-2 Activity

System-2 Action

System-2 Action ≡ Action u ∃ isSystemEntityOf System-2

System-2 Action v System-2 Event

System-2 Activity

System-2 Activity ≡ Activity u ∃ isSystemEntityOf System-2

System-2 Activity v System-2 Action
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System-2 ActivityAfterDecisionPointEvent

System-2 ActivityAfterDecisionPointEvent ≡ ActivityAfterDecesionPoint u System-

2 Activity

System-2 ActivityBeforeDecisionPoint

System-2 ActivityBeforeDecisionPoint≡ActivityBeforeDecesionPoint u System-2 Activity

System-2 ActivityByFunctionality

System-2 ActivityByFunctionality ≡ ActivityByFunctionality u System-2 Activity

System-2 ActivityByServerInterface

System-2 ActivityByServerInterface≡ActivityByServerInterface u System-2 Activity

System-2 ActivityByUserInterface

System-2 ActivityByUserInterface ≡ ActivityByUserInterface u System-2 Activity

System-2 Agent

System-2 Agent ≡ Agent u ∃ isSystemEntityOf System-2

System-2 Agent v System-2 Entity

System-2 ClientAgentActivity

System-2 ClientAgentActivity ≡ ClientAgentActivity u System-2 Activity
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System-2 DecisionPointEvent

System-2 DecisionPointEvent ≡ DecisionPointEvent u System-2 Event

System-2 Entity

System-2 Entity ≡ ParticipantEntity u ∃ isSystemEntityOf System-2

System-2 Event

System-2 Event ≡ Event u ∃ isSystemEntityOf System-2

System-2 Event v System-2 Entity

System-2 EventInvokedByClientAgent

System-2 EventInvokedByClientAgent≡ EventInvokedByClientAgent u System-2 Event

System-2 EventInvokedByServerAgent

System-2 EventInvokedByServerAgent≡ EventInvokedByServerAgent u System-2 Event

System-2 EventInvokedByUserAgent

System-2 EventInvokedByUserAgent≡ EventInvokedByUserAgent u System-2 Event

System-2 EventTriggeredByClientAgent

System-2 EventTriggeredByClientAgent ≡ EventTriggeredByClientAgent u System-

2 Event
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System-2 EventTriggeredByServerAgent

System-2 EventTriggeredByServerAgent ≡ EventTriggeredByServerAgent u System-

2 Event

System-2 EventTriggeredByUserAgent

System-2 EventTriggeredByUserAgent≡ EventTriggeredByUserAgent u System-2 Event

System-2 EventWithMutuallyExclusiveEvent

System-2 EventWithMutuallyExclusiveEvent≡ EventWithMutuallyExclusiveEvent u System-

2 Event

System-2 EventWithParallelEvent

System-2 EventWithParallelEvent ≡ EventWithParallelEvent u System-2 Event

System-2 Interface

System-2 Interface ≡ Interface u ∃ isSystemEntityOf System-2

System-2 Interface v System-2 Entity

System-2 ServerAgentActivity

System-2 ServerAgentActivity ≡ ServerAgentActivity u System-2 Activity

System-2 SharedClientServerActivity

System-2 SharedClientServerActivity≡ SharedClientServerActivity u System-2 Activity
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System-2 UserAgentActivity

System-2 UserAgentActivity ≡ UserAgentActivity u System-2 Activity

System-2 WhatFollowsDecisionPoint

System-2 WhatFollowsDecisionPoint≡WhatFollowsDecisionPoint u System-2 Event

System-2 WhatLeadsToDecisionPoint

System-2 WhatLeadsToDecisionPoint≡WhatLeadsToDecisionPoint u System-2 Event

SystemValidationEntity

SystemValidationEntity v EntityClassifier

The EFBO-V Object Properties

hasConsistentAltEvent

v hasConsistentEvent

hasConsistentEvent

v systemValidationProperty

∃ hasConsistentEvent Thing v System-1 Event

> v ∀ hasConsistentEvent System-2 Event

hasConsistentEventFlow

v hasConsistentEvent
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hasConsistentNextEvent

v hasConsistentEvent

hasConsistentPreviousEvent

v hasConsistentEvent

v hasMappingEntity

> v ≤ 1 hasMappingAgent Thing

∃ hasMappingAgent Thing v System-1 Agent

> v ∀ hasMappingAgent System-2 Agent

hasMappingEntity

v systemValidationProperty

hasMappingEvent

v hasMappingEntity

> v ≤ 1 hasMappingEvent Thing

∃ hasMappingEvent Thing v System-1 Event

> v ∀ hasMappingEvent System-2 Event

hasMappingInterface

v hasMappingEntity

> v ≤ 1 hasMappingInterface Thing

∃ hasMappingInterface Thing v System-1 Interface

> v ∀ hasMappingInterface System-2 Interface
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Appendix D

The EFBO-V Rules

The list of SWRL rules as defined for the EFBO-V ontology1. Each of these rules is

defined based on a set of defined EFBO properties.

-----------------------------------------------------------------------

Rule-I : hasConsisnetNextEvent @EFBO-V

Comment: Rule to define the EFBO-V hasConsistentNextEvent property.

-----------------------------------------------------------------------

hasMappingEvent(?y, ?yp) ^ hasNextEvent(?yp, ?zp)

^ hasMappingEvent(?z, ?zp)

^ hasPreviousEvent(?z, ?y)

-> hasConsistentNextEvent(?y, ?yp)

-----------------------------------------------------------------------

+

-----------------------------------------------------------------------

Rule-II: hasConsistentPreviousEvent @EFBO-V

Comment: Rule to define the EFBO-V hasConsistentPreviousEvent property.

-----------------------------------------------------------------------

hasMappingEvent(?y, ?yp) ^ hasPreviousEvent(?yp, ?xp)

^ hasMappingEvent(?x, ?xp)

^ hasNextEvent(?x, ?y)

-> hasConsistentPreviousEvent(?y, ?yp)

-----------------------------------------------------------------------

1Available at http://cs.queensu.ca/~imam/ontologies/efbo-v.owl

http://cs.queensu.ca/~imam/ontologies/efbo-v.owl
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+

-----------------------------------------------------------------------

Rule-III: hasConsistentEventFlow @EFBO-V

Comment : Rule to define the EFBO-V hasConsistentEvent property.

-----------------------------------------------------------------------

hasConsistentPreviousEvent(?x, ?xp) ^ hasConsistentNextEvent(?x, ?xp)

-> hasConsistentEventFlow(?x, ?xp)

-----------------------------------------------------------------------

+

-----------------------------------------------------------------------

Rule-IV: hasConsistentAltEvent @EFBO-V

Comment: Rule to define the EFBO-V hasConsistentAltEvent property.

-----------------------------------------------------------------------

hasMappingEvent(?xa, ?xpa) ^ isAlternateEventOf(?xp, ?xpa)

^ isAlternateEventOf(?x, ?xa)

-> hasConsistentAltEvent(?xa, ?xpa)

-----------------------------------------------------------------------

+

-----------------------------------------------------------------------

Rule-V : hasMappingInterface @EFBO-V

Comment: Rule to define the EFBO-V hasMappingInterface property.

-----------------------------------------------------------------------

hasMappingEvent(?x, ?xp) ^ hasInterface(?xp, ?xpi)

^ hasInterface(?x, ?xi)

-> hasMappingInterface(?xi, ?xpi)

-----------------------------------------------------------------------

+

-----------------------------------------------------------------------

Rule-VI: hasMappingAgent @EFBO-V

Comment: Rule to define the EFBO-V hasMappingAgent property.

-----------------------------------------------------------------------

isInvokedBy(?x, ?xa) ^ isInvokedBy(?xp, ?xpa)

^ hasMappingEvent(?x, ?xp)

-> hasMappingAgent(?xa, ?xpa)

-----------------------------------------------------------------------
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